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Introduction 

In the Netherlands, a new domain “logical reasoning” has been included in the 
mathematics C curriculum in 2015 (College voor Toetsen en Examens, 2016). 
Mathematics C is one of the four mathematics courses at the upper levels of pre-
university secondary education1 (ages 15 to 18 years), particularly for non-science 
students. It was intended that the domain of logical reasoning should contribute to 
students’ reasoning skills outside the field of mathematics: as a preparation for 
university, for their future professions, and in everyday life.  

For years, I have a personal interest in logic and logical reasoning and its 
function in everyday reasoning. I am especially interested in the question how to 
teach logical reasoning to secondary school students. Therefore, I am intrigued by 
the introduction of this specific domain to mathematics C students. Earlier, I already 
had some positive experiences with a small-scale lesson sequence about if-then 
statements in the 10th grade pre-university education (in Dutch: vwo 4). In these 
lessons, I tried to evoke students’ logical reasoning with a card game (Chasiotis, 
1996) and with reasoning in concrete situations before they were introduced to 
formalised statements and truth tables. Students reported that they found it 
challenging, but at the same time enjoyed reasoning and arguing, which resulted in 
improved motivation for their mathematics lessons (Bronkhorst, 2006, 2008). Similar 
results were found by Milbou et al. (2013) in a small-scale study with secondary 
school students in Belgium. So, as a mathematics teacher, the initial question that 
occurred to me when confronted with the new domain of logical reasoning was: 
How am I supposed to design and evaluate a course in logical reasoning given the 
aim that the domain of logical reasoning should contribute to students’ reasoning 
skills outside the field of mathematics? Since not much is known about students’ 
learning of logical reasoning and the benefits for their everyday life and future 
careers, logical reasoning will be the central subject of study in this thesis. In this 
thesis, we describe the theoretical backgrounds of logical reasoning, the design of an 
intervention with a course for pre-university students (11th and 12th grades) aimed 
at developing their logical reasoning skills, and we will describe the learning 
processes and learning outcomes of this specially designed course. 

 
1 in Dutch: voorbereidend wetenschappelijk onderwijs (vwo) 
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Logical Reasoning 

21st Century Skills 
The attention for logical reasoning as important to prepare students for today’s 
information society is not unique for the Netherlands and its relevance is discussed 
by different international organisations. The Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD; 2019a) states, for example: 

 

Education systems are under pressure to better prepare its [sic] students for the 
“future” and for the “real world”, a world that is changing fast especially in light of 
globalisation as well as significant technological advances and of the impact they can 
have in our personal lives (…) and in the future of work (…). (p. 4) 
 

Not only OECD, but also, for example, UNESCO and the European Union, describe 
which skills are essential for future citizens and thus for future student learning 
(Thijs et al., 2014). Thijs et al. (2014, p. 17) mention as umbrella terms: 21st century 
skills (Binkley et al., 2012), lifelong learning competencies (IAE, 2010), key skills 
(European Union, 2002), and advanced skills (Ledoux et al., 2013). 

We will use the term “21st century skills” in this thesis, because it is a well-
known term and often used in discussions on future education in, for example, the 
framework for 21st century learning by the Partnership for 21st century skills (P21, 
2015). Besides the importance of traditional school subjects, called “key subjects” by 
P21, such as language, mathematics, history, arts, and science, the framework 
emphasises the importance of interdisciplinary themes as global awareness and 
environmental literacy. Key for 21st century learning is the development of a variety 
of skills for “the complex life and work environments in today’s world” (P21, 2015, 
p. 3) and our lives in “a technology and media-driven environment” (P21, 2015, p. 
5), exemplified by, for example, “learning and innovation skills”. Learning and 
innovations skills are specified as creativity and innovation, critical thinking and 
problem solving, and communication and collaboration. Liu et al. (2015) argue that 
logical reasoning should be seen as a building block for critical thinking, analytical 
thinking, and problem solving. They explain: 

 

Critical thinking is not only the ability to reason logically but the ability to find relevant 
material in memory and deploy attention when needed. Analytical thinking further 
demands a problem solver or decision maker to have the ability to decompose complex 
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problem to its constituent components, to find the causality of components, and to 
evaluate the available options based on observed data and processed information. (p. 
334) 
 

If we summarise this excerpt in our own words, we might conclude that for the 
ability of critical thinking, several aspects are needed, like analysing, decomposing 
problems, and reviewing parts of an argument. Vincent-Lancrin et al. (2019) explain: 
“In many cases, definitions of critical thinking emphasise logical or rational 
thinking; that is, the ability to reason, assess arguments and evidence, and argue in 
a sound way to reach a relevant and appropriate solution to a problem” (p. 59). This 
shows that logical reasoning should be more than formal deductive reasoning only. 
Due to these varieties of explanations, the need for an unambiguous understanding 
of the meaning of what is understood by logical reasoning is highly relevant before 
we can study students’ logical reasoning skills. We will discuss these issues in 
Chapter 2. 
 

Logical Reasoning in Mathematics Education 
The global-wide desire to prepare students for today’s information society becomes 
visible in recent mathematics curricula as well, with the underlying reason to make 
mathematics more relevant for students’ future and to provide them with a 
successful preparation for their tertiary education in particular (e.g. cTWO, 2012; 
McChesney, 2017; NCTM, 2009). The United States’ Standards for Mathematics 
Practice explain, for example, that logical reasoning in the mathematics classroom is 
more than deductive reasoning only. They state: 

 

Mathematically proficient students understand and use stated assumptions, 
definitions, and previously established results in constructing arguments. They make 
conjectures and build a logical progression of statements to explore the truth of their 
conjectures. They are able to analyze situations by breaking them into cases, and can 
recognize and use counterexamples. They justify their conclusions, communicate them 
to others, and respond to the arguments of others. They reason inductively about data, 
making plausible arguments that take into account the context from which the data 
arose. Mathematically proficient students are also able to compare the effectiveness of 
two plausible arguments, distinguish correct logic or reasoning from that which is 
flawed, and —if there is a flaw in an argument— explain what it is. (NGA Center and 
CCSSO, 2016, pp. 6-7) 
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If we summarise important components of this broad interpretation of logical 
reasoning in our own words, this excerpt refers to inductive reasoning, the 
comparison of plausible arguments, and justifying these to others. Curriculum 
documents from other countries address similar issues concerning the importance 
of evaluating, interpreting, and justifying given information of provided arguments 
(e.g. Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority, 2016; 
Department of Education UK, 2014; McKendree et al., 2002), but its relation with 21st 
century learning is especially stressed in documents for future curricula (e.g. OECD, 
2019a; Platform Onderwijs2032, 2016; Vincent-Lancrin et al., 2019). The Dutch 
Platform Onderwijs 2032, for example, explicitly mentions the terms critically 
reviewing, problems solving skills, and the application of skills in other learning 
areas: 

 

The emphasis should not only be on basic skills, but also on critically reviewing 
statistical information and on problem solving skills. Future-oriented education 
teaches students to recognise the value of numeracy skills and to discover how to use 
them in practical and professional situations and in other learning areas.  (Platform 
Onderwijs2032, 2016, p. 32, translation by the author) 
 

In the Netherlands, logical reasoning is seen as a separate building block for future 
mathematics education in primary school and lower secondary education (grades 7-
9), but not yet exemplified for upper secondary education (Curriculum.nu, 2019). 
Though, as mentioned before, in the current curriculum, logical reasoning is part of 
one of the four mathematics courses in the upper levels of pre-university education. 
Before we describe the objectives of this domain for this specific course in more 
detail, we present some findings from research into students’ logical reasoning. 
 

Logical Reasoning in Different Contexts 
In research on logical reasoning, the logical implication (if…then…) plays an 
important role. Research shows that for children, but also for adults, the logical 
implication (𝑃𝑃 ⇒ 𝑄𝑄) leads to complications. As an example, consider the following 
statement: If I continue reading this thesis, then I will take a cup of coffee, i.e. continue 
reading (𝑃𝑃) ⇒ coffee (𝑄𝑄). Four common inferences are the following: 
 

- Affirmative mode (modus ponens): 
𝑃𝑃, so 𝑄𝑄, i.e. continue reading, so coffee 
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- Denial mode (modus tollens): 
¬𝑄𝑄, so ¬𝑃𝑃, i.e. no coffee, so discontinue reading 

- Denial of the antecedent: 
¬𝑃𝑃, so ¬𝑄𝑄, i.e. discontinue reading, so no coffee 

- Affirmation of the consequent (conversion): 
𝑄𝑄, so 𝑃𝑃, i.e. coffee, so continue reading 

 

According to logical rules, only the first two provide valid inferences. The 
affirmative mode provides a clear conclusion and usually does not lead to confusion, 
but other forms often cause difficulties in reasoning. People tend to accept the 
conversion intuitively (Halpern, 2014; Stanovich et al., 2016), but also the validity of 
the conclusion for the denial mode is often problematic.  

O’Brien et al. (1971) investigated the understanding of the logical implication 
(𝑃𝑃 ⇒ 𝑄𝑄) among American students between 9 and 16 years old. They used 
implications in different situations stated in ordinary language. Those implications 
consisted of hypothetical situations formulated either with the if-then construction 
or via an equivalent description. The researchers found a relation between age and 
reasoning skills: older students came to formally valid conclusions more often. 
However, still at the age of 16 many students had difficulties dealing with the logical 
implication, in particular with the if-then construction. O’Brien et al. conclude that 
educators should be aware of this and that students’ understanding of implications 
stated with the words “if-then” should not be overestimated. 

Other research emphasises that human reasoning is content- and context-
dependent (e.g. Daniel & Klaczynski, 2006; Evans, 2002; Stanovich et al., 2016). 
Hintikka (2001) claimed: “in real-life reasoning, even when it is purely deductive, 
familiarity with the subject matter can be strategically helpful” (p. 46). Furthermore, 
students (grades 8 and 9) often tend to search for concrete examples to check if a 
statement is true or false (Hoyles & Küchemann, 2002). For many students a logical 
implication can be “sometimes true” or “sometimes false”. In other words: in their 
view, a counterexample does not convincingly falsify an if-then statement, which 
shows the complexity of investigating logical reasoning in everyday life contexts. 

Inglis and Simpson (2006) also showed that context is important and can 
influence the way of reasoning. In two tasks –the original Durand-Guerrier’s (2003) 
Labyrinth Task and a conversion of that task into a mathematical context– they 
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If we summarise important components of this broad interpretation of logical 
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- Affirmative mode (modus ponens): 
𝑃𝑃, so 𝑄𝑄, i.e. continue reading, so coffee 
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- Denial mode (modus tollens): 
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showed that mathematicians reason similarly to other people in daily life contexts, 
but reason much stricter in mathematical contexts. Teachers should be aware of the 
influence of context, in particular when teaching logical reasoning, so that they can 
enhance the reasoning process of their students by, for example, requesting 
explanations for students’ primary responses. Besides, in everyday life reasoning 
strictly valid conclusions are often impossible, so there is a need for more pragmatic 
conclusions, for example, conclusions based on expert views or the likelihood of 
possible scenarios (e.g. Johnson & Blair, 2006; Walton et al., 2008), which are often 
acceptable in that context. So, if courses in logical reasoning should contribute to 
societally relevant contexts as emphasised as important for 21st century learning, 
courses should pay attention to the different conclusions possible. 

Research suggests that representations that capture relevant aspects from the 
given context could support the reasoning (McKendree et al., 2002). Diagrams, for 
example, are rather suitable to structure arguments (Halpern 2014; Van Gelder, 
2005). Depending on the argument, this could be a scheme to map the relations and 
to provide overview, whether or not by making use of logical symbols, or circle 
diagram, such as Venn and Euler diagrams. This shows the relevance to learn 
students to use tools that can help them to structure their reasoning in all sorts of 
contexts. In this study, we call those representations formalisations. In other words, 
formalisations include, among others, schemes, logical symbols, and visualisations, 
such as Venn and Euler diagrams. 
 
 

Research Context 

We conducted our research in the Netherlands where logical reasoning is part of a 
specific mathematics course (Mathematics C) in the upper levels of pre-university 
secondary education. In this course, it is explicitly intended to link logical reasoning 
with its societal importance. Due to this specific nature of the course, we will explain 
the Dutch education system first and the differences between the mathematics 
courses within the upper levels of secondary education. 
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Overview Dutch Education System 
After eight years of primary education, students go to vocational, general, or pre-
university secondary education depending on the school advice given by their 
primary school. Figure 1.1 shows an overview of the Dutch education system (EP-
Nuffic, 2015). Our research focuses on pre-university secondary education (vwo), 
highlighted with a red frame in Figure 1.1. Pre-university secondary education 
prepares students for their tertiary studies at a research university and lasts six years 
(grades 7 through 12). After finishing vwo, they can also enter universities of applied 
sciences, but most students entering these universities followed senior general 
secondary education (in Dutch: hoger algemeen voortgezet onderwijs; havo), which 
lasts five years (grades 7 through 11). For their final two or three years (grades 10 
and higher), vwo and havo students choose one of the four streams “Culture & 
Society”, “Economics & Society”, “Science & Health”, and “Science & Technology”.2 
In their final year, students write their national final exams for most subjects. Some 
subjects are mandatory for all students, such as the Dutch language and literature, 
English language and literature, social studies, and physical education. Further, each 
stream has stream-specific subjects, some compulsory, some elective. Compulsory 
subjects are, for example, physics and chemistry for Science & Technology to prepare 
students for science and engineering studies, biology for Science & Health to prepare 
them for health-related studies, economics for Economics & Society, and history for 
Culture & Society. Elective subjects are offered by the school and the options might 
differ per school. Furthermore, all vwo students are required to take a mathematics 
course. The following stream-specific courses are offered: mathematics C for Culture 
& Society, mathematics A for Economics & Society and Science & Health, and 
mathematics B for Science & Technology. Students who choose for mathematics B 
could take an additional course called mathematics D. Nevertheless, students who 
want to broaden their chosen stream or just prefer another course, might opt for one 
of the other courses. For example, students in the Culture & Society stream are 
allowed to take mathematics A instead of C. Their options are visualised in Figure 
1.2. 
  

 
2 in Dutch: Cultuur & Maatschappij (C&M), Economie & Maatschappij (E&M), Natuur & Gezondheid 
(N&G), and Natuur & Techniek (N&T) respectively. 
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Figure 1.1 Dutch education system 
Reprinted from Education system The Netherlands (p. 3), by EP-Nuffic, 2015.  
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Figure 1.2 Mathematics courses for the four different streams for vwo 

 

Mathematics Courses 
The curriculum for the four mathematics courses has been implemented in the 
school year 2015/2016, mainly based on an extensive report from the commission 
Future Mathematics Education (in Dutch: commissie Toekomst Wiskunde 
Onderwijs; cTWO). The commission consisted of mathematics teachers from 
secondary schools and universities, and experts in the field of mathematics and 
mathematics education. The commission started its work in 2004 due to the growing 
concern about the quality of mathematics education in the Netherlands. However, 
thoughts about the need for a stream-specific mathematics course for Culture & 
Society date back to the 1990s (De Lange, 1998), which we will discuss in the next 
sections after an overview of the content of the different mathematics courses. Before 
the final cTWO report was published, proposals were piloted at several schools 
throughout the Netherlands.  

Mathematics A and C cover the domains statistics, probability, and the 
interpretation of functions and graphs. In addition, Mathematics A also focuses on 
algebraic skills and manipulation of functions, while mathematics C has a few 
stream-specific domains relating mathematics to art and philosophy called “shape 
and space” with, for example, perspective drawings, and “logical reasoning”. 
Mathematics B is intended for science students with mainly calculus topics 
supplemented with analytical geometry. Geometric proof, which specifically 
devotes attention to the structure of formal logical reasoning, is only found in the 
elective additional subject of mathematics D, chosen by a minority of the science 
students. 
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Mathematics C and Logical Reasoning 
The mathematics C course is the only mathematics course that includes the domain 
“logical reasoning”. It should provide students within the Culture & Society stream 
with a coherent programme of mathematics and the other subjects to prepare them 
well for studies in law, arts, languages, culture, and behavioural and social sciences. 

To investigate a possible meaningful and enriching mathematics course for 
these students, the ministry of education requested the Freudenthal Intitute of the 
University of Utrecht back in 1997 to investigate which topics could be suitable for 
these students (De Lange, 1998). The following initial conditions are presented in the 
report: 

 

1 The subject of mathematics is general in the sense that it supports students to 
function better in the (information) society. Terms related to this goal are "numeracy" 
or "mathematical literacy" as well as educating to "intelligent citizenship". 
2 The subject of mathematics prepares for tertiary education at a research university 
in a broad sense, that is to say that its relevance becomes clear for every study by the 
intended “higher goals”, such as: reasoning, argumentation, recognising mathematical 
aspects in other contexts, visualising, communicating. In a narrow sense for, among 
other things, methodological aspects that are useful in social sciences. 
3 The subject of mathematics also derives its relevance from the contexts that should 
be used for the specific Culture and Society stream. A clear aspect of this is the cultural-
historical development of mathematics. 
4 The image of mathematics as a discipline is not primarily determined by techniques, 
algorithms, and proofs, but more by the relationship of mathematics with the reality 
of the student, and the role of mathematics in the history of our and other cultures. (p. 
9, translation by the author) 
 

Those conditions result into descriptions of five themes: (1) statistics, (2) geometry, 
(3) algebra and analysis, (4) graphs and matrices, (5) number and code, language 
and logic. For the last theme, De Lange (1998) mentions that “logical reasoning, or 
even just reasoning and arguing, seems to be a threatened discipline for ordinary 
citizens” (p. 53, translation by the author). Therefore, the report explicitly 
emphasises the importance of logical reasoning for mathematics courses as well as 
for Culture & Society students’ preparation for tertiary education, such as in 
languages and law. The report states that a possible problem might be the 
construction of a balanced course, since there is hardly any experience with this topic 
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in the sense of the formulated initial conditions, because too much formalism should 
be avoided. 

Doorman and Roodhardt (2011) developed pilot materials for lessons in 
logical reasoning, including the analysis of “complicated texts”, such as certain 
newspaper articles, “to evoke the need for more precision” by structuring the 
argument from the given text. They reported positive experiences with the pilot 
materials, except for tasks with large truth tables. Students found working with 
those tables too isolated from the actual reasoning. In some final notes, they suggest 
that interaction with the students during the lessons is necessary, and perhaps 
essential, which might require a different teaching style. Folmer et al. (2012) also 
reported about the pilots for the new domains, which are intended to show students 
the relevance of mathematics, and concluded that the new domains influenced 
students’ motivation positively. In the final mathematics C curriculum document, 
based on the report from the commission Future Mathematics Education, truth 
tables are not included. Nevertheless, the introduction of the new domains in 
mathematics C did not attract a lot of students, the numbers even dropped. In 2018 
only 991 out of 38569 (2.6%) final exam candidates for pre-university education took 
a mathematics C exam nationwide (Dienst Uitvoering Onderwijs, 2018). In 2019 a 
few more, 1148 out of 38157 students, which is still only 3.0% (Dienst Uitvoering 
Onderwijs, 2020). If we zoom in at the Culture & Society stream, only one third of 
the students chooses the stream-specific mathematics C course, so two thirds of the 
students opt for mathematics A. This means that potentially the mentioned 
percentages could have been three times as large if all students within the Culture 
& Society stream would have chosen to take mathematics C. Misconceptions about 
the content of mathematics C and the unclear information from tertiary education 
about entry requirements might be possible explanations that students take 
mathematics A instead of C. Another problem is that mathematics teachers have 
mixed opinions about mathematics C and do not fully support mathematics C, 
sometimes due to concerns about the small class sizes and the organizability, but 
unfortunately, also due to a biased image of the course (e.g. Bloem, 2018; Gademan 
& Tolboom, 2018; Klein Kranenbarg, 2020). 
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Objectives domain logical reasoning 
The intended learning outcomes for the domain “logical reasoning” are shown in 
Figure 1.3. The domain focuses on basic knowledge of terms and symbols, the 
structure of an argument, of if-then claims in particular, and the use of various 
representations. The fifth objective explicitly refers to the relevance of skills in 
relation to the societal debate. The desired level of logical reasoning that should be 
reached, is not made explicit, nor a further explanation of the reasoning used in the 
societal debate. This is neither done in the final intended learning outcomes, nor was 
it exemplified in the pilot programme (Van Bergen, 2010). 
 

Domain F   Logical reasoning  
The candidate is able to analyse logical reasoning on correctness. 
 
Ready knowledge 
The candidate knows 
• the logical symbols  and ; 
• the terms conclusion, premise, definition, reasoning step, correct, complete, 

and incomplete for reasoning; 
• the terms contradiction and paradox.  
 
Receptive skills 
The candidate is able to 
1. indicate how an argument is composed of reasoning steps;  
2. connect “if-then” statements with the “follows from” conclusion;  
3. extract data from a Venn diagram.  
 
Productive skills 
The candidate is able to 
4. distinguish between a necessary and a sufficient condition;  
5. verify and analyse the correctness of reasoning and associated conclusions, 

as used in the societal debate;  
6. use examples to illustrate a statement and use a counterexample to refute a 

statement;  
7. recognise and describe a contradiction and a paradox;  
8. use different representations, such as tables and Venn diagrams, and logical 

symbols, to analyse and solve logical problems.  
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As mentioned before, this domain should strengthen the relation with other school 
subjects within the Culture & Society stream. Students within the Culture & Society 
stream have compulsory lessons in argumentation in the subject “Dutch language” 
aiming at students recognising and analysing argumentation schemes and properly 
presenting a written argument (College voor Examens, 2015, pp. 13-14). In the 
elective subject philosophy, which is not offered by all schools, teaching in reasoning 
and argumentation is linked to philosophical issues in which the students should be 
able to “select, structure, and interpret information related to a philosophical issue: 
analyse an argument, judge an argument, set up and maintain a logically correct and 
convincing argument, [and] transfer the results of a learning activity to others” 
(College voor Examens, 2014, p. 20). Secondary school teachers of philosophy often 
start with a module formal logic, but, according to E.A. le Coultre, lecturer in 
philosophy education at the University of Groningen, there is hardly any transfer 
from the formal approach to the reasoning and argumentation used in other topics 
in the philosophy course (personal communication, November 28, 2016). Although 
a cross-curricular approach should be possible and is preferred in the light of the 
framework for 21st century learning, most schools do not seek collaboration between 
the different subjects. 
 
 

Research Purpose 

In the previous sections we showed the importance of logical reasoning for 21st 
century learning and thus the importance to pay attention to the development of 
logical reasoning skills in secondary education. We conjectured that certain 
formalisations, such as schematisations, visualisations, and logical symbols, can 
structure and support students’ reasoning by representing relevant aspects. 
However, research shows that traditional courses in formal logic are often not 
effective to strengthen students’ logical reasoning skills (e.g. Attridge et al., 2016; 
Cheng et al., 1986; Hansen & Cohen, 2011). According to Stenning (1996), certain 
tools from the logic classroom could be supportive for students’ understanding of 
formal thoughts and arguments, which is in line with the use of formalisations to 
distinguish between relevant and irrelevant parts of the argument. Since not much 
is known about development of logical reasoning skills among secondary school 
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students, and given the purpose that the teaching should support students’ 
reasoning within societally relevant topics, we have chosen to develop an 
intervention. With a course in logical reasoning based on findings from research 
literature, we want to contribute to this research area by investigating the effects of 
an intervention for mathematics C students. Therefore, the main research question 
is: How does an intervention, based on learning to use suitable formalisations, influence 
students’ logical reasoning? In the design and evaluation, we not only focus on 
students’ use of formalisations, but also on the role of peer discussions and 
classroom discourse. 
 
 

Research Design 

Our research project followed the principles of design research in developing an 
intervention to improve students logical reasoning skills (Bakker, 2018; Van den 
Akker et al., 2013). This resulted in the following research steps: 

(1) preliminary study and exploring students’ logical reasoning skills and use 
of formalisations; 

(2) designing a course with the aim to improve their logical reasoning skills, 
with a focus on supportive use of formalisations; 

(3) studying the effectiveness of an intervention with a course in logical 
reasoning; 

(4) investigating teachers’ experiences with using the course. 
 
A full overview of a timeline with aims and design steps is shown in Table 1.1. 

In our preliminary study, we reviewed literature and based on this literature 
we defined logical reasoning for this study (see Chapter 2). As mentioned above, our 
intention was to introduce supportive formalisations, such as Venn and Euler 
diagrams at an early stage, to support students’ logical reasoning in tasks related to 
societally relevant topics. Before we developed an intervention, based on the 
reviewed literature, we investigated students’ logical reasoning abilities, their use of 
formalisations , and the problems they encountered in an exploratory study.  
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Table 1.1 Timeline design research 
Cycle When Aims and design steps 

Preliminary study 2016-2017 • Literature study to explore extant research on 
logical reasoning 

• Development pre-design of course logical 
reasoning 

• Construction test logical reasoning 
• Expert validation test logical reasoning 

Exploratory stage May 2017 • Task-based interviews to explore students’ 
logical reasoning abilities 

• Feedback from teachers on pre-design 

Design stage June – 
November 2017 

• Design pilot intervention: course, teacher 
manual, pre- and post-test 

• Teacher preparation  

Cycle 1: 
Pilot intervention 

November – 
December 2017 

• Pilot-intervention of course logical reasoning 
• Data collection  

 

Redesign stage January 2017 – 
October 2018 

• Analysis data pilot intervention 
• Redesign course and tests 
• Teacher preparation 

Cycle 2: 
Intervention 

October – 
December 2018 

• Intervention of course logical reasoning 
• Data collection 

Analysis and 
Evaluation 

2019-2020 • Analysis data intervention 
• Teacher interviews 

 
The main part of our study was the development of an intervention for mathematics 
C students, which followed iterative cycles as common in design research (Van den 
Akker, 2013). The first design of the intervention was piloted (see Table 1.1). Due to 
the fact that participating teachers played a crucial role during the research, we 
prepared them for teaching with the designed materials. Therefore, the researcher 
established a community of participating teachers early in the design process to seek 
support, to get feedback, and to evaluate design characteristics and prototypes of 
the intervention (Denscombe, 2014, pp. 188-189; Nieveen & Folmer, 2013). During 
the meetings, teachers also exchanged experiences and learned from each other. In 
the final intervention study, we implemented the revised course in logical reasoning 
and used a quasi-experimental pre-test-post-test control group design (Cook & 
Campbell, 1979) to evaluate the effectiveness of the intervention. The effects of the 
intervention were further investigated with an in-depth analysis of students’ 
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statements and discussions in the classroom. Afterwards, semi-structured 
interviews (Denscombe, 2014) with teachers were used to collect their experiences 
and reflections with the teaching of the course. These interviews provide clarity 
about the implementation of the course as well as about the success of the teacher 
preparation to implement the course in their own schools. 
 
 

Structure Thesis 

In this thesis we will discuss literature about logic and logical reasoning in Chapter 
2 with the main goal to explore the broad interpretation and ambiguous use of the 
term logical reasoning and to define logical reasoning for this study. Chapter 2 also 
shows results of task-based interviews to explore students’ logical reasoning in a 
variety of tasks. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 report on the intervention with a specially 
designed course in logical reasoning. The design of the intervention and the design 
characteristics will be explained in Chapter 3 together with a presentation of pre- 
and post-test results based on a pre-test-post-test control group design. Chapter 4 
will show results from video recordings in the classroom and links the intervention 
to the model of concreteness fading (Fyfe et al., 2014) with an in-depth analysis of 
students’ progress in classroom discussions. Chapter 5 shows a more detailed 
description of the design and its implementation, and teachers’ experiences and 
reflections. Chapter 6 combines all the results and shows theoretical and practical 
implications. In the Appendix the full lesson materials are included. 

 

 
 
 

Chapter 2: 
 

Logical Reasoning in Formal and Everyday 
Reasoning Tasks 

 

 

 

This chapter introduces the terminology needed for logical reasoning in formal and 
everyday reasoning tasks and presents results of task-based interviews to explore 

non-science students’ reasoning strategies. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This chapter is published as: 

Bronkhorst, H., Roorda, G., Suhre, C., & Goedhart, M. (2020). Logical reasoning in formal and everyday 
reasoning tasks. International Journal of Science and Mathematics Education, 18(8), 1673–1694. 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10763-019-10039-8
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Abstract 

Logical reasoning is of great societal importance and, as stressed by the 21st century skills framework, 

also seen as a key aspect for the development of critical thinking. This study aims at exploring secondary 

school students’ logical reasoning strategies in formal reasoning and everyday reasoning tasks. With task-

based interviews among four 16- and 17-year-old pre-university students, we explored their reasoning 

strategies and the reasoning difficulties they encounter. In this article, we present results from linear 

ordering tasks, tasks with invalid syllogisms, and a task with implicit reasoning in a newspaper article. 

The linear ordering tasks and the tasks with invalid syllogisms are presented formally (with symbols) 

and non-formally in ordinary language (without symbols). In tasks that were familiar to our students, 

they used rule-based reasoning strategies and provided correct answers although their initial 

interpretation differed. In tasks that were unfamiliar to our students, they almost always used informal 

interpretations and their answers were influenced by their own knowledge. When working on the 

newspaper article task, the students did not use strong formal schemes, which could have provided a 

clear overview. At the end of the article, we present a scheme showing which reasoning strategies are 

used by students in different types of tasks. This scheme might increase teachers’ awareness of the variety 

in reasoning strategies and can guide classroom discourse during courses on logical reasoning. We 

suggest that using suitable formalisations and visualisations might structure and improve students’ 

reasoning as well. 
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Introduction 

P21's Framework for 21st Century Learning describes critical thinking as an 
important skill to be successful in professional and everyday life situations in an 
increasingly complex world (P21, 2015). Of great value for critical thinking is “reason 
effectively,” which is explained in the 21st century skills framework as “[using] 
various types of reasoning (inductive, deductive, etc.) as appropriate to the 
situation” (P21, 2015, p. 4). Liu et al. (2015) support this view and consider valid 
logical reasoning as a key element for sound critical thinking. Other authors suggest 
that improving logical reasoning skills as part of higher order thinking skills is an 
important objective of education (Zohar & Dori, 2003). 
To support the development of critical thinking, it seems essential that teachers 
devote attention to students’ strategies to reason logically. So far, not much is known 
about the reasoning processes of secondary school students in different logical 
reasoning tasks. Therefore, this article addresses this issue by exploring how 16- and 
17-year-old students reason within formal reasoning and everyday reasoning tasks. 
The information provided by this study seems important to increase teachers' 
awareness of reasoning strategies used by students and reasoning difficulties they 
encounter, as well as to be able to develop instruction materials to support and 
improve students’ logical reasoning skills. 
 

Theoretical Background 
Halpern (2014) describes critical thinking as “purposeful, reasoned, and goal -
directed” (p. 8) and contends that many definitions of critical thinking in literature 
use the term “reasoning/logic” (p. 8), so being able to apply the rules of logic can be 
seen as a requirement for critical thinking. Many studies report difficulties with 
logical reasoning for different age groups (e.g. Daniel & Klaczynski, 2006; Galotti, 
1989; O’Brien et al., 1971; Stanovich et al., 2016). Because of those difficulties, it is by 
no means certain that secondary school students are able to reason logically and thus 
develop their critical thinking abilities autonomously.  
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Formal reasoning 
The area of logic can be divided into formal logic and informal logic. Aristotle 
already differentiated between formal logic with syllogisms described in Analytica 
Priora and ‘dialectics’ in his combined work Topica exploring arguments and 
opinions (Aristotle, 2015 version). Almost 2000 years later, Gottlob Frege (1848-1925) 
studied and developed formal systems to analyse thoughts, reasoning, and 
inferences. Also, he developed the so-called “predicate logic,” inspired by Leibniz 
(1646-1716), which is more advanced than the “propositional logic” (Look, 2013; 
Zalta, 2016). Nowadays, those types of systems are often called “symbolic logic” 
with strict validity as a key aspect (De Pater & Vergauwen, 2005) in which formal 
deductive reasoning is applied. 

In general, formal systems contain a set of rules and symbols and the 
reasoning within these systems will provide valid results as long as one follows the 
defined rules (Schoenfeld, 1991). The corresponding reasoning is often called formal 
reasoning and “characterized by rules of logic and mathematics, with fixed and 
unchanging premises” (Teig & Scherer, 2016, p. 1). The same use of formal 
procedures can be found in definitions of logical reasoning as well. For instance: 
“Logical reasoning involves determining what would follow from stated premises 
if they were true.” (Franks et al., 2013, p. 146), and “When we reason logically, we 
are following a set of rules that specify how we ‘ought to’ derive conclusions.” 
(Halpern, 2014, p. 176). 

However, there is no consensus on the term reasoning and it is not exclusively 
used for formal deductive reasoning or mathematical situations only. Although 
reasoning in mathematics differs immensely from everyday reasoning (Yackel & 
Hanna, 2003), even reasoning in mathematical proof is not only a formal procedure, 
but involves discussion, discovery, and exploration (Lakatos, 1976) and shows us a 
need for more informal methods when approaching formal reasoning problems. 
 
Informal reasoning 
In the previous section, we indicated that, dependent on the situation, reasoning 
demands more than applying rules of logic. For instance, the importance of 
transforming information as stated by Galotti (1989): “[Reasoning is a] mental 
activity that consists of transforming given information … in order to reach 
conclusions” (p. 333) and the role of samenesses as stated by Grossen (1991): 
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“Analogical and logical reasoning are strategies for finding and using samenesses. 
… logical reasoning applies these derived samenesses in order to understand and 
control our experience” (p. 343). 

The notion of broadening formal methods with more informal methods is not 
new. Toulmin already discusses the limitations of formal logic for all sorts of 
arguments in his famous book The Uses of Argument (1958). He distinguishes 
different logical types to emphasise how logic is used in different fields, such as law, 
science, and daily life situations. In his layout of an argument, he schematises the 
grounds for a claim balanced with reasons that rebut a claim. He also uses qualifiers 
to indicate the probability of a claim.  

Philosophers and educators were also dissatisfied with the dominance of 
formal logic, that they considered as inappropriate for evaluating real-life 
arguments, and started in the 1970s an informal logic movement for another approach 
of analysing arguments stated in ordinary, daily-life language (Van Eemeren et al., 
2014). One of the major textbooks still in print today is Logical Self-Defense (Johnson 
& Blair, 2006), which covers an introduction in “logical thinking, reasoning, or 
critical thinking … that focuses on the interpretation and assessment of ‘real life’ 
arguments” (p. xix). In literature, this is often indicated as informal or everyday 
reasoning, but this term has various meanings, from reasoning originating from 
formal systems to all reasoning related to everyday life events (Blair & Johnson, 2000; 
Voss et al., 1991). Different from formal reasoning, the reasoning and the conclusions 
depend on the context and can be questioned on their validity as already shown by 
Toulmin. Therefore, the topics are open for debate and invite to ponder on 
justifications and objections. The argument, as the result of the reasoning, often 
concerns open-ended, ill-structured real world problems without one conclusive, 
correct response (Cerbin, 1988; Kuhn, 1991). For this, Johnson and Blair (2006) use 
“acceptable premises that are relevant to the conclusion and supply sufficient 
evidence to justify accepting it” (p. xiii). The use of acceptable premises can arise 
from practical reasons to reach a certain goal and often includes presumptions or 
presuppositions. Walton (1996) uses the term “presumptive reasoning” for this kind 
of arguments, which he sees as dialogues. 

Although presumptive reasoning is not always conclusive or accepted by 
everyone, it is, in particular if full knowledge is unavailable or unobtainable, 
according to Walton, the best supplement to describe and discuss everyday life 
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Formal reasoning 
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Informal reasoning 
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transforming information as stated by Galotti (1989): “[Reasoning is a] mental 
activity that consists of transforming given information … in order to reach 
conclusions” (p. 333) and the role of samenesses as stated by Grossen (1991): 
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reasoning, for which he uses argumentation schemes. Even though Blair (1999) 
acknowledges the importance of presumptive reasoning for describing human 
reasoning and the strength of conclusions derived from the premises, he questions 
if all arguments are dialogues and discusses the completeness of the schemes. 
To sum up, we define informal reasoning as reasoning in ordinary language to 
construct an argument which requires a critical review of the given premises and 
transforming of information, as well as finding additional or similar information 
provided by the problem solver or by external sources. 
 
Towards a definition for logical reasoning in this study 
Now we have seen that for well-founded reasoning formal and informal methods 
are useful, we need to formulate a definition of logical reasoning for this study, 
which captures both aspects. A definition of logical reasoning should contain both 
the context and the way of reasoning, which can consist of formal and informal 
strategies. In other words, a definition of logical reasoning should not be 
synonymous with formal deductive reasoning. Important key words taken from the 
previous sections are “derive conclusions” from Halpern and “transforming 
information” from Galotti. That can be done with rules derived from formal systems, 
but that is not a necessity, so informal reasoning will also be part of our definition 
and thus seen as a valid reasoning process. Therefore, we conclude that logical 
reasoning involves several steps and define logical reasoning for this study as: 
Selecting and interpreting information from a given context, making connections, and 
verifying and drawing conclusions based on provided and interpreted information and the 
associated rules and processes. 
 
Formal and everyday reasoning tasks 
Until now, we focused on the ways of reasoning and stressed the importance of the 
context. If we want to study how students reason in a variety of contexts, we have 
to differentiate between closed tasks with one correct answer and more open tasks. 
For this, we will use Galotti’s (1989, p. 335) division: “formal reasoning tasks” and 
“everyday reasoning tasks.” Formal reasoning tasks are self-contained, in which all 
premises are provided. For those tasks, established procedures are often available 
which lead to one conclusive answer. In everyday reasoning tasks, premises might 
be implicit or not provided at all. For those tasks, established procedures are often 
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not available and it depends on the situation when an answer is good enough. In 
daily life situations everyday reasoning problems “are [often] not self-contained” 
and “the content of the problem typically has potential personal relevance” (Galotti, 
1989, p. 335). For both types of tasks, but for everyday reasoning tasks in particular, 
selecting and encoding relevant information is of great importance. We will call that 
the interpretation of the task. 

Formal reasoning tasks may be provided in different forms: with symbols and 
completely in ordinary language without symbols. As shown in Figure 2.1, we 
differentiate formal reasoning tasks in formally stated and in non-formally stated 
tasks. Formally stated tasks are stated with a certain set of symbols, for example a 
task with the premises “(1) All A are B. (2) All B are C.” Non-formally stated tasks 
are tasks stated in ordinary language, for example a task with the premises “(1) All 
mandarins are oranges. (2) All oranges are fruits.” For each task, students’ reasoning 
starts with an interpretation of the given information. That might be either a formal 
interpretation, in other words, an interpretation within a certain set of symbols (e.g. 
A⊆B⊆C  “All A are C”), or an informal interpretation in ordinary language. 
Everyday reasoning tasks are not translatable to formal reasoning tasks and often 
contain implicit premises as, for instance, in everyday life stories. Like in formal 
reasoning tasks, students will need to interpret the information in everyday 
reasoning tasks as well. That can be done completely informally, but a formal 
representation, such as a schematic overview, might help students to get an 
overview of the given situation. In this study, we focus both on students’ 
interpretation and the reasoning strategies that follow from there. 
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Figure 2.1 Types of tasks and interpretation 

 
Formalisations 
From prior research among university students (e.g. Stenning, 1996; Lehman et al., 
1988), we conjecture that reasoning in all kinds of situations will benefit from the use 
of formal representations or formalisations. We will use the term formalisation in its 
broadest sense, including all sorts of symbols, schematisations, visualisations, 
formal notations, and (formal) reasoning schemes. Stenning (1996) gives support for 
the role of (elementary) formal notations and rules by mentioning that “learning 
elementary logic can [emphasis added] improve reasoning skills” (p. 227) and can 
help to understand formal thoughts and arguments. Also, Lehman et al. (1988) 
found support for the notion that reasoning in general can improve as a result of 
teaching formal rules within a particular field. Nonetheless, this does not imply that 
every formalisation is helpful: The chosen representation should support the 
thinking process for the specific context, rather than that it should capture all aspects 
(McKendree et al., 2002). In this study, we will investigate which formalisations are 
used by the participants and if those formalisations are beneficial. 
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Research Questions 
Since little is known about the reasoning processes of 16- and 17-year-old students 
in logical reasoning tasks, our aim is to explore their reasoning strategies. Because 
of its exploratory nature, we selected, according to the division provided in Figure 
2.1, three elementary types of reasoning tasks: two formal reasoning tasks, to be 
presented with (formally stated) and without (non-formally stated) symbols, and an 
everyday reasoning task. Our exploratory study was guided by the following 
research questions: (1) How do students reason towards a conclusion in formal 
reasoning and everyday reasoning tasks, whether or not by using formalisa tions? 
And: (2) What kind of reasoning difficulties do they encounter when proceeding to 
a conclusion? 
 
 

Methods 

For this exploratory study, we selected closed tasks (formal reasoning tasks) 
concerning linear ordering and syllogisms and an open-ended newspaper 
comprehension task (everyday reasoning task). The formal reasoning tasks were 
presented formally and non-formally, of which the non-formally stated task is a 
counter-item of the formally stated one. A non-formally stated counter-item is a 
translation of the corresponding formally stated task in ordinary language and vice 
versa. Both tasks have similar conclusions as final answer, so that the reasoning 
processes can be compared. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show these formal reasoning tasks, 
both formally stated and non-formally stated. 

Figure 2.4 shows the everyday reasoning task and this task does not have a 
counter-item. This newspaper task is an open-ended task with implicit premises and 
hidden assumptions. In this task, students have to reconstruct the line of the 
argument. An expert in logic validated all items by checking wording and 
comprehensibility of the tasks. 
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Formally stated: 
If P > Q, R < Q, and R > S. 

What does apply to P and S? 

 P > S 
 P < S 
 Cannot be determined 
 
Explain your answer. 
 
 
 
 
 

Non-formally stated: 
We know the following about the ages 
of Peter, Quint, Rosie, and Sally: 

- Peter is older than Quint 
- Rosie is younger than Quint 
- Rosie is older than Sally 

What can be said about Peter and 
Sally? 
 
 Peter is older than Sally 
 Peter is younger than Sally 
 You cannot tell 
 
Explain your answer. 

Figure 2.2 Formal reasoning tasks about linear ordering, formally and non-formally stated 
 

Formally stated: 
In the following reasoning you have to 
accept the two premises as true. You 
must decide whether the conclusion 
necessarily follows from the given 
premises. 
 
 
Premise 1: All A are B. 
Premise 2: Some B are C. 
Conclusion: Some A are C. 
 
Indicate whether this conclusion 
necessarily follows from the given 
premises and explain your answer. 

Non-formally stated: 
In the following reasoning you have to 
accept the two premises as true. You 
must decide whether the conclusion 
necessarily follows from the given 
premises. It is not about whether the 
conclusion is factually correct. 
 
Premise 1: All roses are flowers. 
Premise 2: Some flowers fade quickly. 
Conclusion: Some roses fade quickly. 
 
Indicate whether this conclusion 
necessarily follows from the given 
premises and explain your answer. 

Figure 2.3 Formal reasoning tasks about invalid syllogisms, formally and non-formally stated 
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Everyday reasoning task: 

Read the article below from a newspaper: 

Life is one and a half year shorter in Rotterdam 

ROTTERDAM. On average, Rotterdammers live one and a half 
year shorter than other inhabitants of the Netherlands. This 
appears from research done by Erasmus MC, published 
yesterday. Reasons are, amongst others, the large amount of 
smokers, the higher concentration of particulate matter in the 
air, and a lower education and income level. 
 

8 februari 2008 – NRC Handelsblad (own translation) 

Show how the reasons mentioned in the article are linked to the shorter life in the 
heading by revealing the hidden assumption(s).  
Figure 2.4 Everyday reasoning task, reasoning in a newspaper article. 

 
This selection of tasks captures each category shown in Figure 2.1 in which we expect 
different reasoning strategies and contains familiar and unfamiliar tasks to our 
students. For each task, we provide example interpretations and solutions below. 
These solutions are used as reference solutions to check the correctness of students’ 
answers, but, of course, the reasoning towards a conclusion can differ. In the 
everyday reasoning task in particular, different formulations are possible. 

The linear ordering tasks (see Figure 2.2), which are formal reasoning tasks, 
have “P > S” and “Peter is older than Sally” as correct answers respectively. If taken 
a formal interpretation, the reasoning can be P > Q > R > S for the order of the letters. 
If taken an informal interpretation, you can take example ages for the four persons. 
For example, if Peter is 50 years old, then Quint can be 20 years old, because Peter is 
older than Quint. Rosie is younger than Quint, so Rosie can be 10 years old. Rosie is 
older than Sally, so Sally can be 5 years old. In conclusion, if Peter is 50 years old and 
Sally 5 years old, then Peter must be older than Sally. 

The syllogism tasks (see Figure 2.3), which are formal reasoning tasks too, 
should have “does not follow necessarily from the given premises” as correct answer 
as the only valid conclusive option. For the formally stated version of the syllogism 
task, possible formal and informal interpretations are visualised in Figure 2.5. At the 
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left, the given syllogism is translated into ordinary language completely and thus 
called an informal interpretation. In this case, it is example-based with a 
counterexample in ordinary language, which is, of course, a sufficient explanation 
why the conclusion does not necessarily follow from these premises. However, it is 
important to recognise that an example does not always lead to a general conclusion, 
in particular for valid syllogisms, so in that case, there must be a translation back to 
the formal setting. 

The formal interpretation with Euler diagrams at the right of Figure 2.5 shows 
that C does not necessarily overlap with A. In this interpretation, the original given 
set of letter symbols is used. Similar diagrams can be drawn for the non-formally 
stated version of the task. 

 

 
Figure 2.5 Formal and informal interpretations of the formally stated syllogism task 

 
The everyday reasoning task (Figure 2.4) requires students to (1) identify the 
premises (reasons) leading to the author’s conclusion, and (2) to hypothesise how 
these premises might be connected to the conclusion by using general knowledge or 
evidence that might support the author’s conclusion. Our example solution (see 
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Figure 2.6) is scheme-based with phrases in ordinary language. We analyse such a 
scheme as a formal interpretation in which the three reasons (the identified 
premises) are linked directly or indirectly to the author’s conclusion. For the third 
reason, one needs an additional reasoning step by mentioning another hidden 
assumption to make the argument complete. We assume that there is sufficient 
general knowledge on this subject among the participants. The arrows represent if -
then statements and are not only part of the formal scheme, but also formalisations 
in themselves. 

Nevertheless, the if-then statements in the scheme can be explained in full 
sentences too. For the first two reasons, that will look like: “If people smoke or inhale 
particulate matter, then it will affect their health and thus shorten their life.” Such 
considerations based on common knowledge still show the connection, but it is not 
yet formalised, neither with a scheme, nor with any symbols and thus considered as 
a completely informal interpretation (see Figure 2.1). As soon as one introduces 
logical symbols, we will call those symbols formalisations. In combination with the 
if-then rule, the sentence can be represented as: “(smoking ˅ inhaling particulate 
matter) ⇒ unhealthy ⇒ shorter life.” 
 

 
Figure 2.6 Formal scheme for the everyday reasoning task 

 

Participants 
Our participants are Dutch secondary school students in their penultimate year of 
pre-university secondary education (11th graders) and volunteered to participate in 
think-aloud sessions. The first author of this article was their teacher and they all 
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signed an informed consent. These students did not take advanced mathematics or 
science, but followed a mathematics course in which logical reasoning has recently 
become a compulsory domain (College voor Toetsen en Examens, 2016). This study 
was conducted before the participants received teaching in logical reasoning. In this 
article, work is discussed from two male (Edgar, James) and two female students 
(Anne, Susan). 

 

Procedure 
We conducted task-based interviews in which students solved logical reasoning 
tasks aloud (Goldin, 2000; Van Someren et al., 1994). The interviews were conducted 
in Dutch and recorded with a smartpen so that verbal and written information could 
be connected. The students were asked to say aloud everything they were thinking 
of. The interviewer, who is the first author of this article, refrained from commenting 
as much as possible, so that free problem-solving was a key aspect of the sessions. If a 
student did not understand the task or thought it was done, the interviewer would 
ask additional (clarification) questions, but did never provide feedback on the given 
answers. 
 

Analysis 
The transcripts of the interviews were analysed in Dutch and selected parts were 
translated to English for this article. Students’ task solving was analysed 
qualitatively in an interpretive way and data-driven (Cohen et al., 2007). To get a 
clear picture of the reasoning process, the data sources, interview transcripts and 
students’ written notes, were analysed according to our definition of logical 
reasoning. Our analysis included the following steps: (1) students’ understanding of 
the task, (2) students’ interpretation of the task, (3) students’ reasoning process and 
strategies used, (4) students’ use of formalisations, and (5) the correctness of 
students’ final answers. If students switch between interpretations, we will call the 
predominant interpretation, their main interpretation.  

Students’ reasoning in counter-items is intended as an exploration of possible 
variation in reasoning. Because students worked on only one of each two counter-
items, we cannot analyse the differences between individual students’ strategies on 
alternative versions of similar closed tasks. 
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To judge the correctness of their final answers, students’ written notes, as well 
as the interview transcripts, are used and compared. Possible differences are marked 
and combined with their interpretations and reasoning. We have to note that the 
verbal explanations in itself can be seen as informal, because if students are asked to 
do tasks aloud, they use ordinary language, but if explained with a (given) set of 
symbols, the interpretation of the task can still be formal. Furthermore, the verbal 
explanations are linked to written notes, in which possible use of formalisations is 
clearly visible. 
 
 

Results 

Table 2.1 provides an overview of the results. Thereafter, for each task students’ 
reasoning will be illustrated in detail. 
 

Reasoning with Linear Ordering 
Formal reasoning tasks with linear ordering (see Figure 2.2) are familiar to the 
students because these types of tasks are common in primary and secondary 
education. We summarise the findings first: All four students used rule-based 
strategies, but their initial interpretation differed. All answers were correct and well-
reasoned. Only one student came up with an additional formalisation other than the 
given symbols. She used a very suitable tool, a number line representation with 
formal letters symbols, to get a clear overview of the order. We will present a 
detailed description of the four students. 
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Formally stated, Edgar 
Edgar interprets the task in a formal way by copying the formal notation, see first 
three lines in Figure 2.7. After writing that down, his first statements are switching 
to example-based reasoning (informal interpretation) that involves filling in some 
numbers (line [1] in transcript). After that, he quickly weighs his two interpretations 
(lines [2] and [3]) and switches back to the formal situation, by comparing the given 
letters P, R, and S with the symbol for “greater than” (line [4] and Figure 2.7). 
Although the verbal explanations are in words, inherent to thinking aloud, he solves 
the task by following mathematical rules by staying in the formal system with the 
corresponding formal symbols. This way of reasoning provides the correct answer 
quickly and using the given symbols only gives a clear structure: P > R, R > S, P > S. 
 

 
Figure 2.7 Formally stated linear ordering task at the left, Edgar’s written notes at the right 

 
Edgar: [1] well, yes, you could just fill in numbers of course as an example, 

[2] well oh no, let's wait 
[3] we are not going to do that at first 
[4] uhm, P is greater than Q, so P is also greater than R, … 

 
Formally stated, Anne 
After reading the task, Anne starts immediately with a translation of the formal 
symbols into expressions in ordinary language by writing down “greater than” and 
“less than” in full, thus giving an informal transformation of most of the formally 
stated task (see Figure 2.8). Although she still reasons with the given formal letters, 
she switches to ordinary language for applying the mathematical rules. She provides 
the correct answer. 
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Formally stated, Edgar 
Edgar interprets the task in a formal way by copying the formal notation, see first 
three lines in Figure 2.7. After writing that down, his first statements are switching 
to example-based reasoning (informal interpretation) that involves filling in some 
numbers (line [1] in transcript). After that, he quickly weighs his two interpretations 
(lines [2] and [3]) and switches back to the formal situation, by comparing the given 
letters P, R, and S with the symbol for “greater than” (line [4] and Figure 2.7). 
Although the verbal explanations are in words, inherent to thinking aloud, he solves 
the task by following mathematical rules by staying in the formal system with the 
corresponding formal symbols. This way of reasoning provides the correct answer 
quickly and using the given symbols only gives a clear structure: P > R, R > S, P > S. 
 

 
Figure 2.7 Formally stated linear ordering task at the left, Edgar’s written notes at the right 

 
Edgar: [1] well, yes, you could just fill in numbers of course as an example, 

[2] well oh no, let's wait 
[3] we are not going to do that at first 
[4] uhm, P is greater than Q, so P is also greater than R, … 

 
Formally stated, Anne 
After reading the task, Anne starts immediately with a translation of the formal 
symbols into expressions in ordinary language by writing down “greater than” and 
“less than” in full, thus giving an informal transformation of most of the formally 
stated task (see Figure 2.8). Although she still reasons with the given formal letters, 
she switches to ordinary language for applying the mathematical rules. She provides 
the correct answer. 
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Figure 2.8 Anne’s written notes at the left, English translation at the right 

 
Non-formally stated, Susan 
Susan translates the non-formally stated version of this formal reasoning task 
immediately into a formal situation with letter abbreviations for the names and the 
symbols > and < for “older than” and “younger than.” Besides these formal symbols, 
she puts the letters in sequential order horizontally, which can be seen as a number 
line representation with formal letter symbols; starting with P-Q-R reasoning that Q 
must be in the middle, see Figure 2.9. We call that another formalisation. After 
adding S as well, she comes to the right conclusion that Peter must be older than 
Sally, which is a translation from her formal system to the conclusion asked for in 
ordinary language. 
 

 
Figure 2.9 Susan’s written notes 

 
Non-formally stated, James 
James reasons in words within the non-formally stated version of this task leading 
to a correct conclusion. We call his interpretation informal with a correct application 
of mathematical rules. After the confirmation that he has to write his reasoning 
down, his written explanation is completely in ordinary language, using the given 
names and the phrases “older than” and “younger than” (see Figure 2.10). So, 
James’s interpretation is completely informal without switching. 
 

 
Figure 2.10 James’s written notes at the left, English translation at the right 

 

P greater than q 
R less than q 
P greater than R 
R greater than S 
So therefore P is also greater than S 

 

 
 

Rosie is older than Sally  
but younger than Quint 
and Peter already was older than Quint 
so Peter is also older than Sally 
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Reasoning with an Invalid Syllogism 
Formal reasoning tasks with syllogisms (see Figure 2.3) are unfamiliar tasks to these 
students because they are not used to reasoning within syllogisms. We summarise 
the findings first: Three of the four students used an informal interpretation, but 
only two students provided a correct answer. The formally stated version caused 
difficulties due to not understanding the task or due to incomplete translations to an 
informal example. Also, the misinterpretation of “are” and the confusion between 
“all” and “some” are noteworthy. We also found that a recognisable non-formally 
stated context can support the reasoning, despite some hindrance of real-life 
experiences concerning the context as well. We present a detailed description of the 
four students. 
 
Formally stated, Susan 
Susan shows that she understands that she has to accept the two premises in this 
formal reasoning task, regardless of their truths by writing “true” behind it, see 
Figure 2.11. Her next step is formalising the given statements even further by 
introducing the equality sign, see first lines in her written notes in Figure 2.12, so she 
interprets the task completely formally. 

Susan tries to reason with the given letters four times (see four sections 
transcript) before she gives up. Again, her verbal explanations are in ordinary 
language, of course, inherent to thinking aloud, but she uses the given letters and 
stays in the formal system, so we call that a formal interpretation. In her first try 
(lines [1] - [7] in transcript), she states that A and B are equal (line [5]), but she cannot 
connect this with C. In her second try (lines [8] - [14]), she starts with stating that A 
and B are equal, but cannot connect C with that although saying that some B are not 
C (line [10]). In her third try (lines [15] - [17]), she says, once more, that A and B are 
equal, but she cannot connect that with C, because she does not know which B’s are 
C. The fourth time she writes down the last two lines shown in Figure 2.12, 
connecting some with a symbol for approximately, but that does not help either 
(lines [18] - [24]). It is important to notice that she uses the equality sign each time as 
equal to which conflicts with the original premise containing an inclusion. 
After underlining her conclusion “A ≈ C” in the fourth try, she gives up and sighs: 
“I just do not understand the logic of this” (line [24]). Susan only reasoned with the 
given letters and formal symbols and did not switch to an informal situation. 
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Figure 2.8 Anne’s written notes at the left, English translation at the right 

 
Non-formally stated, Susan 
Susan translates the non-formally stated version of this formal reasoning task 
immediately into a formal situation with letter abbreviations for the names and the 
symbols > and < for “older than” and “younger than.” Besides these formal symbols, 
she puts the letters in sequential order horizontally, which can be seen as a number 
line representation with formal letter symbols; starting with P-Q-R reasoning that Q 
must be in the middle, see Figure 2.9. We call that another formalisation. After 
adding S as well, she comes to the right conclusion that Peter must be older than 
Sally, which is a translation from her formal system to the conclusion asked for in 
ordinary language. 
 

 
Figure 2.9 Susan’s written notes 

 
Non-formally stated, James 
James reasons in words within the non-formally stated version of this task leading 
to a correct conclusion. We call his interpretation informal with a correct application 
of mathematical rules. After the confirmation that he has to write his reasoning 
down, his written explanation is completely in ordinary language, using the given 
names and the phrases “older than” and “younger than” (see Figure 2.10). So, 
James’s interpretation is completely informal without switching. 
 

 
Figure 2.10 James’s written notes at the left, English translation at the right 

 

P greater than q 
R less than q 
P greater than R 
R greater than S 
So therefore P is also greater than S 

 

 
 

Rosie is older than Sally  
but younger than Quint 
and Peter already was older than Quint 
so Peter is also older than Sally 
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Reasoning with an Invalid Syllogism 
Formal reasoning tasks with syllogisms (see Figure 2.3) are unfamiliar tasks to these 
students because they are not used to reasoning within syllogisms. We summarise 
the findings first: Three of the four students used an informal interpretation, but 
only two students provided a correct answer. The formally stated version caused 
difficulties due to not understanding the task or due to incomplete translations to an 
informal example. Also, the misinterpretation of “are” and the confusion between 
“all” and “some” are noteworthy. We also found that a recognisable non-formally 
stated context can support the reasoning, despite some hindrance of real-life 
experiences concerning the context as well. We present a detailed description of the 
four students. 
 
Formally stated, Susan 
Susan shows that she understands that she has to accept the two premises in this 
formal reasoning task, regardless of their truths by writing “true” behind it, see 
Figure 2.11. Her next step is formalising the given statements even further by 
introducing the equality sign, see first lines in her written notes in Figure 2.12, so she 
interprets the task completely formally. 

Susan tries to reason with the given letters four times (see four sections 
transcript) before she gives up. Again, her verbal explanations are in ordinary 
language, of course, inherent to thinking aloud, but she uses the given letters and 
stays in the formal system, so we call that a formal interpretation. In her first try 
(lines [1] - [7] in transcript), she states that A and B are equal (line [5]), but she cannot 
connect this with C. In her second try (lines [8] - [14]), she starts with stating that A 
and B are equal, but cannot connect C with that although saying that some B are not 
C (line [10]). In her third try (lines [15] - [17]), she says, once more, that A and B are 
equal, but she cannot connect that with C, because she does not know which B’s are 
C. The fourth time she writes down the last two lines shown in Figure 2.12, 
connecting some with a symbol for approximately, but that does not help either 
(lines [18] - [24]). It is important to notice that she uses the equality sign each time as 
equal to which conflicts with the original premise containing an inclusion. 
After underlining her conclusion “A ≈ C” in the fourth try, she gives up and sighs: 
“I just do not understand the logic of this” (line [24]). Susan only reasoned with the 
given letters and formal symbols and did not switch to an informal situation. 
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Figure 2.11 Susan accepts the given premises, English translation at the right 

 

 
Figure 2.12 Formalisations used by Susan, English translation at the right 

 
Susan: [1] all A are B, …, so is equal 

[2] but some of those are C 
[3] so some are not, some A are not either, some A are 
[4] … mmm … 
[5] all A are B, so A and B are equal 
[6] some B are C, so some B are only A 
[7] and some B are C … mmm …  

 

 [start reasoning from the beginning again] 
[8] all A are B, A and B are equal 
[9] some of those are C and some are not 
[10] some B are not C 
[11] some A, that is also B 
[12] some B … some A are C 
[13] … but all A are B, and some B are C, some A are C [rereading given syllogism] 
[14] no, I don’t think so 

 

 [start reasoning from the beginning again] 
[15] I think that, … uhm …, if all A are B, A and B are equal  
[16] but some B are C, so some of those B’s, that has to be the case, do not necessarily have to 
be A, because you do not know which B’s are C, because those are equal to C, and A and B are 
equal, some A are C 
[17] ow, I really think this is difficult 

 

 … 
 [start reasoning from the beginning once more] 

[18] okay, all A are B [writes down A=B] 
[19] some B are C, so approximately [writes down B≈C] 
[20] and some A are C, but A and B are equal 
[21] some of those B are C [writes down behind A=B: → B≈C] 
[21] and some A are C [writes down A≈C] 
[22] so, my conclusion, … mmm … [underlines A≈C] 
[23] I really don’t know 
[24] I just do not understand the logic of this 

 

Premise 1: All A are B. 

Premise 2: Some B are C. 
Conclusion: Some A are C. 

 

 

All A = B     = same 
Some B = C 
 → Some B ≠ C 
 
 A = B → B ≈ C 
 B ≈ C  A ≈ C  
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Formally stated, James 
James recognises that he does not know how to solve this task in a formal way by 
expressing “I don’t know”, so he switches to an informal interpretation of the 
formally stated task: starting with searching for an example in ordinary language. 
This can be seen as analogy- and example-based reasoning. His explanation is 
closely related to our example in Figure 2.5, but James only looks for one valid 
example instead of a counterexample. He chooses an example in which “some” 
represents all apes (line [3] in transcript), because the set of apes not being mammals 
is empty. We assume that he did not recognise that because of his incorrect  
conclusion. He tries to use a logical structure “if-then” (lines [2] - [4]) as well, but 
that does not solve the problem. After the valid conclusion of his example in 
ordinary language, he tries to explain the validity of his conclusion in a more formal 
way with the given letters (lines [5] - [7]) and writes that down as well (see Figure 
2.13). For this, James also states that A and B are equal (line [5]) in the same way as 
Susan did, and is not able to provide a more precise explanation after clarification 
questions by the interviewer. 
 
James: [1] okay, well, I am going to have a look with a similar example I think 

[2] if, uhm, all humans are apes 
[3] some apes are mammals 
[4] then some humans are … also mammals  
[5] so, I think it is correct, because A and B are equal, 
[6] because that is necessarily true, 
[7] so if that’s the case for some B, it is also the case for A 

 

 
Figure 2.13 James’s written notes at the left, English translation at the right 

 
Non-formally stated, Edgar 
Edgar’s interpretation of the non-formally stated version of this formal reasoning 
task is informal. He draws the correct conclusion quite easily (line [2] in transcript). 
He also explains, although this is not necessarily true, the possibility that some 
flowers might refer to roses as well as to other flowers (line [6]), which shows a 
notion of the rules of logic. In his written notes (see Figure 2.14) he also shows that 

 

All A’s are necessarily B 
So if some B’s are C’s 
Some A’s are C’s too. 
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Figure 2.11 Susan accepts the given premises, English translation at the right 

 

 
Figure 2.12 Formalisations used by Susan, English translation at the right 

 
Susan: [1] all A are B, …, so is equal 

[2] but some of those are C 
[3] so some are not, some A are not either, some A are 
[4] … mmm … 
[5] all A are B, so A and B are equal 
[6] some B are C, so some B are only A 
[7] and some B are C … mmm …  

 

 [start reasoning from the beginning again] 
[8] all A are B, A and B are equal 
[9] some of those are C and some are not 
[10] some B are not C 
[11] some A, that is also B 
[12] some B … some A are C 
[13] … but all A are B, and some B are C, some A are C [rereading given syllogism] 
[14] no, I don’t think so 

 

 [start reasoning from the beginning again] 
[15] I think that, … uhm …, if all A are B, A and B are equal  
[16] but some B are C, so some of those B’s, that has to be the case, do not necessarily have to 
be A, because you do not know which B’s are C, because those are equal to C, and A and B are 
equal, some A are C 
[17] ow, I really think this is difficult 

 

 … 
 [start reasoning from the beginning once more] 

[18] okay, all A are B [writes down A=B] 
[19] some B are C, so approximately [writes down B≈C] 
[20] and some A are C, but A and B are equal 
[21] some of those B are C [writes down behind A=B: → B≈C] 
[21] and some A are C [writes down A≈C] 
[22] so, my conclusion, … mmm … [underlines A≈C] 
[23] I really don’t know 
[24] I just do not understand the logic of this 

 

Premise 1: All A are B. 

Premise 2: Some B are C. 
Conclusion: Some A are C. 

 

 

All A = B     = same 
Some B = C 
 → Some B ≠ C 
 
 A = B → B ≈ C 
 B ≈ C  A ≈ C  
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Formally stated, James 
James recognises that he does not know how to solve this task in a formal way by 
expressing “I don’t know”, so he switches to an informal interpretation of the 
formally stated task: starting with searching for an example in ordinary language. 
This can be seen as analogy- and example-based reasoning. His explanation is 
closely related to our example in Figure 2.5, but James only looks for one valid 
example instead of a counterexample. He chooses an example in which “some” 
represents all apes (line [3] in transcript), because the set of apes not being mammals 
is empty. We assume that he did not recognise that because of his incorrect  
conclusion. He tries to use a logical structure “if-then” (lines [2] - [4]) as well, but 
that does not solve the problem. After the valid conclusion of his example in 
ordinary language, he tries to explain the validity of his conclusion in a more formal 
way with the given letters (lines [5] - [7]) and writes that down as well (see Figure 
2.13). For this, James also states that A and B are equal (line [5]) in the same way as 
Susan did, and is not able to provide a more precise explanation after clarification 
questions by the interviewer. 
 
James: [1] okay, well, I am going to have a look with a similar example I think 

[2] if, uhm, all humans are apes 
[3] some apes are mammals 
[4] then some humans are … also mammals  
[5] so, I think it is correct, because A and B are equal, 
[6] because that is necessarily true, 
[7] so if that’s the case for some B, it is also the case for A 

 

 
Figure 2.13 James’s written notes at the left, English translation at the right 

 
Non-formally stated, Edgar 
Edgar’s interpretation of the non-formally stated version of this formal reasoning 
task is informal. He draws the correct conclusion quite easily (line [2] in transcript). 
He also explains, although this is not necessarily true, the possibility that some 
flowers might refer to roses as well as to other flowers (line [6]), which shows a 
notion of the rules of logic. In his written notes (see Figure 2.14) he also shows that 

 

All A’s are necessarily B 
So if some B’s are C’s 
Some A’s are C’s too. 
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the word flower could contain more than one type of flowers. This reflection is quite 
strong and shows insight in the generality of a syllogism. 
 
Edgar: [1] uhm… well… let’s see… 

[2] yes, you would say that this does not follow logically, because some flowers does not 
necessarily refer to all roses 
[3] let’s see 
[4] some, yes, 
[5] uhm… 
[6] it does not have to mean that roses fade quickly since some flowers might also be daisies 
or, well, something, or other flowers consequently 

 

 
Figure 2.14 Edgar’s written notes at the left, English translation at the right 

 
Non-formally stated, Anne 
Anne also draws the right conclusion in the non-formally stated version of this task. 
She uses an informal interpretation and comes up with a correct answer quickly (line 
[1] in transcript) and provides a more complete explanation in her next sentence (line 
[2]), which is similar to her written answer (see Figure 2.15). However, Anne is not 
completely sure about her answer. Asked for an explanation, she says that her 
uncertainty comes from her knowledge about fading flowers (line [8] and [9]), 
although she recognises that one cannot conclude that from these premises, which 
shows that she understands the rules of logic. 
 

 
Figure 2.15 Anne’s written notes at the left, English translation at the right 

 
Anne: [1] You do not know if it’s the roses that fade, so you also don’t know if some roses fade 

quickly. 
[2] All roses can still be flowers, and some flowers can still fade quickly, but that does not 
have to mean that roses [sighs] fade quickly. 
[3] Yes, I think so. 

 

 [4] I am less certain about this one. 
… 
[5] because roses can still be flowers, but, ow wait, and 

 
 

Some flowers do not refer  
directly to roses. But some flowers 
could possibly be roses. 

 

 
 

All roses can still be flowers and 
some flowers can fade quickly, that does not have  
to mean that roses necessarily fade quickly. 
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[6] … that does not have to mean that, per se, the roses fade quickly,  
… 

 

Intvwr: [7] And why are you less sure than in the previous task? 
 

Anne: [8] uhm… yes, because, some flowers fade quickly, yes, I don’t know, I know, I think it’s 
difficult to explain, but I am just more in doubt here, because … 
[9] I was thinking because I know, of course, that there are many other species of flowers than 
only roses, only from these premises you cannot see that of course 

 

Reasoning in a Newspaper Article 
An everyday reasoning task about the analysis of a newspaper article (see Figure 
2.4) is considered unfamiliar to these students. We summarise the findings first: Both 
students used informal interpretations and only some basic formalisations to sum 
up reasons or make connections even though one of the students (Susan) provided 
to some extent a schematic overview. Although not essential, they did not build a 
(strong) formal scheme as, for example, shown in Figure 2.6. We present a detailed 
description of the two students. 
 
Susan 
Susan starts this task with identifying the three premises (step 1) in a structured way 
by writing down the three reasons mentioned in the article behind bullets (see first 
three lines Figure 2.16). Thereafter, she takes her time to reconsider these reasons, 
the wording of the task and the phrase “hidden assumption.” She writes down: “the 
hidden assumption is that people from Rotterdam live less healthy”, which 
hypothesises how the premises are linked to the conclusion (step 2). She explains 
that “it has to do with people’s health” because of the first two reasons: smoking and 
worse environment, but Susan struggles with an explanation for the third reason: 
lower education and income level (see line [1] in transcript). This reason demands 
more evidence. Susan implies that poorer families are the missing connection for the 
lower income (line [4]). For that, she uses another formalisation, which structures 
her written notes: an arrow to make the connection. Verbally, she provides a further 
explanation for the assumption “poorer families” (line [5]), but she did not write that 
down.  

Overall, in her verbal explanation she has connected all the mentioned 
reasons with a hidden assumption leading to her main assumption “poorer health”, 
which she underlines as well. In her written notes, she uses formalisations at three 
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the word flower could contain more than one type of flowers. This reflection is quite 
strong and shows insight in the generality of a syllogism. 
 
Edgar: [1] uhm… well… let’s see… 

[2] yes, you would say that this does not follow logically, because some flowers does not 
necessarily refer to all roses 
[3] let’s see 
[4] some, yes, 
[5] uhm… 
[6] it does not have to mean that roses fade quickly since some flowers might also be daisies 
or, well, something, or other flowers consequently 

 

 
Figure 2.14 Edgar’s written notes at the left, English translation at the right 

 
Non-formally stated, Anne 
Anne also draws the right conclusion in the non-formally stated version of this task. 
She uses an informal interpretation and comes up with a correct answer quickly (line 
[1] in transcript) and provides a more complete explanation in her next sentence (line 
[2]), which is similar to her written answer (see Figure 2.15). However, Anne is not 
completely sure about her answer. Asked for an explanation, she says that her 
uncertainty comes from her knowledge about fading flowers (line [8] and [9]), 
although she recognises that one cannot conclude that from these premises, which 
shows that she understands the rules of logic. 
 

 
Figure 2.15 Anne’s written notes at the left, English translation at the right 

 
Anne: [1] You do not know if it’s the roses that fade, so you also don’t know if some roses fade 

quickly. 
[2] All roses can still be flowers, and some flowers can still fade quickly, but that does not 
have to mean that roses [sighs] fade quickly. 
[3] Yes, I think so. 

 

 [4] I am less certain about this one. 
… 
[5] because roses can still be flowers, but, ow wait, and 

 
 

Some flowers do not refer  
directly to roses. But some flowers 
could possibly be roses. 

 

 
 

All roses can still be flowers and 
some flowers can fade quickly, that does not have  
to mean that roses necessarily fade quickly. 
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[6] … that does not have to mean that, per se, the roses fade quickly,  
… 

 

Intvwr: [7] And why are you less sure than in the previous task? 
 

Anne: [8] uhm… yes, because, some flowers fade quickly, yes, I don’t know, I know, I think it’s 
difficult to explain, but I am just more in doubt here, because … 
[9] I was thinking because I know, of course, that there are many other species of flowers than 
only roses, only from these premises you cannot see that of course 

 

Reasoning in a Newspaper Article 
An everyday reasoning task about the analysis of a newspaper article (see Figure 
2.4) is considered unfamiliar to these students. We summarise the findings first: Both 
students used informal interpretations and only some basic formalisations to sum 
up reasons or make connections even though one of the students (Susan) provided 
to some extent a schematic overview. Although not essential, they did not build a 
(strong) formal scheme as, for example, shown in Figure 2.6. We present a detailed 
description of the two students. 
 
Susan 
Susan starts this task with identifying the three premises (step 1) in a structured way 
by writing down the three reasons mentioned in the article behind bullets (see first 
three lines Figure 2.16). Thereafter, she takes her time to reconsider these reasons, 
the wording of the task and the phrase “hidden assumption.” She writes down: “the 
hidden assumption is that people from Rotterdam live less healthy”, which 
hypothesises how the premises are linked to the conclusion (step 2). She explains 
that “it has to do with people’s health” because of the first two reasons: smoking and 
worse environment, but Susan struggles with an explanation for the third reason: 
lower education and income level (see line [1] in transcript). This reason demands 
more evidence. Susan implies that poorer families are the missing connection for the 
lower income (line [4]). For that, she uses another formalisation, which structures 
her written notes: an arrow to make the connection. Verbally, she provides a further 
explanation for the assumption “poorer families” (line [5]), but she did not write that 
down.  

Overall, in her verbal explanation she has connected all the mentioned 
reasons with a hidden assumption leading to her main assumption “poorer health”, 
which she underlines as well. In her written notes, she uses formalisations at three 
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moments: at the beginning (bullets) for the first step involving identifying the 
premises, and arrows at two times for connections, either with hypothesised 
evidence based on her own knowledge (step 2), or to emphasise the main hidden 
assumption. Her notes provide more or less a schematic overview, but Susan did not 
compile a complete formal scheme. 
 

 
Figure 2.16 Susan’s written notes at the left, English translation at the right 

 
Susan: [1] ... mmm, so ... the lower education and income level what does that have to do with ... 

lower level of education, ... mmm ..., yes, the amount of smokers has to do with health  and the 
high concentration of particulate matter in the air, so it means that the health of people from 
Rotterdam is worse than the health of other people in the Netherlands  

 

 [2] uh, to link, explain how the reasons mentioned are linked to the shorter li fe, by describing 
the hidden assumption, uhm ... 

 

 [3] The shorter life is caused by ... the ... poorer health in Rotterdam compared to other Dutch 
people. 

 

 [4] Then, the hidden assumption is that poorer health and ... maybe, uh ... lower education 
and income level, so perhaps poorer families [draws an arrow to connect this with lower 
education and income level] 

 

 [5] ... and they may not buy very expensive and organic food and everything, so they would 
live less healthy or something, I think the hidden assumption is that they eat less healthy, or 
live less healthy lives especially, yes that’s what I think 

 

 [6] This is what I think, the poorer health [underlines poorer health], that’s the hidden 
assumption. [adds arrow] 

 
Anne 
Anne underlines the three main reasons in the text: smokers, particulate matter, 
lower education and income level, which shows that she identified the premises 
(step 1). After that, she lists the three reasons behind bullets (see Figure 2.17). That 
is the only formalisation she uses. The rest of the reasoning, verbal and written, is 
done in ordinary language. For the second and third reason, she provides a hidden 

 
 

Reasons: - number of smokers 
 - higher concentration of particulate matter 
 - lower educational and income level 
 

hidden assumption is that people from Rotterdam 
live less healthy → smoking 
   worse environment 
   lower educational and income level 
   poorer families  
The shorter life is caused by the 
poorer health in Rotterdam compared to other Dutch 
people 
 

 hidden assumption 
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assumption: “particulate matter is bad for someone and thus shortens one’s life, and 
the lower education level and the lower income level leads to poorer living 
conditions and thus shortens one’s life”. She uses her own knowledge to state that 
particulate matter is bad for someone’s health and to hypothesise that a lower 
income level leads to poorer living conditions (step 2). However, she forgets to 
provide a connection for the first reason, so the interviewer asked for further 
explanations before she added “bad for you and thus” (see top line Figure 2.17) for 
the connection between smoking and shortening one’s life. 

Overall, Anne identified the premises quite quickly and provided support for 
the reasons easily. Probably, she assumed that the connection between smoking and 
a shorter life was generally known, so that she only provided additional evidence 
after a clarification question by the interviewer. 
 

 
Figure 2.17 Anne’s written notes at the left, English translation at the right 

 
 

Conclusions and Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to gain insights into the reasoning processes of 16- 
and 17-year-old pre-university secondary school students on logical reasoning tasks, 
aimed at fostering their critical thinking skills as an important objective in the 21st 
century skills framework (P21, 2015). In this exploratory study, we investigated (1) 
the way of reasoning students used in formal reasoning and everyday reasoning 
tasks and their use of formalisations, and (2) the difficulties they encounter in their 
reasoning. 

In the linear ordering tasks and in the syllogism tasks, students used rule-, 
analogy-, and example-based reasoning strategies. In the newspaper article task, 
students reasoned partly scheme-based, but mainly in ordinary language only. 
Except for the formally stated syllogism task, students used appropriate strategies 

 
 

    bad for you and thus 
● The assumption that smoking  shortens your life 
● The assumption that particulate matter is bad for you 
 and thus shortens your life 
● The assumption that the lower education level and 

thus the lower income level leads to poorer 
living conditions and thus shortens your life. 
 

‘shortened life’; shorter than in the rest of the Netherlands 
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moments: at the beginning (bullets) for the first step involving identifying the 
premises, and arrows at two times for connections, either with hypothesised 
evidence based on her own knowledge (step 2), or to emphasise the main hidden 
assumption. Her notes provide more or less a schematic overview, but Susan did not 
compile a complete formal scheme. 
 

 
Figure 2.16 Susan’s written notes at the left, English translation at the right 

 
Susan: [1] ... mmm, so ... the lower education and income level what does that have to do with ... 

lower level of education, ... mmm ..., yes, the amount of smokers has to do with health  and the 
high concentration of particulate matter in the air, so it means that the health of people from 
Rotterdam is worse than the health of other people in the Netherlands  

 

 [2] uh, to link, explain how the reasons mentioned are linked to the shorter li fe, by describing 
the hidden assumption, uhm ... 

 

 [3] The shorter life is caused by ... the ... poorer health in Rotterdam compared to other Dutch 
people. 

 

 [4] Then, the hidden assumption is that poorer health and ... maybe, uh ... lower education 
and income level, so perhaps poorer families [draws an arrow to connect this with lower 
education and income level] 

 

 [5] ... and they may not buy very expensive and organic food and everything, so they would 
live less healthy or something, I think the hidden assumption is that they eat less healthy, or 
live less healthy lives especially, yes that’s what I think 

 

 [6] This is what I think, the poorer health [underlines poorer health], that’s the hidden 
assumption. [adds arrow] 

 
Anne 
Anne underlines the three main reasons in the text: smokers, particulate matter, 
lower education and income level, which shows that she identified the premises 
(step 1). After that, she lists the three reasons behind bullets (see Figure 2.17). That 
is the only formalisation she uses. The rest of the reasoning, verbal and written, is 
done in ordinary language. For the second and third reason, she provides a hidden 

 
 

Reasons: - number of smokers 
 - higher concentration of particulate matter 
 - lower educational and income level 
 

hidden assumption is that people from Rotterdam 
live less healthy → smoking 
   worse environment 
   lower educational and income level 
   poorer families  
The shorter life is caused by the 
poorer health in Rotterdam compared to other Dutch 
people 
 

 hidden assumption 
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assumption: “particulate matter is bad for someone and thus shortens one’s life, and 
the lower education level and the lower income level leads to poorer living 
conditions and thus shortens one’s life”. She uses her own knowledge to state that 
particulate matter is bad for someone’s health and to hypothesise that a lower 
income level leads to poorer living conditions (step 2). However, she forgets to 
provide a connection for the first reason, so the interviewer asked for further 
explanations before she added “bad for you and thus” (see top line Figure 2.17) for 
the connection between smoking and shortening one’s life. 

Overall, Anne identified the premises quite quickly and provided support for 
the reasons easily. Probably, she assumed that the connection between smoking and 
a shorter life was generally known, so that she only provided additional evidence 
after a clarification question by the interviewer. 
 

 
Figure 2.17 Anne’s written notes at the left, English translation at the right 

 
 

Conclusions and Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to gain insights into the reasoning processes of 16- 
and 17-year-old pre-university secondary school students on logical reasoning tasks, 
aimed at fostering their critical thinking skills as an important objective in the 21st 
century skills framework (P21, 2015). In this exploratory study, we investigated (1) 
the way of reasoning students used in formal reasoning and everyday reasoning 
tasks and their use of formalisations, and (2) the difficulties they encounter in their 
reasoning. 

In the linear ordering tasks and in the syllogism tasks, students used rule-, 
analogy-, and example-based reasoning strategies. In the newspaper article task, 
students reasoned partly scheme-based, but mainly in ordinary language only. 
Except for the formally stated syllogism task, students used appropriate strategies 

 
 

    bad for you and thus 
● The assumption that smoking  shortens your life 
● The assumption that particulate matter is bad for you 
 and thus shortens your life 
● The assumption that the lower education level and 

thus the lower income level leads to poorer 
living conditions and thus shortens your life. 
 

‘shortened life’; shorter than in the rest of the Netherlands 
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to find correct answers. Although the linear ordering tasks are familiar to the 
students, both formats (formally and non-formally stated) led to formal and 
informal interpretations. 

Students do not always feel certain about their method and answer, in 
particular in the syllogism tasks and in the everyday reasoning task. The incomplete 
written answers in the everyday reasoning task show that our students probably 
have doubts if their answers are good enough, because they have the feeling that 
more answers are possible. Even though the newspaper task is taken from an 
everyday life context and –we expect– recognisable and meaningful, students still 
fulfil a task for which they expect that there should be one correct answer, as is 
common in mathematics tasks (e.g. Jäder et al., 2017). The doubt students express is 
in line with Galotti’s (1989) description for everyday reasoning tasks, because she 
states that “it is often unclear whether the current ‘best’ solution is good enough” (p. 
335) in contrast to formal reasoning tasks where “it is typically unambiguous when 
the problem is solved” (p. 335).  

In our formally stated syllogism task, the students misinterpreted the phrases 
“all…are…” and “some…are…”. Consequently, they did not see that their 
representations, such as the use of the equality sign as a formal symbol, were not 
suitable. Susan was completely stuck in the formally stated version and could not 
find a way out. The misuse of the equality sign (=) for “all… are…” is a common 
mistake (e.g. Galotti, 1989, p. 336). Stenning and Lambalgen (2008) also describe 
difficulties with understanding and interpreting syllogisms. 

An overview of our findings is visualised in a scheme (Figure 2.18) as an 
extension of Figure 2.1. We showed that students’ initial interpretations, their first 
thoughts, do not always match with their later choices, so students seem to switch 
between formal and informal interpretations. This is visualised by the arrow in the 
scheme. The strategies included in this scheme are derived from our exploratory 
study among 16- and 17-year-old students and might not provide a complete 
overview. Consequently, the overview can be supplemented with argumentation 
schemes based on presumptive reasoning (Walton, 1996; Walton et al., 2008) in 
further research. Our everyday reasoning task gives only a limited view of students’ 
possible reasoning strategies, because students were only asked to identify the 
premises and to use their own knowledge to find connections with the conclusion. 
They were not asked to find rebuttals or further backing of the claims. The 
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connections provided by the students should be sufficient for justifiable reasoning. 
This correspondents to the earlier mentioned description from Johnson and Blair 
(2006) about acceptable premises. 

Each of the strategies shown in Figure 2.18 can be supported by the use of 
formalisations. For example, in the non-formally stated linear ordering task, Susan 
used letter abbreviations, mathematical symbols, and a number line representation. 
For cases in which students reason in ordinary language without clearly showing 
causality, comparison, or examples, we added the category “informal reasoning”. 
This category is based on our definition of informal reasoning in the corresponding 
section in the Theoretical Background. We believe it is important to present informal 
reasoning as separate category in the scheme, because students still managed to 
construct an argument in ordinary language, but without clearly showing a visible 
reasoning strategy, such as rule-based, example-based, scheme-based, et cetera.. 
Therefore, we used a dotted line in Figure 2.18. Consequently, in that case, 
formalisations can only be used to a certain extent as, for example, shown by Anne 
in her analysis of the newspaper article where she separated her three informal 
arguments by bullets. 

In this article, we hypothesised that suitable formalisations can support the 
reasoning process and summarised those tools at the right-hand side of Figure 2.18. 
We believe that our hypothesis is strengthened by the findings in this exploratory 
study. Symbols (like ‘greater than’ and ‘less than’, or the equality sign) and letter 
abbreviations are suitable tools to shorten notations, while other tools (like a number 
line representation) are strong tools to visualise information. Although not used by 
our students, Venn and Euler diagrams are also strong tools to visualise data. 
However, it is our conviction that the use of formalisations, including visualisations 
such as Venn and Euler diagrams, is teachable and can be linked to the strategies 
used by the students, also in everyday reasoning tasks.  
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A limitation of the study is related to our choice of tasks. In our selection of tasks, 
we used formally stated tasks and non-formally stated tasks as counter-items for 
similar reasoning problems. In our design, different students worked on one of the 
counter-items and therefore, we could not compare the performance of an 
individual student on both tasks. The non-formally stated tasks were more easily to 
interpret by the students and led to other strategies, because their prior knowledge 
was helpful. Hintikka (2001) explains that “in real-life reasoning, even when it is 
purely deductive, familiarity with the subject matter can be strategically helpful” (p. 
46). On the other hand, sometimes our students may doubt their answers, because 
premises in the task (e.g. Anne in the non-formally stated syllogism task) might 
conflict with their prior knowledge. In general, this means that our counter-items 
(formally versus non-formally stated tasks) cannot be considered as equivalent.  

Despite the fact that our study has a limitation in the number of participants 
(small and selective sample) and a limited number of tasks, the information in Figure 
2.18 shows a variety of reasoning strategies, which is important for teachers to 
understand the diversity of students’ reasoning and possible difficulties in the 
interpretations of tasks, in particular for tasks that are not familiar to students or 
lead to incorrect answers. 
 

Future Research and Recommendations 
This study not only shows the complex matter of reasoning and everyday life 
reasoning in particular, it also confirms that more research is needed as already 
mentioned by Galotti (1989, 2017). Our exploratory study is a first step to get insights 
in the reasoning process of 16- and 17-year-old pre-university students and shows a 
gap between their verbal and written explanations. We will continue our research 
for an in-depth understanding. Unfamiliar tasks, such as all sorts of non-formally 
stated syllogisms (formal reasoning tasks) and everyday reasoning tasks seem to be 
useful contexts to investigate how students solve reasoning tasks and which 
formalisations, including visualisations, they use. Our definition of logical 
reasoning, mentioned in the Theoretical Background, fits this future research. 

Our results show that students do not structure everyday life contexts 
automatically, so it is plausible that similar difficulties occur in authentic everyday 
life reasoning too. In future research, we intend to show that students may be 
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supported by learning more structured reasoning strategies and the use of 
formalisations and visualisations.  

One of the key aspects for lessons in logical reasoning must be classroom 
discourse when solving reasoning tasks. Lakatos (1976) already stressed the 
importance of dialogue in the construction of mathematical and logical reasoning. 
Our research might increase teachers’ awareness of that importance and, more 
practically, for which Figure 2.18 serves as a guideline for discussion. Different 
interpretations and possible strategies used by students are made explicit and can 
be used as input for classroom discussions. We suggest that formalisations and 
visualisations are part of those discussions and might establish a deeper 
understanding. Above all, logical reasoning tasks where several ways of reasoning 
are possible, are highly connected to the 21st century skills (P21, 2015) and thus with 
the development of critical thinking skills. 
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This chapter describes the intervention and a statistical analysis of a pre-test-post-
test control group quasi-experiment with a focus on students’ use of formalisations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This chapter is submitted for publication as: 

Bronkhorst, H., Roorda, G., Suhre, C., & Goedhart, M. (2020). Students’ use of formalisations for improved 
logical reasoning [Manuscript submitted for publication]. University of Groningen.
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Abstract 

Logical reasoning as part of critical thinking is becoming more and more important to prepare students 

for their future life in society, work, and study. This article presents results of an experimental study with 

a pre-test-post-test control group design focusing on effective use of formalisations to support logical 

reasoning. The participants were 163 pre-university secondary school students (11th and 12th graders). 

For the experimental group we designed a course in logical reasoning intending to develop students’ use 

of formalisations in formal reasoning and everyday reasoning tasks. We show that students learned to 

use the intended formalisations. Overall, students from the experimental group had significant better 

results on the post-test compared to the control group. Positive correlations were found between item 

scores and the use of Venn and Euler diagrams and scheme-based strategies. Our results support our 

hypothesis that the use of formalisations improves logical reasoning skills. 
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Introduction 

To fully participate in today’s society, students need to learn higher-order thinking 
skills, such as critical thinking as, for example, emphasised by P21’s Framework for 
21st Century Learning and the OECD (Brookhart, 2010; P21, 2015; Vincent -Lancrin 
et al., 2019). Critical thinking includes reasoning in formal and everyday situations, 
for which it is important to build, analyse, and verify reasoning, and identify and 
prevent incorrect arguments. For example, citizens who evaluate the validity of 
claims in commercials when deciding about the buying of a car or who critically 
review journalists’ stance and arguments in newspaper articles. Or, in professional 
life, a judge who properly weighs all evidence to evaluate the most likely scenario 
of a crime. In all these situations formal and visual representations might provide 
an overview of the relevant reasoning, and, thus, structure the reasoning process 
(Halpern, 2014; McKendree et al., 2002; Van Gelder, 2005). This shows the relevance 
to learn students to structure their reasoning in all kinds of contexts. However, not 
much is known about effective use of formal and visual representations in the 
reasoning of students at secondary level. The teaching of reasoning is part of 
mathematics education, and, as we will show, not only refers to reasoning in strictly 
formal and mathematical systems, it should also support reasoning in everyday 
situations (e.g. NGA Center and CCSSO, 2016). 
 

Logical Reasoning 
The common factor that connects reasoning in formal and in everyday situations is 
logical reasoning (Liu et al., 2015) on which we will focus in this article. Strictly 
formal reasoning always gives a valid conclusion within a formal system as long as 
one applies the pre-defined rules (Schoenfeld, 1991). These rules are often taken 
from mathematics or formal logic based on fixed and unchanging premises (Teig & 
Scherer, 2016). 

Reasoning in everyday situations is often called informal reasoning in 
literature, but this term is used ambiguously (e.g. Voss et al., 1991). Informal 
reasoning does not provide one conclusive solution, because the problem situations 
are often open-ended. By identifying and justifying acceptable premises, the results 
will be plausible within the context, but can be open for discussion, for instance, by 
providing new information (e.g. Galotti, 1989; Johnson & Blair, 2006; Kuhn, 1991). In 
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an earlier paper we concluded that informal reasoning can be defined as “reasoning 
in ordinary language to construct an argument which requires a critical review of 
the given premises and transforming of information, as well as finding additional or 
similar information provided by the problem solver or by external sources” 
(Bronkhorst et al., 2020a, p. 1676). For this study, we will use this definition 
accordingly. 

Because in both formal and informal reasoning selection and interpretation of 
information are key elements before a conclusion can be reached via reasoning steps, 
we concluded in an earlier paper that formal and informal reasoning can be 
combined into one definition of logical reasoning in which the several steps are 
included. We defined logical reasoning as “selecting and interpreting information 
from a given context, making connections, and verifying and drawing conclusions 
based on provided and interpreted information and the associated rules and 
processes.” (Bronkhorst et al., 2020a, p. 1676). In this study, we will build on this 
definition, which is a workable definition and bounds the context of our research. It 
also clearly shows the several steps needed in working towards a conclusion in 
logical reasoning. 
 
Formalisations 
We already mentioned that formal and visual representations, which we call 
formalisations, can support logical reasoning. Formalisations include, among others, 
all sorts of symbols and formal notations, schematisations, and Venn and Euler 
diagrams and will be used in this article accordingly (e.g. Bronkhorst et al., 2020a, 
Halpern, 2014; Van Gelder, 2005). 

From earlier studies, we discovered that most students (11th and 12th 
graders) did not use formalisations, but preferred informal reasoning and made 
mistakes in all sorts of reasoning tasks (Bronkhorst et al., 2018, 2020a). Our results 
were in line with reported difficulties concerning logical reasoning among different 
age groups (e.g. Daniel & Klaczynski, 2006; Evans, 2002; Galotti, 1989; Stanovich et 
al., 2016). In this article, we present results of an experimental study with a pre-test-
post-test control group design, using a specially designed intervention aimed at 
improving students’ logical reasoning skills focusing on the use of formalisations. 
To study the role of formalisations within different situations, it is important to 
differentiate between types of tasks. For that, we will use Galotti’s (1989) division 
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between formal reasoning tasks and everyday reasoning tasks. Formal reasoning 
tasks are closed tasks in which all premises are provided, which intend to lead to 
one conclusive answer. Those tasks can be stated formally (with symbols) or non-
formally in ordinary language (without symbols). Everyday reasoning tasks are 
open-ended problems, often with implicit or non-mentioned premises. For example, 
reviewing arguments in short newspaper articles. This division is visualised in 
Figure 3.1. 

Figure 3.1 Division of tasks 

Relevance 
The experimental group of our study consisted of Dutch students for whom the 
domain “logical reasoning” is explicitly mentioned in the most recent mathematics 
curriculum for pre-university education (College voor Toetsen en Examens, 2016). 
This domain specifically aims at improving students’ reasoning about societal issues 
outside the field of mathematics. In other words, it should stimulate general 
educational objectives as a preparation for all sorts of situations in society (cTWO, 
2012). If we study the mathematics curricula from English speaking countries, we 
recognise similar intentions, which correspond to our definition of logical reasoning. 
In other words, reasoning in mathematics should not be synonymous with formal 

•Fixed and unchanging premises
•Stated with a certain set of symbols

Formal Reasoning Task: Formally Stated

•Fixed and unchanging premises
•Stated in ordinary language

Formal Reasoning Task: Non-Formally Stated

•Open-ended
•Often with implicit premises

Everyday Reasoning Task
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deductive reasoning only (NCTM, 2009, Chapter 1). The United States’ Standards 
for Mathematical Practice state for example: “Mathematically proficient students are 
also able to compare the effectiveness of two plausible arguments, distinguish 
correct logic or reasoning from that which is flawed, and—if there is a flaw in an 
argument—explain what it is” (NGA Center and CCSSO, 2016, p. 7). This clearly 
shows the possibility of plausible arguments next to strict formal conclusive 
reasoning. The National curriculum for England for Key Stage 4 states that students 
should be able to “assess the validity of an argument and the accuracy of a given 
way of presenting information” as part of their mathematical reasoning skills 
(Department of Education UK, 2014). Furthermore, the United States Standards and 
the new Australian curriculum explicitly mention adaptive reasoning as one of the 
five strands for mathematical proficiency (McChesney, 2017). Adaptive reasoning 
represents the “capacity for logical thought, reflection, explanation, and 
justification” (National Research Council, 2001, p. 5), which, together with 
productive disposition, should show that mathematics is useful and supporting. 
Altogether, these examples show the importance of logical reasoning in different 
contexts as part of mathematics education. 
 

Intervention 
We implemented an intervention, which specifically stimulates the use of 
formalisations, including visualisations and schematisations, in logical reasoning. 
The hypothesis behind our intervention is that the use of formalisations is useful and 
teachable, and therefore, should improve students’ reasoning (Adey & Shayer, 1993; 
Van Aalten & De Waard, 2001) as also suggested by our exploratory study and prior 
research (Bronkhorst et al., 2018, 2020a). Our intervention should not be confused 
with a course in formal logic, because formal logic demands an enormous time 
investment to reach a satisfactory level (Hansen & Cohen, 2011). Additionally, it 
might not even be effective at all for improving logical reasoning skills (e.g. Cheng 
et al., 1986). For our target group of non-science students, we expected that a course 
requiring a high level of technical, mathematical skills would not be adequate 
(Carrascal, 2011). Furthermore, research from Attridge et al. (2016) suggest that, for 
conditional inferences in particular, prior experiences with logic are required for 
significant improvement. Consequently, in our intervention, we focus on relevant 
formalisations, including visualisations and schematisations, that structure and 
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support the reasoning process (Halpern, 2014; McKendree et al., 2002; Van Gelder, 
2005). 

Previous research has shown that classroom discourse and social interactions 
among students are supportive for improved reasoning. There should also be 
sufficient attention to students’ own solution methods with meaningful tasks related 
to everyday experiences (Grouws & Cebulla, 2000; National Research Council, 1999). 
These factors are comparable with teaching standards of Realistic Mathematics 
Education where students “come up with their own solutions, explain and justify 
their solutions, [and] try to understand the explanations and solutions of their peers” 
(Gravemeijer, 2020, p. 220). It is important that teachers facilitate these opportunities 
for constructing and understanding by providing adequate tasks and posing 
suitable questions (Gravemeijer, 1999, 2020; Halpern, 1998; NCTM, 2009). Together 
with the focus on formalisations, we incorporated this in our intervention, which 
resulted in the following design characteristics: 

(1) Students are given opportunities to reason in formal and everyday 
reasoning tasks. 

(2) Students are encouraged to invent their own formalisations, including 
schematisations and visualisations. 

(3) Students will encounter different types of arguments (strict correct, valid, 
plausible, open-ended, et cetera). 

(4) Students are encouraged to explain and compare their solutions, reflect on 
their reasoning, and to provide each other with feedback. 

(5) Different solution methods are discussed during classroom discourse. 
(6) The teacher will provide formative feedback regularly. 

 
An overview of the lessons for our intervention, consisting of 10 lessons of 50 
minutes, is found in Table 3.1. After some introductory explorations (first lesson), 
students worked a whole lesson on judging evidence in a legal case presented in a 
newspaper article (everyday reasoning task). They had to find a way to present the 
premises and proofs clearly before a possible reasoning scheme was introduced. In 
the following lessons, students were encouraged to invent their own structures, 
visualisations, and schematisations whether or not with the use of symbols in small 
tasks, often concerning syllogisms and if-then statements (mainly formal reasoning 
tasks). After students had the opportunity to invent their own formalisations, letter 
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symbols, Venn and Euler diagrams, and logical symbols were introduced during 
lessons 3-5. In lessons 7-8 students constructed their arguments from newspaper 
articles, giving them the opportunity to use their discovered and learned 
formalisations in open-ended everyday reasoning tasks. 

In general, students were almost always asked to come up with their own 
solutions for each exercise first. Second, they discussed their solution methods in 
pairs or small groups of three or four. Third, during classroom discourse different 
solutions methods were compared not only on correctness but also on usefulness in 
general with specific attention to the comparison of students’ used formalisations. 
Homework was limited to one or two exercises. 

The design of the materials followed two iterative cycles (Van den Akker et 
al., 2013). Materials were developed in collaboration with a group of teachers and 
were tested in a pilot study, including pre- and post-tests. After the pilot 
intervention and teacher evaluations, various adjustments were made, mainly in 
providing sufficient time for students to develop their own solutions and to discuss 
their solutions in groups. The collaboration was not only important for the 
development of the materials, but even more important for discourse with the 
participating teachers about the exercises and how to use those in class. 

The implementation guidelines for the lesson sequence on logical reasoning 
were provided in a teacher manual, but also thoroughly discussed during the 
preparation sessions with participating teachers. 
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Table 3.1 Overview intervention 
Lesson  Description and tasks  Learning goals 

1  Introductory lesson with exploration of 
field of (logical) reasoning with formal 
and everyday reasoning tasks, such as 
puzzles, mathematical examples, and 
reasoning in a short newspaper article.  

 - Students are introduced to the concepts of (logical) reasoning.  
- Students are introduced to different types of reasoning.  
- Through interactive tasks via Socrative*, students are made 

curious to the domain logical reasoning and experience that 
reasoning errors can occur quickly. 

2  Students explore reasoning in a large 
context, a newspaper article about a court 
case, as relevant in the societal debate 
(everyday reasoning). The assignment is 
open-ended, but terms as premises, 
reasoning steps, conclusion, correct, 
complete, and incomplete are introduced. 
 

 

 - Students discover how a logical argument is structured.  
- Students are introduced to (logical) reasoning in the societal 

debate. 
- Students can identify different parts in a text: 

premises/assumptions, reasoning step(s) and conclusion(s).  
- Students explore/invent first schematisations of a larger 

newspaper article. 
- Students know the concepts correct, complete, and 

incomplete. 

3  Students explore syllogisms in ordinary 
language and study the difference 
between valid and true conclusions. They 
also try to formalise/structure the 
provided syllogisms in their own way and 
compare those ideas with peers before an 
example with letter symbols is shown.  

 - Students learn to work with syllogisms in ordinary language 
(all, some, a few, not) and know the term ‘premise’.  

- Students can distinguish truth and validity.  
- Students explore conclusions for if-then claims. 

4  Students are encouraged to come up with 
their own visualisations first before Venn 
and Euler diagrams are introduced and 
applied on syllogisms and propositions.  

 - Students are introduced to Venn and Euler diagrams. 
- Students can draw appropriate diagrams for propositions and 

syllogisms. 
- Students can use Venn and Euler diagrams to falsify claims. 

5  Logical symbols are introduced and 
combined with drawing and verifying 
conclusions for if-then-statements. 
 
 
 
 
 

 - Students learn to work with the logical symbols:  
, , , and  

- Students can combine the theory of previous sections with the 
new symbols and diagrams. 

- Students can draw and verify conclusions for if-then-
statements. 

- Students can visualise if-then-statements in Venn or Euler 
diagrams. 

6  Further practice and discourse on if-then-
statements. 
 
 

 - Further practice of working with logical symbols, if-then-
statements, and visualising in Venn or Euler diagrams. 

- Students know the difference between sufficient condition 
and/or necessary condition. 

7  First half of this lesson is dedicated to 
practice and discussion of an assignment 
in which everything from the previous 
sections is combined. The second half of 
the lesson, students explore newspaper 
articles in which the reasoning contains 
uncertainty. 

 - Students combine knowledge from all the previous sections.  
- Students can recognise reasoning with uncertainty.  

8  In lesson two, students explored reasoning 
in a large newspaper article. After all sorts 
of short tasks in lessons 3 until 8, students 
analyse reasoning in large contexts again 
on which they can apply new techniques.  

 - Students can analyse reasoning from large, societal relevant, 
contexts. 

- Students practise with if-then, letter symbols, (logical) 
symbols, and visualisations. 

9  Final interactive quiz and class discussion 
afterwards. 

 - Students test their knowledge in a short interactive Socrative* 
quiz. 

10  Final lesson with practice exercises, 
mainly longer formal reasoning tasks, but 
often stated in ordinary language. 

 - Students practise their logical reasoning skills in a variety of 
exercises. 

*Classroom app for Quizzes and formative tests: https://socrative.com/ 
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Research Questions 
To investigate the effective use of formalisations, which also include schematisations 
and visualisations, in the reasoning of non-science students at secondary level, this 
study was guided by the following research questions: 

(1) To which extent do students use formalisations in formal reasoning tasks 
(formally and non-formally stated) and in everyday reasoning tasks in the 
pre- and in the post-test? 

(2) What is the effect of a course in logical reasoning with a focus on the use of 
formalisations on students’ performance on formal reasoning tasks 
(formally and non-formally stated) and everyday reasoning tasks compared 
to a group without that course? 

(3) Is the use of formalisations positively associated with the correctness of 
students’ answers? 

 
 

Method 

We used a quasi-experimental pre-test-post-test control group design (e.g. Cook & 
Campbell, 1979). Students in both groups followed a pre-university non-science 
track (11th and 12th graders; 16- to 18-year old) in Dutch schools. Both, the 
experimental and control group took classes in mathematics, albeit with some 
differences in maths topics. The experimental group took lessons in logical 
reasoning with our specially designed course, while the control group worked on 
more advanced applications of functions and their derivatives from their regular 
mathematics book. Our course did cover all the learning outcomes as required by 
the national curriculum (College voor Toetsen en Examens, 2016), but, as described 
above, focused on effective use of formalisations that students could apply in formal 
and everyday reasoning tasks. Normally, students are taught in a more teacher-
centred way with a textbook chapter on logical reasoning, which introduces types 
of problems and solutions that students apply in, often short, exercises individually. 
Venn and Euler diagrams are usually introduced at the end of the chapter on logical 
reasoning, while in our intervention Venn and Euler diagrams were already 
introduced in an early stage, after which the students had sufficient time to practise 
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with the diagrams and to apply those on larger open-ended everyday reasoning 
tasks. 

Due to the fact that the control group did not receive lessons in logical 
reasoning, we can verify for changes over time and retest effects on the use of 
formalisations. 
 

Participants 
The recruited teachers from nine schools from all parts of the Netherlands 
participated voluntarily. They committed to participate in the collaboration with the 
other teachers and came together six times prior to the intervention. Six teachers 
administered pre- and post-tests in experimental and control groups. Two teachers 
were not able to organise test sessions for control groups and only participated with 
an experimental group. For one teacher the experimental group for the final 
intervention was too small, so he only arranged pre- and post-tests for control 
students. Participating teachers filled in a logbook containing surveys with Likert -
type items (scale 1-5) on student and teacher activities in each lesson. 

The average class size for the eight participating experimental classes was 
seven students and varied from three to 12. The small class sizes are explained by 
the fact the course including logical reasoning is an elective course. Most students 
take an alternative course with more advanced applications of functions. 
Participating students matching this condition varied from six to 23 students per 
school. Because of this circumstance we had to settle for an unequal number of 
participants in both conditions: the experimental group condition consisted of 56 
students in total and the control group of 107 students. 
 

Tasks 
We used identical pre- and post-tests for this study. This choice was justified because 
we could verify for retest effects. The tasks were mainly selected from other tests, 
and adapted and selected after an exploratory study (Bronkhorst  et al., 2020a) and a 
pilot study. 

The test consisted of eight tasks with two tasks with two parts, so in total there 
were 10 items. For each category mentioned in Figure 3.1, we used at least three 
items: 

(1) Formal reasoning tasks, non-formally stated: items 1, 2A, 2B, and 8. 
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Research Questions 
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study was guided by the following research questions: 
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(formally and non-formally stated) and in everyday reasoning tasks in the 
pre- and in the post-test? 

(2) What is the effect of a course in logical reasoning with a focus on the use of 
formalisations on students’ performance on formal reasoning tasks 
(formally and non-formally stated) and everyday reasoning tasks compared 
to a group without that course? 

(3) Is the use of formalisations positively associated with the correctness of 
students’ answers? 

 
 

Method 
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mathematics book. Our course did cover all the learning outcomes as required by 
the national curriculum (College voor Toetsen en Examens, 2016), but, as described 
above, focused on effective use of formalisations that students could apply in formal 
and everyday reasoning tasks. Normally, students are taught in a more teacher-
centred way with a textbook chapter on logical reasoning, which introduces types 
of problems and solutions that students apply in, often short, exercises individually. 
Venn and Euler diagrams are usually introduced at the end of the chapter on logical 
reasoning, while in our intervention Venn and Euler diagrams were already 
introduced in an early stage, after which the students had sufficient time to practise 
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(2) Formal reasoning tasks, formally stated: items 3, 4A, and 4B. 
(3) Everyday reasoning tasks: items 5, 6, and 7. 

 
This variety of tasks corresponds with the characteristics and goals of the 
intervention in relation to our definition of logical reasoning. In all tasks, students 
had to explain their answers to make their reasoning visible. The items, originally 
written in Dutch, can be found in an English translation in the Appendix of this 
article and are explained briefly below. 

In the syllogism tasks (items 1 and 3, adapted from Stanovich et al., 2016) 
students had to verify the provided conclusion based on given premises. We 
considered these as counter-items, because they were non-formally stated and 
formally stated, respectively, but are about similar problem situations with similar 
conclusions. We conjecture that Venn and Euler diagrams are highly beneficial 
visualisations in these tasks, because those diagrams may represent the different sets 
provided and their underlying relations. 

In items 2 and 4 (adapted from Geerlings, 2008; Stanovich et al., 2016) students 
had to explain for which situations a conclusion is possible/justifiable based on the 
if-then-claim provided, respectively non-formally stated and formally stated. A 
table provided four possible situations: affirming and denying the antecedent, and 
affirming and denying the consequent. Although all the four different situations 
occur within one context, we decided to split tasks 2 and 4 into two sub-items instead 
of taking the context as a whole like in other tasks: Item A about the antecedent and 
item B about the consequent. This was done based on results from our pilot 
intervention where we observed differences in students’ reasoning about the 
antecedent and reasoning about the consequent. 

Item 5, a short everyday reasoning task, was based on an implication for 
which students had to explain why the reversal is not always allowed. We conjecture 
that a Venn or an Euler diagram is a highly beneficial visualisation for this task. 
Items 6 (adapted from Roodhardt & Doorman, 2012, p. 42; “Rotterdammers leven 
anderhalf jaar korter,” 2008) and 7 (adapted from “Hof: Wilders moet worden 
vervolgd,” 2009; Reuling, 2014) contained short newspaper articles for which the 
journalists’ reasoning had to be analysed and supplemented with hidden 
assumptions. We assumed that our participants have sufficient prior knowledge on 
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these topics. We conjecture that a scheme-based strategy is highly beneficial in these 
tasks to show connections between premises, reasoning steps, and the conclusion(s). 

Item 8 (adapted from College voor Toetsen en Examens, 2013, p. 7) contained 
a larger formal reasoning task, stated in ordinary language, in which students had 
to solve a murder case. This task is suitable for a scheme-based strategy to get a clear 
overview of the situation and claims. 

Due to identical pre- and post-tests, we performed a test-retest reliability 
study. Among the control group, the Pearson Correlation between the two 
measurements, two months apart from each other, is r(107) = .71, p < .001, which 
shows an acceptable reliability. 
 

Scoring Procedure 
All items were scored on correctness of the final answer (0 or 1 point) as well as on 
the quality of explanations, based on sample solutions. Each reasoning step was 
scored with one point. Maximum scores per item are 3 or 4 points (see Table 3.2). 

Students’ use of formalisations was also coded, such as Euler/Venn diagrams, 
implication arrows, letter symbols, logical symbols, schemes, et cetera. The codes 
were based on the pilot study, although new codes could arise from the analysed 
data. Students could use more than one type of formalisations per task. 
 
Example 
Figure 3.2 shows a solution from student Amy from the experimental group. Amy 
used letter symbols for roses (R), flowers (B), and fading (V). Thereafter, she drew 
two different possible options: one where roses do not necessarily fade, and one 
where some roses do fade. In both cases, Amy clearly showed that all R (roses) are 
B (flowers), but that the set of flowers (B) is much larger. Her answer gets one point 
for being correct (“not necessarily”) and two points for the provided explanation; 
one for the insight that roses are part of the set flowers and one for showing that 
fading does not necessarily intersect with the set roses. The sum score for this item 
is equal to the maximum score of 3 points. Concerning the formalisations, we coded 
for the use of letter symbols and for Euler diagrams. 
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Figure 3.2 Example solution item 1, student from experimental group, English translation in purple 
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Inter-rater reliability 
To analyse the inter-rater reliability of the scoring, the first two authors of this article 
scored the complete work of 10 students from one group. Krippendorff’s alpha 
(Hayes & Krippendorff, 2007) was computed over the total score for all items and 
resulted into α = .92 and α = .82 respectively for the pre- and post-test, which is more 
than sufficient for a reliable analysis (≥ .80). Observed differences between raters 
were discussed to modify the scoring model to allow for 100% agreement. Based on 
those discussions the analysis model was supplemented. Thereafter, all students’ 
answers were scored by the first author. 
 

Analysis 
For the strategies and formalisations used (first research question), percentages of 
students that used those formalisations are visualised per item in bar charts for a 
comparison between the experimental and control group. The effect of the 
intervention on students' application of formalisations on separate items was 
analysed by means of logistic regression analyses using observation of the 
application on the pre-test as control variable. The significance of effects was 
assessed by computing the Wald statistic and the extent of the effects is expressed in 
the form of odds ratios of using specific formalisations (Sieben & Linssen, 2009). 

For the effect on students’ overall performance (second research question), 
repeated measurement analyses, including the effect size partial eta-squared 
(Draper, 2019), and t-tests were deployed to investigate the size and significance of 
differences between the experimental and the control conditions on individual 
items, groups of items, and total test scores. To control the family-wise error rate due 
to multiple comparisons, we used Holm’s sequential Bonferroni procedure to adjust 
the raw p-values (Holm, 1979). Cohen’s d is used to calculate effect sizes (Lakens, 
2013). 

Finally, for the relationship between the test scores and the conjectured 
beneficial formalisations (third research question), we performed Kendall’s Tau 
(Cohen et al., 2011). We investigated the correlation between the use of Venn and 
Euler diagrams and the correctness of students’ answers for corresponding tasks as 
well as the use of scheme-based strategies and the correctness. Again, we used 
Holm’s sequential Bonferroni procedure to adjust the raw p-values for multiple 
comparisons (Holm, 1979).  
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Results 

Logbooks showed that the lessons were implemented according to plan. One teacher 
deviated somewhat from the planning due to time constraints, but the other teachers 
taught the 10 lessons prior to the post-test and reported high student participation 
in their logbooks. During most lessons, students got sufficient time to work on their 
own solutions and discussed their strategies in small groups. Teachers had, 
according to self-reported logbooks, more and more attention for formalisations by 
explicitly asking students to explain their formal methods in groups and during 
classroom discourse. They also encouraged students to reconsider their solutions by 
suggesting the use of Venn or Euler diagrams. 

In this section we follow the order of the research questions. We present 
students’ use of formalisations in the different tasks first. Second, we will report on 
students’ overall performance indicating a large intervention effect. Third, we 
present the relation between students’ use of formalisations with the correctness of 
the answers. 
 

Use of Formalisations 
In this subsection, we will illustrate students’ use of formalisations in the different 
tasks supplemented with logistic regression analyses for beneficial formalisations. 
 
Syllogism tasks, formal reasoning tasks, formally and non-formally stated 
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show that the intervention had a large influence on the use of 
formalisations in the syllogism tasks (items 1 and 3): students from the experimental 
group used much more formalisations in the post-test than in the pre-test while there 
is not much change in the control group. For the non-formally stated version, 57.1% 
of the students in the experimental group used letter symbols for (parts of) the given 
premises in the post-test compared to 10.3% of the students in the control group. 
Between pre- and post-test, the use of Venn and Euler diagrams increased strongly 
for the formally stated version (from 5.4% to 57.1%) as well as in the non-formally 
stated version (from 3.6% to 53.6%) in the experimental group with hardly any 
changes in the control group. Wald statistic reveals that the odds of using a Venn or 
an Euler diagram in the post-test items are 30.2 and 36.2 times higher respectively 
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for students in the experimental group compared to students in the control group 
(Wald statistic = 34.6, p < .001 and Wald statistic = 30.9, p < .001 respectively). 
 

 
Figure 3.3 Item 1, use of formalisations, non-formally stated syllogism task 

 

 
Figure 3.4 Item 3, use of formalisations or (informal) examples, formally stated syllogism task 
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If-then statements, formal reasoning tasks, formally and non-formally stated 
Figure 3.5 shows the use of formalisations for the task concerning a non-formally 
stated if-then-statement (items 2A & 2B). Although we found some increase in the 
use of formalisations among the students in the experimental group, for example 
from 0% to 14.3% between pre- and post-test for the use of Euler/Venn diagrams and 
10.7% to 30.4% for the use of inequality signs, the majority of the students still did 
not use formalisations. For the task with the formally stated if-then-statement (items 
4A & 4B), the use of formalisations in students’ answers was similar (see Figure 3.6). 
Notable is that a short formal expression (e.g. A  3), which would have provided 
a clear visible implication for this task, was only used by 28.6% of the experimental 
students in the post-test. Further analysis reveals that the odds of using a short 
formal expression in the post-test item are 9.66 times higher for students in the 
experimental group compared to students in the control group (Wald statistic = 14.6, 
p < .001). 
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Figure 3.6 Items 4A/4B, use of formalisations, formally stated if-then statement 
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If-then statements, formal reasoning tasks, formally and non-formally stated 
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Figure 3.7 Item 5, use of formalisations or (informal) examples, short everyday reasoning task 

 
Figure 3.8 shows the use of formalisations for the task on revealing hidden 
assumption(s) in a newspaper article (item 6). Many students from both groups used 
bullets to separate the three premises (reasons) in pre- and post-test. For the 
connection between the premises and the hidden assumption(s) or conclusion(s), the 
use of implication arrows almost doubled within the experimental group to 39.3% 
in the post-test, compared to 26.2% in the control group. None of the students in the 
experimental group used a scheme-based strategy in the pre-test, which changed to 
17.9% in the post-test. However, if explicitly asked for the different reasoning steps 
in another newspaper article task (item 7), much more students from the 
experimental group worked scheme-based (16.1% in the pre-test to 71.4% in the 
post-test, see Figure 3.9), providing structured answers: from premises via reasoning 
steps towards a conclusion. Further analysis reveals that the odds of schematising 
in the post-test item are 24.3 times higher for students in the experimental group 
compared to students in the control group (Wald statistic = 47.4, p < .001). 
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Figure 3.8 Item 6, use of formalisations, everyday reasoning task (newspaper article) 
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Murder case, formal reasoning task, non-formally stated 
For the larger non-formally stated formal reasoning task, a murder case in item 8, 
we do not see much differences between pre- and post-test in both groups (see 
Figure 3.10). However, a change, from 51.8% to 66.1%, is visible in the experimental 
group for the strategy ‘structuring the data per person’, which is a formal approach 
to get overview. Further analysis reveals that the odds of ‘structuring the data per 
person’ in the post-test item are 3.12 times higher for students in the experimental 
group compared to students in the control group (Wald statistic = 9.08, p = .003). 
 

 
Figure 3.10 Item 8, use of formalisations or (informal) examples, formally stated task (murder case) 

 
Summary use of formalisations 
In all tasks, we observe huge differences in students’ use of formalisations between 
pre- and post-test in the experimental condition. Further analyses by means of 
logistic regression show that the changes, in using Venn and Euler diagrams and 
scheme-based strategies in particular, between pre- and post-test are significant 
compared to the control group. 
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Overall Test Performance 
Figures 3.11, 3.12, 3.13, and 3.14 show the effect of our intervention. The differences 
between the two groups between the pre- and post-test are shown for the mean test 
scores as well as for grouped item scores per category of tasks (see division in Figure 
3.1). The vertical axis is scaled to the maximum score for the total test, the formally 
stated formal reasoning tasks, the non-formally stated formal reasoning tasks, and 
the everyday reasoning tasks, respectively. Except for the formally stated formal 
reasoning tasks, the lower endpoint of the 95% confidence interval for the 
experimental group is larger than the upper endpoint from the control group for the 
post-test, while for the pre-test the results are quite similar. The interaction effect, 
denoting a difference between the groups in change between pre- and post-test 
scores, is significant for all groups of exercises (p < .05): F(1, 161) = 32.0, p < .001, ηp2 
= .17 for the total test score, F(1, 161) = 4.09, p = .045, ηp2 = .025 for the formally stated 
formal reasoning tasks, F(1, 161) = 20.1, p < .001, ηp2 = .11 for the non-formally stated 
formal reasoning tasks, and F(1, 161) = 20.5, p < .001, ηp2 = .11 for the everyday 
reasoning tasks. For the total test score, the effect size is greater than .14, indicating 
a large intervention effect. 
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Overall Test Performance 
Figures 3.11, 3.12, 3.13, and 3.14 show the effect of our intervention. The differences 
between the two groups between the pre- and post-test are shown for the mean test 
scores as well as for grouped item scores per category of tasks (see division in Figure 
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experimental group is larger than the upper endpoint from the control group for the 
post-test, while for the pre-test the results are quite similar. The interaction effect, 
denoting a difference between the groups in change between pre- and post-test 
scores, is significant for all groups of exercises (p < .05): F(1, 161) = 32.0, p < .001, ηp2 
= .17 for the total test score, F(1, 161) = 4.09, p = .045, ηp2 = .025 for the formally stated 
formal reasoning tasks, F(1, 161) = 20.1, p < .001, ηp2 = .11 for the non-formally stated 
formal reasoning tasks, and F(1, 161) = 20.5, p < .001, ηp2 = .11 for the everyday 
reasoning tasks. For the total test score, the effect size is greater than .14, indicating 
a large intervention effect. 
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Figure 3.11 Interaction effect for total test 

 

 
Figure 3.12 Interaction effect for formally stated formal reasoning tasks 
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Figure 3.13 Interaction effect for non-formally stated formal reasoning tasks 

 

 
Figure 3.14 Interaction effect for everyday reasoning tasks 
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Figure 3.13 Interaction effect for non-formally stated formal reasoning tasks 

 

 
Figure 3.14 Interaction effect for everyday reasoning tasks 
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Further analyses per item are shown in Table 3.2. This table shows the mean scores 
and standard deviations for each task for the experimental and the control group as 
well as the results of a Paired Samples t-test for repeated measures in both 
conditions, indicating the direction and the significance of the change between pre-
test and post-test. To control the family-wise error rate due to multiple comparisons, 
we used Holm’s sequential Bonferroni procedure to compute the adjusted p-values. 
For the combined scores of each group of tasks as well as for the total test scores, the 
increase is significant for the experimental group and not significant for the control 
group (see Table 3.2). The effect sizes of these significant increases are, based in 
Cohen’s d, even large for the grouped everyday reasoning tasks and for the total test 
score. 
 

Table 3.2 Test scores pre- and post-test experimental and control group 

  
Score 

pre-test 
 Score 

post-test 
 T-test* 

t(55) resp. t(106) 

Item 
Max 
score Exp Cont 

 
Exp Cont 

 
Exp Cont 

1. Syllogism task 
 (Non-formally stated) 
 M 
 SD 

3  
 

1.13 
1.16 

 
 

1.15 
1.08 

  
 

1.48 
1.24 

 
 

1.31 
1.13 

 t = 2.04 
p̃ = .14 

d = 0.27 

t = 1.89 
p̃ = .74 

d = 0.18 

2A. Implication, antecedent 
 (Non-formally stated) 
 M 
 SD 

4  
 

3.20 
0.96 

 
 

3.40 
0.79 

  
 

3.71 
0.68 

 
 

3.35 
0.85 

 t = 3.71 
p̃ = .004 
d = 0.50 

t = 0.58 
p̃ = 1.00 
d = 0.06 

2B. Implication, consequent 
 (Non-formally stated) 
 M 
 SD 

4  
 

2.46 
1.29 

 
 

2.30 
1.22 

  
 

3.00 
1.14 

 
 

2.23 
1.23 

 t = 2.79 
p̃ = .029 
d = 0.37 

t = -0.59 
p̃ = 1.00 
d = -0.06 

3 Syllogism task 
 (Formally stated) 
 M 
 SD 

3  
 

0.48 
0.89 

 
 

0.64 
0.99 

  
 

1.18 
1.27 

 
 

0.80 
1.15 

 t = 3.83 
p̃ = .003 
d = 0.51 

t = 1.78 
p̃ = .85 

d = 0.17 

4A. Implication, antecedent 
 (Formally stated) 
 M 
 SD 

4  
 

2.84 
1.47 

 
 

2.93 
1.32 

  
 

2.63 
1.78 

 
 

2.89 
1.54 

 t = -0.95 
p̃ = .34 

d = -0.13 

t = -0.32 
p̃ = 1.00 
d = -0.03 

4B. Implication, consequent 
 (Formally stated) 
 M 
 SD 

4  
 

1.36 
1.43 

 
 

1.40 
1.37 

  
 

2.21 
1.50 

 
 

1.76 
1.47 

 t = 3.46 
p̃ = .007 
d = 0.46 

t = 3.15 
p̃ = .030 
d = 0.30 
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Score 

pre-test 
 Score 

post-test 
 T-test* 

t(55) resp. t(106) 

Item 
Max 
score Exp Cont 

 
Exp Cont 

 
Exp Cont 

5. Converse implication 
 (Everyday reasoning) 
 M 
 SD 

3  
 

0.70 
0.78 

 
 

0.51 
0.74 

  
 

1.30 
0.95 

 
 

0.49 
0.69 

 t = 4.11 
p̃ = .001 
d = 0.55 

t = -0.38 
p̃ = 1.00 
d = -0.04 

6. Analysis article 
 (Everyday reasoning) 
 M 
 SD 

4  
 

1.96 
1.41 

 
 

2.20 
1.34 

  
 

2.32 
1.38 

 
 

2.40 
1.35 

 t = 1.97 
p̃ = .14 

d = 0.26 

t = 1.73 
p̃ = .85 

d = 0.17 

7. Reasoning steps article 
 (Everyday reasoning) 
 M 
 SD 

4  
 

2.61 
0.95 

 
 

2.45 
1.02 

  
 

3.18 
0.90 

 
 

2.43 
0.99 

 t = 3.51 
p̃ = .007 
d = 0.47 

t = -0.17 
p̃ = 1.00 
d = -0.02 

8. Murder case 
 (Non-formally stated) 
 M 
 SD 

4  
 

1.63 
1.45 

 
 

1.62 
1.37 

  
 

2.30 
1.26 

 
 

1.68 
1.24 

 t = 3.44 
p̃ = .007 
d = .46 

t = 0.45 
p̃ = 1.00 
d = 0.04 

Formal Reasoning Tasks: 
Formally stated 
(items 3, 4A, 4B) 
 M 
 SD 

11  
 
 

4.68 
2.47 

 
 
 

4.97 
2.41 

  
 
 

6.02 
3.47 

 
 
 

5.45 
2.87 

 t = 2.91 
p̃ = .026 
d = 0.39 

t = 2.46 
p̃ = .20 

d = 0.24 

Formal Reasoning Tasks: 
Non-formally stated 
(items 1, 2A, 2B, 8) 
 M 
 SD 

15  
 
 

8.41 
2.96 

 
 
 

8.47 
2.78 

  
 
 

10.5 
2.74 

 
 
 

8.57 
2.91 

 t = 5.59 
p̃ < .001 
d = 0.75 

t = 0.40 
p̃ = 1.00 
d = 0.04 

Everyday Reasoning Tasks 
(items 5, 6, 7) 
 M 
 SD 

11  
 

5.27 
2.06 

 
 

5.16 
1.81 

  
 

6.80 
1.91 

 
 

5.32 
1.90 

 t = 6.50 
p̃ < .001 
d = 0.87 

t = 0.87 
p̃ = 1.00 
d = 0.08 

Total score 
 
 M 
 SD 

37  
 

18.4 
4.95 

 
 

18.6 
5.03 

  
 

23.3 
6.03 

 
 

19.3 
6.03 

 t = 7.48 
p̃ < .001 
d = 1.00 

t = 1.78 
p̃ = .85 

d = 0.17 

* adjusted p-values based on Holm’s sequential Bonferroni procedure  

 
Concerning the separate tasks, the scores for item 2B changed significantly with           
p̃ < .05 for the experimental group and with p̃ < .01 for items 2A, 3, 4B, 5, 7, and 8 
with medium effect sizes. For the control group we only found a significant change 
for item 4B, but with a small effect size. 

Notable is the difference between items 4A and 4B, both concerning a formally 
stated if-then-statement. Reasoning with the consequent given shows a significant 
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Further analyses per item are shown in Table 3.2. This table shows the mean scores 
and standard deviations for each task for the experimental and the control group as 
well as the results of a Paired Samples t-test for repeated measures in both 
conditions, indicating the direction and the significance of the change between pre-
test and post-test. To control the family-wise error rate due to multiple comparisons, 
we used Holm’s sequential Bonferroni procedure to compute the adjusted p-values. 
For the combined scores of each group of tasks as well as for the total test scores, the 
increase is significant for the experimental group and not significant for the control 
group (see Table 3.2). The effect sizes of these significant increases are, based in 
Cohen’s d, even large for the grouped everyday reasoning tasks and for the total test 
score. 
 

Table 3.2 Test scores pre- and post-test experimental and control group 

  
Score 

pre-test 
 Score 

post-test 
 T-test* 

t(55) resp. t(106) 

Item 
Max 
score Exp Cont 

 
Exp Cont 

 
Exp Cont 

1. Syllogism task 
 (Non-formally stated) 
 M 
 SD 

3  
 

1.13 
1.16 

 
 

1.15 
1.08 

  
 

1.48 
1.24 

 
 

1.31 
1.13 

 t = 2.04 
p̃ = .14 

d = 0.27 

t = 1.89 
p̃ = .74 

d = 0.18 

2A. Implication, antecedent 
 (Non-formally stated) 
 M 
 SD 

4  
 

3.20 
0.96 

 
 

3.40 
0.79 

  
 

3.71 
0.68 

 
 

3.35 
0.85 

 t = 3.71 
p̃ = .004 
d = 0.50 

t = 0.58 
p̃ = 1.00 
d = 0.06 

2B. Implication, consequent 
 (Non-formally stated) 
 M 
 SD 

4  
 

2.46 
1.29 

 
 

2.30 
1.22 

  
 

3.00 
1.14 

 
 

2.23 
1.23 

 t = 2.79 
p̃ = .029 
d = 0.37 

t = -0.59 
p̃ = 1.00 
d = -0.06 

3 Syllogism task 
 (Formally stated) 
 M 
 SD 

3  
 

0.48 
0.89 

 
 

0.64 
0.99 

  
 

1.18 
1.27 

 
 

0.80 
1.15 

 t = 3.83 
p̃ = .003 
d = 0.51 

t = 1.78 
p̃ = .85 

d = 0.17 

4A. Implication, antecedent 
 (Formally stated) 
 M 
 SD 

4  
 

2.84 
1.47 

 
 

2.93 
1.32 

  
 

2.63 
1.78 

 
 

2.89 
1.54 

 t = -0.95 
p̃ = .34 

d = -0.13 

t = -0.32 
p̃ = 1.00 
d = -0.03 

4B. Implication, consequent 
 (Formally stated) 
 M 
 SD 

4  
 

1.36 
1.43 

 
 

1.40 
1.37 

  
 

2.21 
1.50 

 
 

1.76 
1.47 

 t = 3.46 
p̃ = .007 
d = 0.46 

t = 3.15 
p̃ = .030 
d = 0.30 
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Score 

pre-test 
 Score 

post-test 
 T-test* 

t(55) resp. t(106) 

Item 
Max 
score Exp Cont 

 
Exp Cont 

 
Exp Cont 

5. Converse implication 
 (Everyday reasoning) 
 M 
 SD 

3  
 

0.70 
0.78 

 
 

0.51 
0.74 

  
 

1.30 
0.95 

 
 

0.49 
0.69 

 t = 4.11 
p̃ = .001 
d = 0.55 

t = -0.38 
p̃ = 1.00 
d = -0.04 

6. Analysis article 
 (Everyday reasoning) 
 M 
 SD 

4  
 

1.96 
1.41 

 
 

2.20 
1.34 

  
 

2.32 
1.38 

 
 

2.40 
1.35 

 t = 1.97 
p̃ = .14 

d = 0.26 

t = 1.73 
p̃ = .85 

d = 0.17 

7. Reasoning steps article 
 (Everyday reasoning) 
 M 
 SD 

4  
 

2.61 
0.95 

 
 

2.45 
1.02 

  
 

3.18 
0.90 

 
 

2.43 
0.99 

 t = 3.51 
p̃ = .007 
d = 0.47 

t = -0.17 
p̃ = 1.00 
d = -0.02 

8. Murder case 
 (Non-formally stated) 
 M 
 SD 

4  
 

1.63 
1.45 

 
 

1.62 
1.37 

  
 

2.30 
1.26 

 
 

1.68 
1.24 

 t = 3.44 
p̃ = .007 
d = .46 

t = 0.45 
p̃ = 1.00 
d = 0.04 

Formal Reasoning Tasks: 
Formally stated 
(items 3, 4A, 4B) 
 M 
 SD 

11  
 
 

4.68 
2.47 

 
 
 

4.97 
2.41 

  
 
 

6.02 
3.47 

 
 
 

5.45 
2.87 

 t = 2.91 
p̃ = .026 
d = 0.39 

t = 2.46 
p̃ = .20 

d = 0.24 

Formal Reasoning Tasks: 
Non-formally stated 
(items 1, 2A, 2B, 8) 
 M 
 SD 

15  
 
 

8.41 
2.96 

 
 
 

8.47 
2.78 

  
 
 

10.5 
2.74 

 
 
 

8.57 
2.91 

 t = 5.59 
p̃ < .001 
d = 0.75 

t = 0.40 
p̃ = 1.00 
d = 0.04 

Everyday Reasoning Tasks 
(items 5, 6, 7) 
 M 
 SD 

11  
 

5.27 
2.06 

 
 

5.16 
1.81 

  
 

6.80 
1.91 

 
 

5.32 
1.90 

 t = 6.50 
p̃ < .001 
d = 0.87 

t = 0.87 
p̃ = 1.00 
d = 0.08 

Total score 
 
 M 
 SD 

37  
 

18.4 
4.95 

 
 

18.6 
5.03 

  
 

23.3 
6.03 

 
 

19.3 
6.03 

 t = 7.48 
p̃ < .001 
d = 1.00 

t = 1.78 
p̃ = .85 

d = 0.17 

* adjusted p-values based on Holm’s sequential Bonferroni procedure  

 
Concerning the separate tasks, the scores for item 2B changed significantly with           
p̃ < .05 for the experimental group and with p̃ < .01 for items 2A, 3, 4B, 5, 7, and 8 
with medium effect sizes. For the control group we only found a significant change 
for item 4B, but with a small effect size. 

Notable is the difference between items 4A and 4B, both concerning a formally 
stated if-then-statement. Reasoning with the consequent given shows a significant 
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increase in the scores within the experimental group (p ̃< .01), but the scores for 
reasoning with the antecedent given did not show significant changes (p̃ = .34). 
 

Formalisations and Correctness 
We conjectured that the use of Venn and Euler diagrams in formal reasoning tasks 
will improve students’ reasoning, and that everyday reasoning tasks will benefit 
from scheme-based strategies. In this subsection, we will investigate the relation 
between these formalisations and the corresponding tasks.  
 
Venn and Euler diagrams 
Venn and Euler diagrams are useful in, respectively, a non-formally stated syllogism 
task, a formally stated syllogism task, and a short everyday reasoning task (items 1, 
3, and 5). Kendall’s Tau coefficients were calculated to verify for a positive 
correlation (one-tailed) between the test score and students’ use of Venn and Euler 
diagrams, see Table 3.3. To control the family-wise error rate due to multiple 
comparisons, we used Holm’s sequential Bonferroni procedure to compute the 
adjusted p-values. As shown in Table 3.3, we found a positive correlation between 
the use of Venn and Euler diagrams and the scores on the syllogism tasks (items 1 
and 3). For the experimental group the correlation is fairly strong (τb = .61, p̃ < .001) 
in the post-test for the formally stated version. However, using a Venn or an Euler 
diagram in a short everyday reasoning task (item 5) does not show a significant 
correlation with the scores. 
 

Table 3.3 Correlation test scores and use of Euler/Venn diagram 

 Pre-test  Post-test 

Item Exp Cont  Exp Cont 
1. Syllogism task 
 (Non-formally stated) 

τb = .15 
p̃ = .49 

τb = .28 
p̃ = .012 

 τb = .39 
p̃ = .008 

τb = .25 
p̃ = .023 

3 Syllogism task 
 (Formally stated) 

τb = .25 
p̃ = .17 

τb = .30 
p̃ = .006 

 τb = .61 
p̃ < .001 

τb = .25 
p̃ = .023 

5. Converse implication 
 (Everyday reasoning) 

τb = -.034 
p̃ = .49 

τb = .096 
p̃ = .49 

 τb = .12 
p̃ = .49 

τb = .14 
p̃ = .32 

* adjusted p-values based on Holm’s sequential Bonferroni procedure 
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Scheme-based strategy 
We hypothesised that in everyday reasoning tasks about the analysis of newspaper 
articles (items 6 and 7) a scheme-based strategy is beneficial as well as for larger non-
formally stated formal reasoning tasks (murder case in item 8). Kendall’s Tau 
coefficients were calculated to verify for a positive correlation (one-tailed) between 
the test scores and students’ use of scheme-based strategies, see Table 3.4. Again, we 
used Holm's sequential Bonferroni procedure to compute the adjusted p-values. As 
shown in Table 3.4, we did not compute the correlation for item 6 for the pre-test of 
the experimental group, because none of the students used a scheme-based strategy, 
but in the post-test, we found for items 6 and 7 positive, although weak, correlations. 
However, for the larger non-formally stated formal reasoning task, a scheme-based 
strategy has a clear positive correlation for the experimental group in the post -test, 
increasing from τb = .18, p ̃= .36 to a significant τb = .44, p̃ = .002. 
 

Table 3.4 Correlation test scores and use of scheme-based strategy 

 Pre-test  Post-test 

Item Exp Cont  Exp Cont 
6. Analysis article 
 (Everyday reasoning) 

unavailable τb = -.065 
p̃ = .46 

 τb = .20 
p̃ = .36 

τb = .10 
p̃ = .39 

7. Reasoning steps article 
 (Everyday reasoning) 

τb = .18 
p̃ = .36 

τb = .16 
p̃ = .27 

 τb = .20 
p̃ = .36 

τb = .27 
p̃ = .016 

8. Murder case 
 (Non-formally stated) 

τb = .18 
p̃ = .36 

τb = .23 
p̃ = .042 

 τb = .44 
p ̃= .002 

τb = .032 
p̃ = .46 

* adjusted p-values based on Holm’s sequential Bonferroni procedure 

 
 

Conclusions and Discussion 

In this article we reported on an intervention study on the feasibility of teaching 
students to use formalisations in their reasoning in formal and everyday reasoning 
tasks. This study was guided by three research questions, concerning (1) the use of 
formalisations in formally and non-formally stated formal reasoning tasks and in 
everyday reasoning tasks in pre- and post-test, (2) the effect of the intervention on 
students’ performance, and (3) the association between the use of formalisations and 
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increase in the scores within the experimental group (p ̃< .01), but the scores for 
reasoning with the antecedent given did not show significant changes (p̃ = .34). 
 

Formalisations and Correctness 
We conjectured that the use of Venn and Euler diagrams in formal reasoning tasks 
will improve students’ reasoning, and that everyday reasoning tasks will benefit 
from scheme-based strategies. In this subsection, we will investigate the relation 
between these formalisations and the corresponding tasks.  
 
Venn and Euler diagrams 
Venn and Euler diagrams are useful in, respectively, a non-formally stated syllogism 
task, a formally stated syllogism task, and a short everyday reasoning task (items 1, 
3, and 5). Kendall’s Tau coefficients were calculated to verify for a positive 
correlation (one-tailed) between the test score and students’ use of Venn and Euler 
diagrams, see Table 3.3. To control the family-wise error rate due to multiple 
comparisons, we used Holm’s sequential Bonferroni procedure to compute the 
adjusted p-values. As shown in Table 3.3, we found a positive correlation between 
the use of Venn and Euler diagrams and the scores on the syllogism tasks (items 1 
and 3). For the experimental group the correlation is fairly strong (τb = .61, p̃ < .001) 
in the post-test for the formally stated version. However, using a Venn or an Euler 
diagram in a short everyday reasoning task (item 5) does not show a significant 
correlation with the scores. 
 

Table 3.3 Correlation test scores and use of Euler/Venn diagram 

 Pre-test  Post-test 

Item Exp Cont  Exp Cont 
1. Syllogism task 
 (Non-formally stated) 

τb = .15 
p̃ = .49 

τb = .28 
p̃ = .012 

 τb = .39 
p̃ = .008 

τb = .25 
p̃ = .023 

3 Syllogism task 
 (Formally stated) 

τb = .25 
p̃ = .17 

τb = .30 
p̃ = .006 

 τb = .61 
p̃ < .001 

τb = .25 
p̃ = .023 

5. Converse implication 
 (Everyday reasoning) 

τb = -.034 
p̃ = .49 

τb = .096 
p̃ = .49 

 τb = .12 
p̃ = .49 

τb = .14 
p̃ = .32 

* adjusted p-values based on Holm’s sequential Bonferroni procedure 
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Scheme-based strategy 
We hypothesised that in everyday reasoning tasks about the analysis of newspaper 
articles (items 6 and 7) a scheme-based strategy is beneficial as well as for larger non-
formally stated formal reasoning tasks (murder case in item 8). Kendall’s Tau 
coefficients were calculated to verify for a positive correlation (one-tailed) between 
the test scores and students’ use of scheme-based strategies, see Table 3.4. Again, we 
used Holm's sequential Bonferroni procedure to compute the adjusted p-values. As 
shown in Table 3.4, we did not compute the correlation for item 6 for the pre-test of 
the experimental group, because none of the students used a scheme-based strategy, 
but in the post-test, we found for items 6 and 7 positive, although weak, correlations. 
However, for the larger non-formally stated formal reasoning task, a scheme-based 
strategy has a clear positive correlation for the experimental group in the post -test, 
increasing from τb = .18, p ̃= .36 to a significant τb = .44, p̃ = .002. 
 

Table 3.4 Correlation test scores and use of scheme-based strategy 

 Pre-test  Post-test 

Item Exp Cont  Exp Cont 
6. Analysis article 
 (Everyday reasoning) 

unavailable τb = -.065 
p̃ = .46 

 τb = .20 
p̃ = .36 

τb = .10 
p̃ = .39 

7. Reasoning steps article 
 (Everyday reasoning) 

τb = .18 
p̃ = .36 

τb = .16 
p̃ = .27 

 τb = .20 
p̃ = .36 

τb = .27 
p̃ = .016 

8. Murder case 
 (Non-formally stated) 

τb = .18 
p̃ = .36 

τb = .23 
p̃ = .042 

 τb = .44 
p ̃= .002 

τb = .032 
p̃ = .46 

* adjusted p-values based on Holm’s sequential Bonferroni procedure 

 
 

Conclusions and Discussion 

In this article we reported on an intervention study on the feasibility of teaching 
students to use formalisations in their reasoning in formal and everyday reasoning 
tasks. This study was guided by three research questions, concerning (1) the use of 
formalisations in formally and non-formally stated formal reasoning tasks and in 
everyday reasoning tasks in pre- and post-test, (2) the effect of the intervention on 
students’ performance, and (3) the association between the use of formalisations and 
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correctness of answers. The conclusions below focus on the experimental group 
unless stated otherwise. 
 

Students’ Use of Formalisations 
Answering the first research question on the use of formalisations, we found a huge 
increase in the use of formalisations in the post-test compared to the pre-test in the 
experimental condition, both in formal reasoning and everyday reasoning tasks. 
Students readily used letter symbols (see Figures 3.3, 3.5, 3.7, 3.10 about items 1, 
2A/2B, 5, 8 respectively) providing them with an overview of the information. Also 
more complicated formalisations were applied by the students: more than 50% of 
the students from the experimental group used, for example, Venn and/or Euler 
diagrams in items 1, 3, and 5 (see Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.7). In the experimental group 
we also found an increase of the use of logical symbols and/or implication arrows in 
the post-test compared to the pre-test, although less than 25% of the students used 
these formalisations (see Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.7). We did not observe changes in the 
use of formalisations in the control group. 

For everyday reasoning tasks, scheme-based strategies are useful for 
structuring student’s reasoning. If explicitly asked for showing the reasoning steps 
(item 7), over 70% of the students in the experimental group used a scheme-based 
formal strategy in the post-test, while only a minority of the students used a scheme-
based strategy in the pre-test (see Figure 3.9 about item 7). However, in another 
everyday reasoning task without an explicit reference to reasoning steps (item 6), 
the use of a scheme-based strategy was much lower (0% in the pre-test to 17.9% in 
the post-test). Again, we did not observe many changes in the use of formalisations 
in the control group. 

Overall, we can conclude that students from the experimental group used 
formalisations, and Venn and/or Euler diagrams in particular, more often than 
students from the control group after the intervention. This difference is significant 
shown by logistic regression with the pre-test as control variable. In general, 
students from the experimental group are able to apply those strategies in all sorts 
of tasks, both in formal reasoning tasks and everyday reasoning tasks. 
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Development of Logical Reasoning 
Answering the second research question about the effect of the course in logical 
reasoning with a focus on the use of formalisations, sufficient attention for students’ 
own solution methods, social interactions, and the application of discovered and 
learned formalisations in open-ended everyday reasoning tasks, we showed a large 
intervention effect (ηp2 = .17 > .14 for the total test score). We also showed that 
students’ performance in all groups of tasks mentioned in Figure 3.1 (formally stated 
formal reasoning task, non-formally stated formal reasoning tasks, and everyday 
reasoning tasks) as well as the total test scores increased significantly for the 
experimental group. 

Remarkable is the difference between items 4A and 4B in which we asked 
students to reason with antecedents and consequents given an if-then-statement. 
The focus on if-then-statements during the lessons improved students’ cautiousness 
when dealing with if-then-claims. If a consequent is given, they have to evaluate the 
if-then-claim carefully before they approve a conclusion. In the formally stated task 
as well as the non-formally stated task, we saw significant improvement for 
reasoning with a given consequent (items 4B and 2B) within the experimental group. 
However, in the formally stated version of this task (item 4A), although the scores 
are reasonably high (see Table 3.2), we did not see improvement when reasoning 
with a given antecedent, neither in the experimental nor in the control group. An 
explanation might be that students from the experimental group were too careful 
due to their increased knowledge for the situation of a provided consequent 
whereby a reversal of the if-then-claim is not allowed. 

Some might link these items concerning if-then to the famous Wason selection 
task (Wason, 1968), which has received much criticism (Moshman, 1996; Stanovich 
et al., 2016; Wagner-Egger, 2007). We had, however, no intention to reopen those 
debates and, therefore, we did not use the original wording and presentation of the 
task, nor did we analyse answers separately. We used if-then-statements together 
with explanation boxes for certain antecedents and consequents. In that way, we 
forced students to carefully review each situation together with demanded 
justifications for their reasoning, so that their use of formalisations, became visible. 
We come back to this in the Limitations below. 

Overall, this shows that for our specific target group of pre-university non-
science students an approach with attention for supportive methods that structure 
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correctness of answers. The conclusions below focus on the experimental group 
unless stated otherwise. 
 

Students’ Use of Formalisations 
Answering the first research question on the use of formalisations, we found a huge 
increase in the use of formalisations in the post-test compared to the pre-test in the 
experimental condition, both in formal reasoning and everyday reasoning tasks. 
Students readily used letter symbols (see Figures 3.3, 3.5, 3.7, 3.10 about items 1, 
2A/2B, 5, 8 respectively) providing them with an overview of the information. Also 
more complicated formalisations were applied by the students: more than 50% of 
the students from the experimental group used, for example, Venn and/or Euler 
diagrams in items 1, 3, and 5 (see Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.7). In the experimental group 
we also found an increase of the use of logical symbols and/or implication arrows in 
the post-test compared to the pre-test, although less than 25% of the students used 
these formalisations (see Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.7). We did not observe changes in the 
use of formalisations in the control group. 

For everyday reasoning tasks, scheme-based strategies are useful for 
structuring student’s reasoning. If explicitly asked for showing the reasoning steps 
(item 7), over 70% of the students in the experimental group used a scheme-based 
formal strategy in the post-test, while only a minority of the students used a scheme-
based strategy in the pre-test (see Figure 3.9 about item 7). However, in another 
everyday reasoning task without an explicit reference to reasoning steps (item 6), 
the use of a scheme-based strategy was much lower (0% in the pre-test to 17.9% in 
the post-test). Again, we did not observe many changes in the use of formalisations 
in the control group. 

Overall, we can conclude that students from the experimental group used 
formalisations, and Venn and/or Euler diagrams in particular, more often than 
students from the control group after the intervention. This difference is significant 
shown by logistic regression with the pre-test as control variable. In general, 
students from the experimental group are able to apply those strategies in all sorts 
of tasks, both in formal reasoning tasks and everyday reasoning tasks. 
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Development of Logical Reasoning 
Answering the second research question about the effect of the course in logical 
reasoning with a focus on the use of formalisations, sufficient attention for students’ 
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as well as the non-formally stated task, we saw significant improvement for 
reasoning with a given consequent (items 4B and 2B) within the experimental group. 
However, in the formally stated version of this task (item 4A), although the scores 
are reasonably high (see Table 3.2), we did not see improvement when reasoning 
with a given antecedent, neither in the experimental nor in the control group. An 
explanation might be that students from the experimental group were too careful 
due to their increased knowledge for the situation of a provided consequent 
whereby a reversal of the if-then-claim is not allowed. 

Some might link these items concerning if-then to the famous Wason selection 
task (Wason, 1968), which has received much criticism (Moshman, 1996; Stanovich 
et al., 2016; Wagner-Egger, 2007). We had, however, no intention to reopen those 
debates and, therefore, we did not use the original wording and presentation of the 
task, nor did we analyse answers separately. We used if-then-statements together 
with explanation boxes for certain antecedents and consequents. In that way, we 
forced students to carefully review each situation together with demanded 
justifications for their reasoning, so that their use of formalisations, became visible. 
We come back to this in the Limitations below. 

Overall, this shows that for our specific target group of pre-university non-
science students an approach with attention for supportive methods that structure 
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the reasoning instead of focusing on formal logic is successful and this finding might 
explain the smaller effect among undergraduate students in previous studies 
focusing on formal logic and conditional reasoning (e.g. Attridge et al., 2016; Cheng 
et al., 1986). Despite the attention for everyday reasoning tasks, it would be 
interesting to investigate if the logical reasoning skills students learned in this course 
are sustainable and can be transferred to other contexts to get more insights into the 
way these reasoning skills contribute to their future life in society, work, and study, 
which is essential for 21st century learning (NCTM, 2009; P21, 2015; Vincent-Lancrin 
et al., 2019).  

Altogether, we can conclude that a course of 10 lessons in logical reasoning 
with specific attention to formalising and visualising statements and reasoning, in 
particular by means of Venn and Euler diagrams, is highly beneficial. 
 

The Role of Formalisations on Logical Reasoning 
Answering the third research question, we found positive correlations between the 
use of formalisations and the correctness of students’ answers (see Tables 3.3 and 
3.4). In formal reasoning tasks, the correlation is the highest: positive correlations are 
found between the use of Venn and Euler diagrams and the scores for the syllogism 
tasks (items 1 and 3) in the post-test, and between the use of scheme-based strategies 
and the scores for the non-formally stated murder case (item 8). But the latter was 
only significant for the experimental group. 

Although the post-test scores for the syllogism tasks in this study are still 
relatively low, the increase of scores within the experimental group is significant and 
for the formally syllogism task are scores on average even 2.5 times higher than in 
the pre-test. This, combined with the positive correlations, shows that using Venn 
and Euler diagrams is highly beneficial and, thus, that it should be incorporated in 
the daily classroom discourse as also suggested by our earlier conducted exploratory 
study (Bronkhorst et al., 2020a). 

Contrary to our expectations, we did not find high correlations between the 
use of scheme-based strategies and the scores for the newspaper article tasks, despite 
improved total scores on the tasks itself in the experimental group (everyday 
reasoning tasks, items 6 and 7) and even significantly for item 7. Probably, 
differences between these two tasks are an explanation for this finding: item 6 is 
more open and both items demand different prior knowledge. Although we 
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assumed that our participants had sufficient prior knowledge on these topics, it 
shows, again, the complex matter of (research on) everyday life reasoning (Galotti, 
1989). 
 

Limitations 
In our research, the control group did not receive teaching in logical reasoning, so 
that we could verify for changes over time and for retest effects. Because of practical 
reasons we were not able to compare the experimental group with groups that were 
taught in logical reasoning with their regular mathematics books, nor with science 
students. The most used Dutch textbook (Dijkhuis et al., 2017) mainly provides step-
by-step plans to solve logical reasoning exercises without specific attention for the 
discovery of own formalisations. This way of teaching is still common practice in 
most countries, like the UK and USA (Nesmith, 2008; Pampaka & Williams, 2016; 
“Traditional teaching methods still dominant in maths classrooms,” 2012). If our 
teaching strategy shows significant improvements compared to the more traditional 
ways of teaching, it might provide further evidence that it is important to 
incorporate meaningful tasks related to everyday experiences with room for 
students’ own solutions and explaining/justifying those to their peers (Gravemeijer, 
2020; National Research Council, 1999)). Keijzer and Terwel (2003), for example, 
explain that meaningful tasks and formalising as an activity for exploring fractions 
should also be used by low-achieving students because they are also entitled to 
insightful learning. That is possible as long as those students will not be confused by 
other arithmetic and mathematical topics that are presented as step-by-step recipes. 
A precondition is, however, the quality of the teacher, for whom these activities 
probably demand different teaching strategies, which many teachers are not familiar 
with (KNAW, 2009, Chapter 2). 

The test we used was validated with a pilot study and had a more than 
sufficient inter-rater reliability, but it is important to note that the predetermined 
weighing of the items affects the total scores of the students. The maximum score 
per item is 3 or 4 points based on the reasoning steps needed, because we were 
interested in the actual reasoning and not only in the final answers. On the other 
hand, the specific demand for explanations might have triggered students enough 
to review the given situations more carefully, which complicates comparisons with 
other studies. Still, if we look at conditional reasoning specifically, we found 
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significantly improved scores for dealing with the consequent. Quintana and 
Correnti (2019), for example, did not find differences in test scores in determining if 
such arguments are logically valid in closed questions, despite valuable results 
concerning everyday arguments. Our results also contradict previously mentioned 
findings from Cheng et al. (1986), but supplement findings from Attridge et al. 
(2016), who showed that improvement in logical reasoning is possible, in particular 
if students had previous experience with logic. Nevertheless, it might be interesting 
to compare experimental groups with and without specific demands for 
explanations in their pre- and post-tests. 
 

Future Research and Recommendations 
Overall, this study shows positive effects of teaching logical reasoning with a focus 
on the use of formalisations, including visualisations and schematisations. The 
observed increase in test scores on all kind of reasoning tasks, including everyday 
reasoning tasks, seems promising for developing critical thinking skills as part of the 
21st century skills (P21, 2015) and thus for students’ future lives, not only in tertiary 
education, but also in their subsequent professions and for everyday life situations. 
We therefore recommend to use the described design characteristics for courses on 
logical reasoning, with the aim to develop critical thinking skills in and outside 
school. For future research we recommend to investigate long-term effects to see if 
students will continue using formalisations to decide if conclusions in, for example, 
newspapers are valid. 
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Appendix Chapter 3: Pre- and post-test logical reasoning, translation into English 

 

 
Note. Adapted from The rationality quotient: Toward a test of rational thinking  (pp. 340-341), by K. E. 
Stanovich, R. F. West, and M. E. Toplak, The MIT Press, 2016. 
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Note. Adapted from “Werkstuk vwo-5 wa1/wa1,2 ‘Logisch redeneren’,” by J. Geerlings, 2008. 
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Note. Adapted from The rationality quotient: Toward a test of rational thinking (pp. 335-336), by K. E. 
Stanovich, R. F. West, and M. E. Toplak, The MIT Press, 2016. 
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Stanovich, R. F. West, and M. E. Toplak, The MIT Press, 2016. 
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Note. Adapted from Experimentele uitgave voor Logisch redeneren, vwo, wiskunde C  (p. 42), by A. Roodhardt, 
and M. Doorman, cTWO. 2012. “Rotterdammers leven anderhalf jaar korter.” (2008). NRC Handelsblad. 

https://www.nrc.nl/nieuws/2008/02/08/rotterdammers-leven-anderhalf-jaar-korter-11483688-a374237 
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Note. Adapted from “Materiaal bij workshop ‘Logische redeneren’ in het programma vwo wisC 2015 
wisC-dag (SLO),” by H. Reuling, 2014. https://prezi.com/embed/9hs2d9d48y83/. “Hof: Wilders moet 

worden vervolgd.” (2009). NRC Handelsblad. https://www.nrc.nl/nieuws/2009/01/21/hof-wilders-moet-
worden-vervolgd-11671820-a414693 

 

 
Note. Adapted from “Examen VWO 2013 wiskunde C (pilot), tijdvak 1.” (2013, p. 7). College voor Toetsen 
en Examens. https://www.examenblad.nl/examendocument/2013/cse-1/wiskunde-c-vwo/opgaven-

2/2013/vwo/f=/vw-1026-f-13-1-o.pdf

TASK 8: 
 
The police have arrested three suspects for the attempted murder of bus driver 

Robert: Stolberg, Jones, and Visser. All three deny being the perpetrator. During the 
interrogation, Stolberg claims that Robert was a friend of Jones and that Visser hated 

Robert. Jones claims that he didn’t know Robert at all, and that he also wasn’t in 
town when Robert was stabbed there. Visser claims that he saw both Stolberg and 

Jones together with Robert in town when Robert was stabbed and that one of them 
must have stabbed Robert. 

 
We assume that only one of the three is guilty of committing the crime and that the 
two innocents are telling the truth. Your task is to explain who the perpetrator is. 
Below, show below clearly how you derived your answer. 

https://www.nrc.nl/nieuws/2008/02/08/rotterdammers-leven-anderhalf-jaar-korter-11483688-a374237
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Chapter 4: 
 

Student Development in Logical Reasoning: 
Results of an Intervention Guiding Students 

Through Different Modes of Visual and Formal 
Representation 

 

 

 

This chapter provides an in-depth analysis of small group and classroom 
discussions within the actual classroom based on video analysis. 
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Abstract 

Due to growing interest in 21st century skills, and critical thinking as a key element, logical reasoning is 

gaining increasing attention in mathematics curricula in secondary education. In this study, we report on 

an analysis of video recordings of student discussions in one class of seven students who were taught 

with a specially designed course in logical reasoning for non-science students (12th graders). During the 

course of 10 lessons, students worked on a diversity of logical reasoning tasks: both closed tasks where 

all premises were provided and everyday reasoning tasks with implicit premises. The structure of the 

course focused on linking different modes of representation (enactive, iconic, and symbolic), based on the 

model of concreteness fading (Fyfe et al., 2014). Results show that students easily link concrete situations 

to certain iconic referents, such as formal (letter) symbols, but need more practice for others, such as Venn 

and Euler diagrams. We also show that the link with the symbolic mode, i.e. an interpretation with more 

general and abstract models, is not that strong. This might be due to the limited time spent on further 

practice. However, in the transition from concrete to symbolic via the iconic mode, students may take a 

step back to a visual representation, which shows that working on such links is useful for all students. 

Overall, we conclude that the model of concreteness fading can support education in logical reasoning. 

One recommendation is to devote sufficient time to establishing links between different types of referents  

and representations. 
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Introduction 

It is generally accepted that the development of 21st century skills is essential for 
success in work and life, and this should be an important objective in all stages of 
education. One key element of 21st century skills is critical thinking (Brookhart, 
2010; P21, 2015; Vincent-Lancrin et al., 2019). In an earlier article, we stressed the 
importance of logical reasoning for the development of critical thinking skills 
(Bronkhorst et al., 2020a). Liu et al. (2015) even claim that logical reasoning is the 
“core foundation” (p. 337) of critical thinking. However, one unresolved question is 
how students with relatively little experience in logical reasoning can be taught to 
reason logically in various situations and recognise logical fallacies. Based on 
research about effective instruction in mathematics education, we developed an 
intervention for non-science students with specific emphasis on the use of visual and 
formal representations in logical reasoning tasks, such as syllogism tasks, tasks with 
if-then statements, and argument analysis tasks. In previous work, we found that 
student development of logical reasoning was supported by the use of visual and 
formal representations. In this study, we explicitly focus on how students developed 
the ability to use these representations effectively over the course of the intervention. 
 

Theoretical Background 
First, we will elaborate on our definition of logical reasoning, which includes formal 
and informal reasoning. Formal reasoning is considered to occur within a system of 
predefined rules and symbols, based on unchanging premises. Valid conclusions are 
reached if the rules are followed, for example, rules of logic and mathematics (e.g. 
Schoenfeld, 1991; Teig & Scherer, 2016). Informal or everyday reasoning is often 
considered to be reasoning that is expressed in ordinary language and used to 
construct an argument where the reasoning and conclusions are context-dependent 
without strict validity (e.g. Bronkhorst et al., 2020a; Johnson & Blair, 2006; Kuhn, 
1991; Voss et al., 1991). Because both formal and informal reasoning are important 
to accomplish critical thinking, logical reasoning should not be considered 
synonymous with formal reasoning alone, but needs a broader definition. In this 
vein, Nunes (2012) defines logical reasoning as “a form of thinking in which 
premises and relations between premises are used in a rigorous manner to infer 
[emphasis added] conclusions that are entailed (or implied) by the premises and the 
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Abstract 

Due to growing interest in 21st century skills, and critical thinking as a key element, logical reasoning is 

gaining increasing attention in mathematics curricula in secondary education. In this study, we report on 

an analysis of video recordings of student discussions in one class of seven students who were taught 

with a specially designed course in logical reasoning for non-science students (12th graders). During the 

course of 10 lessons, students worked on a diversity of logical reasoning tasks: both closed tasks where 

all premises were provided and everyday reasoning tasks with implicit premises. The structure of the 

course focused on linking different modes of representation (enactive, iconic, and symbolic), based on the 

model of concreteness fading (Fyfe et al., 2014). Results show that students easily link concrete situations 

to certain iconic referents, such as formal (letter) symbols, but need more practice for others, such as Venn 

and Euler diagrams. We also show that the link with the symbolic mode, i.e. an interpretation with more 

general and abstract models, is not that strong. This might be due to the limited time spent on further 

practice. However, in the transition from concrete to symbolic via the iconic mode, students may take a 

step back to a visual representation, which shows that working on such links is useful for all students. 

Overall, we conclude that the model of concreteness fading can support education in logical reasoning. 

One recommendation is to devote sufficient time to establishing links between different types of referents  

and representations. 
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Introduction 

It is generally accepted that the development of 21st century skills is essential for 
success in work and life, and this should be an important objective in all stages of 
education. One key element of 21st century skills is critical thinking (Brookhart, 
2010; P21, 2015; Vincent-Lancrin et al., 2019). In an earlier article, we stressed the 
importance of logical reasoning for the development of critical thinking skills 
(Bronkhorst et al., 2020a). Liu et al. (2015) even claim that logical reasoning is the 
“core foundation” (p. 337) of critical thinking. However, one unresolved question is 
how students with relatively little experience in logical reasoning can be taught to 
reason logically in various situations and recognise logical fallacies. Based on 
research about effective instruction in mathematics education, we developed an 
intervention for non-science students with specific emphasis on the use of visual and 
formal representations in logical reasoning tasks, such as syllogism tasks, tasks with 
if-then statements, and argument analysis tasks. In previous work, we found that 
student development of logical reasoning was supported by the use of visual and 
formal representations. In this study, we explicitly focus on how students developed 
the ability to use these representations effectively over the course of the intervention. 
 

Theoretical Background 
First, we will elaborate on our definition of logical reasoning, which includes formal 
and informal reasoning. Formal reasoning is considered to occur within a system of 
predefined rules and symbols, based on unchanging premises. Valid conclusions are 
reached if the rules are followed, for example, rules of logic and mathematics (e.g. 
Schoenfeld, 1991; Teig & Scherer, 2016). Informal or everyday reasoning is often 
considered to be reasoning that is expressed in ordinary language and used to 
construct an argument where the reasoning and conclusions are context-dependent 
without strict validity (e.g. Bronkhorst et al., 2020a; Johnson & Blair, 2006; Kuhn, 
1991; Voss et al., 1991). Because both formal and informal reasoning are important 
to accomplish critical thinking, logical reasoning should not be considered 
synonymous with formal reasoning alone, but needs a broader definition. In this 
vein, Nunes (2012) defines logical reasoning as “a form of thinking in which 
premises and relations between premises are used in a rigorous manner to infer 
[emphasis added] conclusions that are entailed (or implied) by the premises and the 
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relations” (p. 2066). The book, How People Learn II: Learners, Contexts, and Cultures  
(National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2018), refers to 
inferential reasoning as “making logical connections between pieces of information 
in order to organize knowledge for understanding and to drawing conclusions 
through deductive reasoning, inductive reasoning, and abductive reasoning”  (p. 93; 
based on: Seel, 2012). As we intend to emphasise the importance of making 
connections between information and using formal and informal reasoning, we 
define logical reasoning as “selecting and interpreting information from a given 
context, making connections, and verifying and drawing conclusions based on 
provided and interpreted information and the associated rules and processes” 
(Bronkhorst et al., 2020a, p. 1676), which we will use in this study. 

Perhaps because of the influence of the 21st century skills movement, 
mathematics curricula from around the world stipulate that apart from developing 
students’ formal logical reasoning applied within mathematics tasks, mathematics 
education should foster reasoning that can be applied beyond the classroom (e.g. 
cTWO, 2012; Liu et al., 2015; McChesney, 2017; NCTM, 2009). In the Netherlands, 
the domain of “logical reasoning” has recently been introduced into the mathematics 
curriculum for pre-university non-science students (College voor Toetsen en 
Examens, 2016). 

Since we stress that logical reasoning is applied within a diversity of contexts 
and thus should be used in a variety of tasks in the classroom, we make a distinction 
between formal reasoning tasks and everyday reasoning tasks, following Galotti 
(1989, p. 335). The key elements of formal reasoning tasks are that “all premises are 
provided, problems are self-contained, there is typically one correct answer, [and] it 
is typically unambiguous when the problem is solved” (Galotti, 1989, p. 335). For 
everyday reasoning tasks, the key elements are that “some premises are implicit, 
and some are not supplied at all, problems are not self-contained, there are typically 
several possible answers that vary in quality, [and] it is often unclear whether the 
current ‘best’ solution is good enough” (Galotti, 1989, p. 335). For the readability of 
this article, we will refer to formal reasoning tasks as closed tasks. Consider the 
conclusions in the following two examples as reasoning in closed syllogism tasks: 

 
I. (1) All A are B. (2) All B are C. (So) All A are C. 

II. (1) All humans are mammals. (2) All mammals are animals. (So) All humans are animals. 
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Although the examples are presented differently, with formal letter symbols in an 
abstract model (I.) versus concrete objects (II.), both conclusions follow logically 
from the given premises, they are valid, and they are conclusive. An example of an 
everyday reasoning task is the analysis of the argument in a newspaper article. In 
such tasks, not all premises are provided; therefore, the reader must make some 
implicit assumptions and review the most likely outcome. 
 
Concreteness fading 
The model of “concreteness fading” (CF) provides a useful framework (Fyfe et al., 
2014) to describe the phases of our intervention with a course in logical reasoning. 
The model is inspired by Bruner’s theory of instruction (Bruner, 1966), which 
distinguishes three stages, with students using different modes of representation 
that are applied in successive stages of skill learning. In the first stage of learning, 
the enactive mode, students rely on concrete knowledge and actions to achieve 
satisfactory outcomes. In the second stage, students start using iconic modes of 
representation, such as images or graphical representations. In the final stage, the 
symbolic mode, students use abstract representations, such as symbols and logical 
propositions used in reasoning with certain rules or laws. The strength of a 
representation may be different for each individual, depending on their 
understanding, but Bruner states that every problem situation can always be 
transformed in a recognisable way for the learner. 

Bruner’s model has been translated into the Concrete Representational 
Abstract (CRA) instruction framework, commonly used in the USA (Butler et al., 
2003), or the Concrete Pictorial Abstract (CPA) framework as adopted in, for 
example, Singapore (Kim, 2020). Although the description of the different modes in 
the CRA and CPA frameworks is similar to the stages in CF, we will use the 
terminology of CF because it explicitly focuses on consecutively establishing the 
links between the three stages. All stages are equally important, and by fading from 
the concrete information through the use of various representations, students 
gradually move to the iconic and symbolic stages in their development. 

Fyfe et al. (2014) emphasise that spending sufficient time on making the 
connections between the stages should be the strength of the model. Although much 
research concerning this model focuses on elementary students (e.g. Fyfe et al., 2015) 
and the fact that many textbooks in middle and higher secondary school do not 
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address the sequence correctly (Witzel et al., 2008, p. 272), there are some studies 
that show positive effects of CF in comparison with other approaches within 
mathematics education at other levels (e.g. Kim, 2020; McNeil & Fyfe, 2012; Ottmar 
& Landy, 2017). The different stages of this model and the focus on successful 
transitions between the different stages guide the activities in our intervention. 

In terms of the teaching of logical reasoning, the enactive mode refers to 
reasoning in concrete situations that stimulates learners to explore the situations in 
ordinary language. As soon as unrelated context is removed or formal symbols are 
introduced, a learner leaves the enactive mode and enters the iconic mode. Using 
schematic representations may help students to interiorise schemata that can be used 
in abstract reasoning (Chu et al., 2017). These representations are called graphic 
pictorial models in CF and should not be confused with concrete pictorial drawings 
(e.g. Hegarty & Kozhevnikov, 1999), which are concrete representations aimed at 
representing an authentic and complete image of a situation with unnecessary 
details (Chu et al., 2017). These are part of the enactive mode and are called 
“drawings” in this study. The symbolic mode is the most abstract level and refers to, 
for example, general rules of logic, such as modus ponens and modus tollens. 

Following the development represented by the model, students move from 
the enactive mode to the iconic and, finally, to the symbolic mode. However, 
students should be capable of translating reasoning used in the symbolic mode back 
to the concrete world and vice versa. More specifically, while diagrams provide a 
means for students to apply the rules of logic to everyday situations, students should 
also learn to link these conclusions to the everyday situations and might even use 
representations from all three modes in their reasoning. This is visualised in Figure 
4.1. The overlapping areas show the possible links (see also Tondevold, 2019). 
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Figure 4.1 Different modes of representation with links in all directions 

 
Formal and visual representations 
Prior research among university students indicates that teaching formal reasoning 
can be beneficial for the development of reasoning skills in general (e.g. Lehman et 
al., 1988; Stenning, 1996); however, Stenning (2002) also acknowledges that not all 
teaching in formal reasoning and representations is beneficial and that informal 
methods might be sufficient. Representations taught to students should capture 
relevant aspects of contexts and leave out irrelevant details to support their thinking 
(McKendree et al., 2002). Hegarty and Kozhevnikov (1999) conclude that instruction 
in visual representations “should encourage students to construct spatial 
representations of the relations between objects in a problem and discourage them 
from representing irrelevant pictorial details” (p. 688). 

Research in secondary education suggests that the use of formal 
representations improves student reasoning and can be taught (Adey & Shayer, 
1993; Van Aalten & De Waard, 2001). Based on Halpern (2014) and Van Gelder 
(2005), as well as on our own findings (Bronkhorst et al., 2018, 2020a), we conjecture 
that diagrams (such as Venn and Euler diagrams), scheme-based methods, and 
knowledge of formal logical rules will be highly beneficial for all sorts of reasoning 
tasks for our target group. The use of such representations is illustrated in Figure 4.2 
for the syllogism: “(1) All humans are mammals. (2) All mammals are animals. (So) All 
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humans are animals.” On the left, the Euler diagram offers a visual representation of 
the context provided, while the diagram on the right is more general and even 
further formalised with the formulas on the right-hand side. The conclusion A  C 
can be verified by using the modus ponens (m.p.) rule.  
 

 
Figure 4.2 Syllogism schematised on the left, more general on the right 

 

Intervention 
The intervention consisted of ten 50-minute lessons on logical reasoning. Here, we 
provide an overview of the intervention with some task examples first, before 
showing how these lessons are linked to modes of representation in CF. In the 
design, the first two lessons were devoted to an exploration of reasoning in concrete 
tasks, mainly short newspaper articles, as an introduction. In the following lessons, 
students practised creating and working with visual and formal representations in 
small, mainly closed and meaningful tasks, with specific attention paid to links 
between the different modes of representation: first from enactive to iconic and later 
from iconic to symbolic. This was done with all sorts of syllogisms and several if -
then claims, with specific attention paid to the students’ own solution methods. 
Recognising the importance of discourse in mathematics education, opportunities to 
discuss and justify their methods in pairs, in groups, and as a class were provided 
(Gravemeijer, 2020; Grouws & Cebulla, 2000; National Research Council, 1999). 
Figure 4.3 provides an example. On the left, the syllogism is stated in ordinary 
language (concrete version). In an earlier task, students were asked to find a general 
structure for this syllogism, after which letter symbols (first step iconic mode) were 
introduced. In this task, students were asked to use a visualisation for this syllogism 
(further exploration of representations in iconic mode) before Venn and Euler 
diagrams were introduced in the lesson materials. If-then statements, such as “If it 
rains, the street gets wet,” were used to make the connection between iconic and 
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symbolic modes of representation. Using Euler diagrams (iconic), formal notations 
with logical symbols (, , , and ) were explored to discover the rules of modus 
ponens (A  B. A, so B) and modus tollens (A  B. B, so A) (symbolic). During the 
final lessons, students were encouraged to apply and combine the representations 
of the different modes they had learned in a task such as that shown in Figure 4.4. 
 

 
Figure 4.3 Visualising task for a syllogism 

 

 
Figure 4.4 Analysis statement newspaper article (based on: Koelewijn, 2016) 

 
Figure 4.5 shows the structure of the intervention based on the three modes of 
representation. After two lessons of explorations in concrete situations, two lessons 
were aimed at establishing the link between enactive and iconic modes of 
representation (arrow 1). Subsequently, two lessons aimed at linking iconic and 
symbolic modes of representation (arrow 2) and enactive and symbolic modes of 
representation (arrow 3). Afterwards, two lessons offered students opportunities to 

 

Exercise 18: 

We will have a look again at the first syllogism, for which we made the structure below. 

 All humans are mortal.  All A are B. 
 Socrates is human.  C is an A. 
So: Socrates is mortal. So: C is B. 

The question to you is: 
How could we visualise the syllogism above? Give/draw your visualisation below. 

 

Exercise 40c: 

Next part newspaper article “It starts with one glass a day”  
By: Rinskje Koelewijn – 5 October 2016 – NRC Handelsblad 

The Health Council has now amended the advice: "do not drink alcohol, and if you cannot resist it, 
no more than one glass a day." Kahn: “In most studies, the (moderate) drinkers are compared with 
abstainers. But the point is: the abstainers have never been asked why they do not drink. If you are 
going to figure that out, you will see that people have all kinds of reasons to abandon alcohol: they 
want to live a healthy life, they are religious, they do not like the taste. These groups of non-
drinkers do not die before moderate drinkers. The increased mortality among the non-drinkers is 
caused by the non-drinkers who did not drink for health reasons, or who stopped drinking after an 
alcohol problem. That is the group that causes the crazy curl in the hockey stick, from which the 
wrong conclusion has been drawn that one glass is better than none.” 

How would you best visualise Kahn's assertion? Then show your scheme/diagram/representation 
and compare your visualisation with three or four others. Discuss the differences.  
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alcohol problem. That is the group that causes the crazy curl in the hockey stick, from which the 
wrong conclusion has been drawn that one glass is better than none.” 
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use and link all three modes (area 4). The last two lessons consisted of further 
practice. 
 

 
Figure 4.5 Structure of intervention 

 
The intervention was developed via two iterative cycles (Van den Akker et al., 2013) 
in collaboration with a group of teachers. After a pilot study and evaluation, 
adjustments were made, mainly to provide students with sufficient time to develop 
their own solutions, for discussion in small groups or with the whole class, and for 
additional practice. During the sessions with the teachers, materials and 
implementation guidelines were discussed extensively. These guidelines were also 
provided in a teacher manual. In particular, attention to the links between the 
different modes of representation of CF and the importance of classroom discussions 
about the various representations were emphasised during the meetings. 
 

Research Question 
In an earlier experimental study, we found a significant increase in the use of visual 
and formal representations among students in the experimental group but not in the 
control group (Bronkhorst et al., 2020b). In the experimental group, the use of Venn 
and Euler diagrams positively correlated with the scores on closed tasks. We also 
found that, in the post-test, students from the experimental group used Venn and 
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Euler diagrams much more frequently than symbolic logical rules. In this article, the 
focus is on student development through the different modes of representation in 
the classroom. We focus on the way students developed effective use of visual and 
formal representations over the course of the intervention. In evaluating student 
development during the different parts of our intervention, our study was guided 
by the following research question: How do students use and apply visual and 
formal representations (iconic and symbolic) in logical reasoning tasks?  
 
 

Method 

In this article, we will mainly use the analysis of video recordings from one group 
of students (12th graders) who were taught with the specially designed course in 
logical reasoning described in the introduction of this article. From the 10 lessons, 
the third through the seventh were videotaped by the first author of this article. 
These five lessons were selected because of the central focus on linking different 
modes of representations as important in CF. 
 

Participants 
The recorded group consisted of seven students from a school in the northern part 
of the Netherlands. The students were in their last year of pre-university education 
(12th graders): there were four boys (Adam, Daniel, Liam, and Owen) and three girls 
(Julia, Nora, and Riley). The small class size is common for this mathematics course 
because the course with logical reasoning is an elective for non-science students 
(College voor Toetsen en Examens, 2016). Their mathematics teacher has long-
standing experience and has taught at this school for 32 years. All students and the 
teacher agreed to the video and audio recordings. An informed consent release was 
sent to all participating students and their parents, which was approved by the ethics 
committee of the authors’ university. 
 

Data Collection 
Five lessons of the experimental group were recorded. Classroom discussions were 
videotaped and interactions between students during work in pairs or groups of 
three were recorded with voice recorders. For some tasks, student worksheets were 
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collected. After each lesson, the teacher filled out a logbook and rated statements 
concerning the implementation of the intervention (Likert scale 1-5). 
 

Analysis 
The teacher’s logbook was used to verify whether the lessons were implemented 
according to plan. We used the video and audio recordings to analyse students’ 
statements and discussions. The recordings and corresponding transcripts were 
analysed in Dutch by the first two authors of this article. For this article, selected 
excerpts of these conversations have been translated into English. 

Discussions among students and classroom discourse were analysed 
qualitatively in an interpretive way (e.g. Cohen et al., 2007) and categorised based 
on the different modes of representation of CF and the links between them, as 
represented in Figures 4.1 and 4.5. If students’ answers were concrete, with text in 
ordinary language or concrete pictorial drawings, it was categorised as reasoning in 
the enactive mode. Iconic modes of representation were identified by: (1) the use or 
introduction of formal symbols as abstract referents, such as letter symbols, logical 
symbols, and arrows, but without manipulating them or applying general rules; or 
(2) the use of schematic diagrams and visual representations such as Venn and Euler 
diagrams. Figure 4.2, for the example discussed above, shows iconic representations: 
(1) letter symbols A, B, and C to represent humans, mammals, and animals 
respectively and (2) Euler diagrams. If abstract referents were used in a model to 
discover structural patterns or to apply general formal rules, the students’ reasoning 
was categorised as symbolic. Examples are the abstract rules modus ponens and modus 
tollens, which are shown in the bottom right corner of our example in Figure 4.2. 
 
 

Results 

According to the teacher’s reports in the logbooks, we concluded that the lessons 
were implemented according to our intentions. The video recordings confirmed that 
the teacher provided opportunities for the students to work in pairs or groups of 
three on the tasks (about 50% of the lesson time). The teacher reported high student 
participation and that different solutions were discussed in student groups and the 
classroom (about 25% of the lesson time). We observed much more discussion 
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among students in the second half of the intervention. The different phases of the 
intervention will be described in detail below according to the sequential structure 
of the intervention, as shown in Figure 4.5. 
 

From Enactive to Iconic Modes of Representation 
Below, we describe two activities that aimed at establishing the link between the 
enactive and iconic modes of representation (see arrow 1 in Figure 4.5). 
 
Letter symbols 
After some explorations of the meaning of logical reasoning, students were 
introduced to syllogisms and explored the truth and validity of these short 
arguments. A typical example of these syllogism tasks was the following: 

 
Premise 1: All humans are mortal. 

Premise 2: Socrates is human. 
Conclusion: Socrates is mortal. 

 
In an open task, students were asked to find “a structure” for this syllogism 
individually and to compare their “structure” with others. However, Julia and Riley 
immediately started discussing this and introduced the symbols P and Q at the 
beginning of their conversation to abbreviate the premises, later using A and B as 
well. 
 
Julia: [1] oh, do we have to do something with P, Q, at least that is all I can think of now 
Riley: [2] yes, then it is P, Q 
Julia: [3] Q, P 
Riley: [4] P, so Q 
Julia: [5] huh? Wait, why P, Q? 
Riley: [6] because, those are just the things they always use 
Julia: [7] no, there are several forms, right? 
Riley: [8] I can do that P and Q ...[inaudible]…, it doesn’t matter what you use 
Julia: [9] no, I mean the form 
Riley: [10] yes, but you might say A, P. A, so P. It doesn’t matter what you say, right? Or am I saying 

something stupid now? 
Julia: [11] P, Q, P are humans then? 
Riley: [12] yes, P is humans, and Q is mortal. He is human so he is mortal. 
Julia: [13] ah, wow 
Riley: [14] right? Or A, B, A, B, you know, you have to decide yourself. 
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From this transcript, we observe that Julia introduced the letter symbols P and Q 
(line [1]) and Riley agreed with this (line [2]), linking the concrete situation in the 
task to iconic representations. In the conversation, Riley made new reasoning steps 
(even numbered lines), while Julia asked questions or confirmed Riley’s reasoning 
(odd numbered lines). Riley understood that the letter symbols chosen were 
arbitrary (lines [8] and [14]) and that concrete meaning (here: humans for P and 
mortal for Q) could be assigned to them (line [12]), which shows an initial 
understanding of the general form of a syllogism with letter symbols as an abstract 
model. Julia confirmed that she understood the link between the syllogism with 
letter symbols and the concrete example (line [13]). 
 
Visual representations 
After further practice with letter symbols, students were asked to individually come 
up with their own visual representations of the syllogism about Socrates and then 
compare their ideas with their peers (see Figure 4.3). The goal was that students 
would not only be able to generalise these syllogisms into a form with letter symbols, 
as in the previous task, but would also be able to use other forms of iconic 
representation such as Venn diagrams.1 

Nora and Daniel completed the first part of the task individually. Figures 4.6 
and 4.7 show their answers. In the transcript below, Nora’s work is discussed (see 
Figure 4.6). She literally tried to visualise the situation presented in the syllogism. 
 

 
Figure 4.6 Nora’s visualisation for the Socrates syllogism 

 
1 We will use the word “Venn” for all Venn and Euler diagrams in the Results section, because the 
lesson materials and the students used the term Venn for both. 
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Figure 4.7 Daniel’s visualisation for the Socrates syllogism  

 
Teacher: [1] you have very different things, did you have a look at each other’s work?  
Nora: [2] yes, then it is, I drew some dummies 
Daniel: [3] also nice 
Nora: [4] also nice. I drew both premises separately, so that those are very clear and I have derived 

the conclusion from there. So I quite literally translated the premises with the symbols into 
pictures. 

Teacher: [5] yes, okay, […] but then you stay really close to the example, right? 
Nora: [6] yes, true, shouldn’t I have done that? 
Teacher: [7] the aim was actually, the way of reasoning, so, this is in general, such a syllogism, in fact 

for A you can take humans, but also other things, how would you visualise that? 
Nora: [8] oh 
Daniel: [9] yes, you can just do the same thing, but leave out the dummies, you can put 
Nora: [10] A’s there 
Daniel: [11] just one A 
Nora: [12] that’s basically what I 
Daniel: [13] you just do the same instead of drawings 

 
Here, we observe that Nora made a drawing to represent the syllogism about 
Socrates. She visualised the meaning of the words literally in a pictorial drawing (see 
Figure 4.6) and used arrows to schematise the implications, as she explained in line 
[4]. Apart from the arrows, the rest of her drawing was limited to the real situation 
described in the task and thus an enactive representation. The teacher tried to 
convince her to link her concrete model to more abstract referents (lines [5] and [7]). 
Nora thought that she could just replace the dummies by A’s (line [10]), but Daniel 
stated that one letter A for the whole set was enough (lines [9] and [11]). This 
suggests that Daniel tried to discover a more general structural pattern. 

After this conversation, Nora made a second visualisation (see Figure 4.8) and 
the teacher asked her to explain it, but Nora was not able to. 
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1 We will use the word “Venn” for all Venn and Euler diagrams in the Results section, because the 
lesson materials and the students used the term Venn for both. 
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Figure 4.7 Daniel’s visualisation for the Socrates syllogism  
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Daniel: [11] just one A 
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Here, we observe that Nora made a drawing to represent the syllogism about 
Socrates. She visualised the meaning of the words literally in a pictorial drawing (see 
Figure 4.6) and used arrows to schematise the implications, as she explained in line 
[4]. Apart from the arrows, the rest of her drawing was limited to the real situation 
described in the task and thus an enactive representation. The teacher tried to 
convince her to link her concrete model to more abstract referents (lines [5] and [7]). 
Nora thought that she could just replace the dummies by A’s (line [10]), but Daniel 
stated that one letter A for the whole set was enough (lines [9] and [11]). This 
suggests that Daniel tried to discover a more general structural pattern. 

After this conversation, Nora made a second visualisation (see Figure 4.8) and 
the teacher asked her to explain it, but Nora was not able to. 
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Figure 4.8 Nora’s second and third attempts to visualise the syllogism 

 
Teacher: [14] please explain it to me, A arrow B 
Nora: [15] yes, that is let’s say, a fixed reasoning pattern with all A are B or A is B, C is A, so C is B 
Teacher: [16] okay, but the information all or one, is that still important? Or can you just leave it out? 
Nora: [17] I don’t really get it right now anymore, so I try something new, these are just variables 

that you can add or not 

 
The teacher wanted Nora to explain the meaning of the arrows (line [14]) and the 
difference between “all A” and a single C (line [16]), because in her structure, both 
premises look the same. Nora only translated the conjugations of the verb “to be” 
into an implication arrow (line [15]) and she seemed confused by the meaning of the 
letter symbols as variables (line [17]). Although she said she was giving it another 
try (line [17]), she only wrote a question mark behind the 3 (Figure 4.8). 

Nora’s transformations from the concrete situation in this task to a visual 
representation started with an enactive representation (pictorial drawing), before 
she tried to link her drawing to an iconic representation. The following transcript 
shows how Daniel progressed from the use of letter symbols to the use of circles as 
a visualisation in another iconic representation (see Figure 4.7). 
 
Daniel: [18] well, I think mine is the most suitable, because it’s just really cool. 
Nora: [19] but is it clear? If I have a look at it 
Daniel: [20] isn’t it clear to you? 
Nora: [21] no 
Daniel: [22] why? you clearly see that all A are B, and all C are A, so all C are also B. 
Nora: [23] mmm, okay, I understand where you are going to, but if I see all those circles, I wouldn’t 

say that 

 
We observe that Daniel tried to convince Nora (lines [20] and [22]), but she did not 
accept Daniel’s visualisation (line [23]). Later, the teacher asked Daniel to further 
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explain his diagram. Daniel: “Well, okay, you do have B, so you have, okay, all A are 
B, so everything from A is part of B, then you also have C, which is part of A and 
then, so C is always part of B.” Notable is the use of the phrase “is part of” instead 
of using “are” as in his earlier explanation (line [22]). This shows that he understood 
his Venn diagram in a general way, which might help him to make the link to 
symbolic representations. 
 
Summary: from enactive to iconic modes of representation 
These transcripts show that the tasks stimulated students to link concrete situations 
with iconic representations. We found that the students linked a concrete 
representation of a logical reasoning problem to a situation with letter symbols, but 
when asked for a visualisation, they had different interpretations. It was apparent 
that Nora knew that formal letter symbols could be used to represent a concrete 
model, but that she could not yet establish the exact links between the concrete and 
abstract referents. Daniel’s visualisation showed that students may come up with a 
Venn diagram as a representation for a concrete situation. Daniel easily changed his 
vocabulary to words that connected the Venn diagram to an abstract referent, while 
Nora only acknowledged his use of circles and, at that moment, clearly needed more 
guidance and practice to link concrete situations to an abstract pictorial model. 
 

Towards Symbolic Modes of Representation 
Below, we describe two tasks in which students were encouraged to take steps 
towards symbolic modes of representation. The first task concerned the relation 
between if-then statements and Venn diagrams, and aimed at linking iconic and 
symbolic modes of representation (arrow 2 in Figure 4.5). The second task concerned 
similarities between if-then statements, and it intended to link enactive with 
symbolic representations (arrow 3 in Figure 4.5). 
 
Linking iconic and symbolic modes of representation 
To explore the relation between if-then statements and a corresponding Venn 
diagram, students were provided with the following situation taken from a 
newspaper article about a court case. 
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Nora: [19] but is it clear? If I have a look at it 
Daniel: [20] isn’t it clear to you? 
Nora: [21] no 
Daniel: [22] why? you clearly see that all A are B, and all C are A, so all C are also B. 
Nora: [23] mmm, okay, I understand where you are going to, but if I see all those circles, I wouldn’t 

say that 

 
We observe that Daniel tried to convince Nora (lines [20] and [22]), but she did not 
accept Daniel’s visualisation (line [23]). Later, the teacher asked Daniel to further 
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explain his diagram. Daniel: “Well, okay, you do have B, so you have, okay, all A are 
B, so everything from A is part of B, then you also have C, which is part of A and 
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of using “are” as in his earlier explanation (line [22]). This shows that he understood 
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when asked for a visualisation, they had different interpretations. It was apparent 
that Nora knew that formal letter symbols could be used to represent a concrete 
model, but that she could not yet establish the exact links between the concrete and 
abstract referents. Daniel’s visualisation showed that students may come up with a 
Venn diagram as a representation for a concrete situation. Daniel easily changed his 
vocabulary to words that connected the Venn diagram to an abstract referent, while 
Nora only acknowledged his use of circles and, at that moment, clearly needed more 
guidance and practice to link concrete situations to an abstract pictorial model. 
 

Towards Symbolic Modes of Representation 
Below, we describe two tasks in which students were encouraged to take steps 
towards symbolic modes of representation. The first task concerned the relation 
between if-then statements and Venn diagrams, and aimed at linking iconic and 
symbolic modes of representation (arrow 2 in Figure 4.5). The second task concerned 
similarities between if-then statements, and it intended to link enactive with 
symbolic representations (arrow 3 in Figure 4.5). 
 
Linking iconic and symbolic modes of representation 
To explore the relation between if-then statements and a corresponding Venn 
diagram, students were provided with the following situation taken from a 
newspaper article about a court case. 
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 A: The baby is poisoned. 

B: The baby turns blue. 
Statement: If the baby is poisoned, then the baby turns blue. 

 
Students were asked to generalise the concretely formulated if-then statement and 
to provide a Venn diagram. Liam and Owen translated the statement into “If A, then 
B” and discussed this expression with the teacher.  
 
Liam: [1] I have a question, how do you put if-then in a Venn diagram? 
Teacher: [2] yes, that’s a tricky one, isn’t it? Owen has something, what did you do?  
Owen: [3] I put the B in A 
Teacher:  [4] the B in A 
Owen: [5] if A then certainly B 
Teacher: [6] ok, we will have a look at it if we are all done, but are you convinced? 
Liam: [7] no, not yet 
Owen: [8] me neither, but this seems the most logical to me 

 
Owen put B in A (line [3] and Figure 4.9), which is incorrect, and expressed that “if 
A, then certainly B” (line [5]). The teacher did not agree or disagree but asked Liam 
if he was convinced by Owen’s explanation (line [6]). Both students expressed their 
doubts (lines [7] and [8]). 
 

 
Figure 4.9 Owen’s Venn diagram 

 
They did not discuss this further in this setting; however, the teacher started a 
classroom discussion about the connection between if-then statements and Owen’s 

A
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Venn diagram (see Figure 4.9), because he saw that other students had drawn similar 
diagrams. 
 
Teacher: [13] yes, okay, but if A is true then B, so if you are in set A [points to A] then you are also in 

this set [points to B] 
Nora: [14] we should have switched the order 
Adam: [15] no, wait a minute, because if the baby is poisoned, then it will turn blue, or should I have 

done it the other way around, indeed? 
Teacher: [16] if he is poisoned, then he will turn blue 
Nora: [17] I think we should switch B and A 
Adam: [18] no, we must change the order, indeed, ah, rubbish 

 
Here, we observe that when the teacher pointed to the different areas of the Venn 
diagram (line [13]), this triggered Nora to exclaim that A and B should be switched 
(line [14]). This was not immediately clear to Adam, so he needed it translated back 
to the concrete example of the baby before he was convinced (lines [15] and [18]) 
about the correct positioning of the circles in the Venn diagram. 
 
Linking enactive and symbolic modes of representation 
The students were already introduced to valid and invalid conclusions in if-then 
statements before they were asked about the similarities in if-then statements. They 
were provided with the following two statements: 
 

Statement 1 for a set of stones with pictures of animals on one side and astronomical objects on 

the other side: “If there is a moon on one side, then there is a fish on the other side.”  
 

Statement 2: “If I rob the Dutch national bank, I will be rich.”  

 
Both statements represent concrete scenarios. To make a judgement about their 
similarities, it would be useful to translate them into a symbolic expression, which 
Nora did quickly, clearly showing the structural pattern: “If you just translate this 
to regular symbols, then they both are if A then B.” 

Adam and Liam experienced more difficulties understanding why these two 
if-then statements were similar and mainly reasoned with the concrete information, 
although Liam shortened the first statement to “Moon = Fish” in his notebook, not 
visualising the direction of the statement. Adam and Liam had the following 
conversation, which demonstrates that Adam did not agree with the equals sign. 
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Here, we observe that when the teacher pointed to the different areas of the Venn 
diagram (line [13]), this triggered Nora to exclaim that A and B should be switched 
(line [14]). This was not immediately clear to Adam, so he needed it translated back 
to the concrete example of the baby before he was convinced (lines [15]  and [18]) 
about the correct positioning of the circles in the Venn diagram. 
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The students were already introduced to valid and invalid conclusions in if-then 
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were provided with the following two statements: 
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the other side: “If there is a moon on one side, then there is a fish on the other side.”  
 

Statement 2: “If I rob the Dutch national bank, I will be rich.”  

 
Both statements represent concrete scenarios. To make a judgement about their 
similarities, it would be useful to translate them into a symbolic expression, which 
Nora did quickly, clearly showing the structural pattern: “If you just translate this 
to regular symbols, then they both are if A then B.” 

Adam and Liam experienced more difficulties understanding why these two 
if-then statements were similar and mainly reasoned with the concrete information, 
although Liam shortened the first statement to “Moon = Fish” in his notebook, not 
visualising the direction of the statement. Adam and Liam had the following 
conversation, which demonstrates that Adam did not agree with the equals sign. 
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Liam: [1] is it true, that the moon cannot be combined with another animal? 
Adam: [2] I think so, if you say that if there is a moon on one side, then you have fish on the other 

side, and you say there is a butterfly, then there may still be a moon 
Liam: [3] it is still possible, then any astronomical object is possible 
Adam: [4] because moon means fish, but fish does not automatically mean moon 

 
Line [4] shows that Adam did not accept the reversibility of the given statement, and 
thus that Fish on one side does not necessarily imply Moon on the other side. Near 
the end of their discussion, Liam concluded: “If this statement is true [refers to 
moon-fish statement], then this [Statement 2] is just like this one.” Later, during the 
classroom discussion, the teacher wrote the correct expression on the board using an 
implication arrow “Moon  Fish,” and he only indicated that the two statements 
were similar because they both were “just if-then statements” without elaborating 
on this or verifying the students’ understanding. 
 
Summary: towards symbolic modes of representation 
These transcripts show that the tasks stimulated the students to link referents from 
the iconic mode with abstract rules from the symbolic mode, but the link between if -
then statements and a correct iconic visualisation was not made automatically. We 
saw that students put the consequent in the antecedent in their Venn diagrams. Only 
during the classroom discussion and after some guidance by the teacher did one of 
the students (Nora) recognise the invalid conditions in the diagram. Another 
student, Adam, needed a translation back to the concrete situation to verify the 
correctness of the diagram. Moreover, in the second task, Nora quickly used general 
rules to conclude that the concrete statements were similar, but not all students 
accepted this and did not use the general form A  B to derive conclusions for the 
concrete situations. 
 

Linking Enactive, Iconic, and Symbolic Modes of Representation 
In the last phase of the intervention, students were challenged to use their acquired 
knowledge and establish links between enactive, iconic, and symbolic modes of 
representation to verify their reasoning both in closed tasks and everyday reasoning 
tasks about newspaper articles (see number 4 in Figure 4.5). In this section, we 
describe the students’ reasoning in a closed if-then task and a task presenting an 
argument from a newspaper article. 
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In the closed task, the following arguments were provided (based on: College 
voor Toetsen en Examens, 2017): 

 

(I) “If you are strong, then you go to bed late. You are not strong, so you do not go to bed late.”  
We can represent the statement in the first sentence with symbols as follows: S  L. 

 

(II) (1) “If you are strong, then you go to bed late.” 
(2) “If you are weak, then you do not go to bed late.”  

 
First, students were asked to show that the second statement in argument (I) does 
not follow from the first statement and is in fact an incorrect conclusion. Riley and 
Nora discussed this and quickly switched to terminology connected to the symbolic 
mode.  
 
Riley: [1] well, that is not S is not L, isn’t it? 
Nora: [2] here it says if A then B, or if S then L 

… 
 [3] but, look, you have, let’s say, two of those, this is not modus ponens, but modus tollens, so 

it should be not B, so not A 
Riley:  [4] yes indeed 
Nora: [5] so it is a fallacy 
Riley:  [6] yes 
Nora: [7] that’s like 
Riley:  [8] yes exactly 
Nora: [9] even if you are not strong, you can still go to bed late 

 
Here, we observe that Riley translated the second proposition and used the letter 
symbols S and L as provided in the task (line [1]). Nora showed that she could switch 
easily from Riley’s letter symbols to a general form with A and B (line [2]). 
Subsequently, Nora applied general rules to support her argument (line [3]) with 
modus tollens and thus showed why the order was wrong. With that information 
Nora easily translated that part to the concrete context again (line [9]) and Riley 
confirmed all her steps. 

For the second subtask (II), students were asked if the conclusion, “If you are 
weak, then you are not strong,” is allowed on the basis of statements (1) and (2). 
Nora and Riley discussed this first in the concrete context and were not sure how to 
approach this argument, but then Nora heard another group using a Venn diagram 
and convinced Riley to use a Venn diagram as well. 
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confirmed all her steps. 
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Nora: [10] no wait, I want to draw a Venn diagram, I heard those guys doing that, I think that’s 
quite a good idea! 

Riley: [11] oh yes 
Nora: [12] look, it would be right! Because then you have if you are strong [A], you go to bed late 

[B]. If you are weak (so C), you do not go to bed late. Is now actually separate. Conclusion: so 
if you are weak, you are not strong. If you see it like this, it is possible. [see Figure 4.10] 

Riley: [13] wait a moment, B, A and then 
Nora: [14] just say C is separated from that 
Riley: [15] C is not B. If C is separated from it, yes then C is also not A. Yes it is. 
Nora: [16] yes 

 
Here, we observe that Nora quickly came to the right conclusion (line [12]) by using 
a Venn diagram, which is an iconic representation, and translated the conclusion 
back to the concrete context. She considered the space outside B as B, which is 
correct, and concluded that C lays in that area. Noteworthy is her use of general 
letter symbols A, B, and C, which could be used in an abstract model, although Nora 
and Riley did not reason with logical rules in an abstract model.2 

We do not have discussion data about the reasoning on the newspaper article 
tasks. However, five worksheets for one of the subtasks were available, where 
students had been asked to visualise, schematise, or create a diagram for a paragraph 
of a newspaper article. The full task is shown in Figure 4.4. Four of the five students 
used a Venn diagram, but none used letter symbols or logical symbols. One student 
tried to make a Venn diagram, but crossed it out and made an argument in ordinary 
language. From these answers, we conclude that they were able to use iconic 
representations for an everyday reasoning task but did not demonstrate any 
symbolic representations. 
 
Summary: linking enactive, iconic, and symbolic modes of representation 
Based on the closed subtasks, we found that Nora and Riley used abstract rules 
(symbolic mode) for statements with one step (argument (I) in the first task), but if 
they had to take two steps (argument (II) in the first task), they used alternatives, 
such as a Venn diagram (iconic representation), which was sufficient help in many 
of the tasks. During the classroom discussion, the teacher showed the solution using 
symbolic expressions, but did not verify whether the students had understood the 

 
2 Using the letter symbols, they could have verified with logical rules in an abstract model that the 
conclusion is allowed in two steps: C  B (statement 2), B  A (modus tollens, statement 1), 
so: C  A.  
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steps. In the newspaper article task, the students did not use abstract models, but 
almost all of them used Venn diagrams, perhaps because of the implicit nature of 
the task, as we will discuss in the next section. 
 
 

Conclusions and Discussion 

In this article, we reported on student development of logical reasoning. The 
students were guided through the different stages of CF, working mainly in pairs or 
groups of three on logical reasoning problems. Our study addressed the research 
question: “How do students use and apply visual and formal representations (iconic 
and symbolic) in logical reasoning tasks?” 

Our main conclusion is that students were able to establish the link between 
enactive and iconic modes of representation. They rapidly resorted to the use of 
letter symbols in concrete tasks. Most often they chose general letter symbols (A, B, 
C or P, Q, R), even before they were introduced in the teaching materials or by the 
teacher. In later phases, most students directly introduced letter symbols to start 
their reasoning. Although this was stimulated during the lessons in logical 
reasoning, this might also be explained by the fact that students are used to doing 
this for other mathematics topics. 

We also showed that before the students were introduced to the use of Venn 
and Euler diagrams for logical reasoning, some created a correct generalised 
diagram as a visual representation. However, for other students, more practice or 
guidance was needed before they saw the merits of Venn diagrams and started using 
them. Nevertheless, we conclude that after the intervention, the students had all 
added Venn and Euler diagrams to their reasoning toolboxes. Moreover, we saw 
that students sometimes preferred a Venn diagram over formal logical rules. This 
might be explained by the concreteness of the tasks, but may also indicate that the 
link with symbolic modes of representation is less well developed, as more time was 
spent on iconic representations than on formal logical rules in the intervention. 
Additionally, the way and speed in which students made the transition from 
enactive and iconic representations to symbolic representations differed between 
students. We saw that taking a step back to the iconic mode can help scaffold their 
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that students sometimes preferred a Venn diagram over formal logical rules. This 
might be explained by the concreteness of the tasks, but may also indicate that the 
link with symbolic modes of representation is less well developed, as more time was 
spent on iconic representations than on formal logical rules in the intervention. 
Additionally, the way and speed in which students made the transition from 
enactive and iconic representations to symbolic representations differed between 
students. We saw that taking a step back to the iconic mode can help scaffold their 
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reasoning. In summary, we conclude that visual representations play a major role in 
solving logical reasoning problems. 

However, the use of symbolic modes of representation was not completely 
absent. We observed that some students used modus tollens, although only in one-
step reasoning. The students experienced difficulties when they had to apply more 
than one rule in a task. This is consistent with the results of the post-test from our 
earlier study (Bronkhorst et al., 2020b), in which students rarely used general, 
abstract expressions and logical rules. One possible explanation for using iconic 
representations instead of symbolic ones in everyday reasoning tasks is that students 
consider the former as more useful or appropriate for the tasks. It is possible that the 
implicit nature of the everyday reasoning tasks caused confusion or doubt among 
the students (Galotti, 1989), which results in the choice of a visual rather than an 
abstract model to gain a better understanding or overview. More practice time and 
tasks might lead to a better understanding and acceptance of other representations 
and support the relevance of abstract tools for everyday reasoning problems (Witzel 
et al., 2008, p. 275).  

Our results reveal the importance of the interplay between the different 
modes of representation, as shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.5. Over time, the link 
between enactive and iconic modes of representation became stronger and, as 
mentioned above, this might also be the case for the link with symbolic modes of 
representation if students are given more time and practice. 

Our study was limited to a specific target group of non-science students, for 
whom correct logical reasoning has societal relevance. In general, our target group 
was not strong in mathematics and did not like using abstract rules, and this would 
probably also apply to logical reasoning problems. Febriana et al. (2019) showed that 
for elementary school students, whether they reached the iconic or symbolic stage 
depended on their mathematical ability. We cannot verify this for our target group, 
but it is recommended that further research compares groups with different 
mathematical abilities and adjusts the teaching of logical reasoning for both groups. 

Our analysis of the interactions between the students indicated that 
conversations often led them to another representation or better understanding. 
Although the role of the teacher was not a separate object of research in this study, 
the way he guided the pair and group work was important for students’ 
conversations. As we showed, he did this by encouraging students to explain their 
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solutions and to elaborate on them. In classroom discussions, he often tried to show 
the connection between the different representations, but did not always verify 
whether the students had understood the symbolic modes of representation. 
Perhaps more explicit attention to abstract reasoning would result in better 
understanding and use of the general rules. 

Thus far, we have only discussed links and transfer between the different 
modes of representation. Another interesting question would be whether the 
students’ use of representations transfers to other contexts. Although we used 
meaningful everyday reasoning tasks, such as newspaper articles, the students still 
fulfil tasks within the mathematics classroom and expect that there should be one 
correct solution, as is common in mathematics exercises (e.g. Jäder et al., 2017). While 
we showed CF’s contribution to student development of logical reasoning in the 
context of mathematics education, we need more research on the transfer of their 
logical reasoning abilities to daily life contexts, as an important indicator of their 
development of 21st century skills (Liu et al., 2015). 
 

Recommendations 
In the introduction, we stressed the importance of logical reasoning for 21st century 
learning (P21, 2015). CF appears to be a useful framework (Fyfe et al., 2014) to 
develop teaching materials that work gradually from concrete reasoning to more 
abstraction. The combined approach of students working on their own solutions and 
discussing them in small groups and at the classroom level shows promise as a way 
to strengthen the links between the different modes of representation. However, as 
not all kinds of representations were internalised by students in this study, we not 
only recommend further research, but also that teachers provide more practice time 
for tasks that improve the link with the symbolic mode.  Finally, while the 
participants in our research were part of a specific group of non-science students, 
we recommend the teaching of logical reasoning skills to other secondary education 
students as well, as the fostering of such skills should be a major goal for all students. 
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Introduction 

In this research project we developed a course aimed at enhancing students’ logical 
reasoning skills. The course was implemented at eight Dutch schools. This chapter 
describes in detail the design principles of the course and the implementation 
strategy used to ensure that the course was carried out as planned. The main 
purpose of this chapter is to report about teachers' experiences with the course. This 
evaluation not only provides clarity about the implementation of the course, but also 
about the success of our preparation for teachers to implement the course in their 
own school context. The main purpose of the intervention was to investigate the 
influence of a course in logical reasoning on the development of students’ logical 
reasoning skills and how formalisations, including visualisations and 
schematisations, might improve their reasoning. Logical reasoning is one of the key 
aspects of developing 21st century skills (e.g. Liu et al., 2015) and transfer to 
everyday life situations outside the classroom is considered as important. 

The course design followed iterative cycles as common in design research 
(Van den Akker et al., 2013). Prototypes were developed after an extensive literature 
study, and revisions were data-driven, based on expert validations, task-based 
interviews, classroom observations, and teachers’ evaluations. Due to the fact that 
participating teachers played a crucial role in the implementation of the 
intervention, their support and understanding is essential (Zohar, 2006). For our 
participating teachers, logical reasoning is a new topic within the curriculum 
(College voor Toetsen en Examens, 2016) and –in our view– demands different ways 
of teaching as we will explain below. It is expected that the teaching strategies 
required for the course in logical reasoning are new to (some of) our participating 
mathematics teachers, because traditional teaching practices are still used in many 
mathematics classes (e.g. Nesmith, 2008; Traditional Teaching Methods Still Dominant 
in Maths Classrooms, 2012). Therefore, we established a community of mathematics 
teachers early in the process of development of the course to receive input and to 
discuss characteristics and evaluate prototypes (Denscombe, 2014; Nieveen & 
Folmer, 2013). 
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Logical Reasoning 
Due to the ambiguous meaning of the term logical reasoning (e.g. Yackel & Hanna, 
2003), we discussed the theory and terminology extensively in Chapter 2 and 
concluded that logical reasoning should not be a synonym for formal reasoning. 
Formal reasoning with formal rules in formal systems as common in mathematics 
provides valid conclusions in that system (e.g. Schoenfeld, 1991). However, in real-
life situations, informal reasoning, also called everyday reasoning, can lead to 
valuable conclusions as well, although not always with strict validity (e.g. Johnson 
& Blair, 2006; Voss et al., 1991). We combined this into a definition of logical 
reasoning for our research and the development of an intervention as “selecting and 
interpreting information from a given context, making connections and verifying 
and drawing conclusions based on provided and interpreted information and the 
associated rules and processes” (Bronkhorst et al., 2020a, p. 1676). Following this 
definition the starting point of the reasoning is the situation (context) provided. In 
our intervention, we followed Galloti’s (1989) division of tasks in formal reasoning 
tasks and everyday reasoning tasks, see Figure 5.1. For the formal reasoning tasks, 
we differentiated between presentations with symbols (formally stated) and without 
symbols but completely in ordinary language (non-formally stated). Everyday 
reasoning tasks are open-ended, because different conclusions might be possible. 

For our target group (11th and 12th graders) not much is known about the 
development of logical reasoning skills, and also not about the support students may 
have from formalisations in logical reasoning tasks. We use formalisations in a broad 
sense: these do not only include all sorts of formal notations, such as letter symbols 
and logical symbols, but also all sorts of schematic representations, such as Venn 
and Euler diagrams, often referred to as visualisations and schematisations. The 
importance of formalisations was explored in Chapter 2 with data from task-based 
interviews with secondary school students. Chapters 31 and 42 reported on results of 

 
1 Chapter 3 reported on the impact of the intervention on effective use of formalisations to support 
logical reasoning, based on a pre-test-post-test control group design. The overall intervention effect was 
large (ηp2 = .17 > .14 for the total test score). We also showed that students used intended formalisations 
and that the use of Venn and Euler diagrams in particular, positively correlated with test scores 
concerning logical reasoning tasks. 
2 In Chapter 4, we explicitly zoomed in on one of the experimental groups to explain how the use of 
formalisations developed over the course of the intervention and the importance of peer discussions for 
the development of students’ logical reasoning abilities. 
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the intervention with a focus on students’ use of formalisations. This chapter will 
focus on the design and teachers’ roles during the implementation. 

Figure 5.1 Types of logical reasoning tasks (adapted from Figure 3.1) 

Intervention 
The main focus during the development of the intervention was the role of 
formalisations and the selection of strategies to stimulate students’ engagement in 
the exploration and discussion of appropriate formalisations. We will describe the 
whole design briefly first and then elaborate on the intervention characteristics in 
detail below with references to relevant literature. The course contained everyday 
reasoning tasks, mainly based on newspaper articles, at the beginning as a 
meaningful introduction and at the end for applying learned formalisations within 
larger, often more complicated, meaningful newspaper articles. Examples of topics 
from these newspaper articles are: a court case on possibly murdered babies, mobile 
phones in classrooms, and alcohol consumption. In the period between the first and 
last lesson, students practised with formal reasoning tasks, mainly syllogism tasks 
and if-then tasks, in which they were stimulated to discover and use formalisations. 

•Set of fixed and unchanging premises
•Stated with use of symbols

Formal Reasoning Task: Formally Stated

•Set of fixed and unchanging premises
•Stated in ordinary language

Formal Reasoning Task: Non-Formally Stated

•Open-ended
•Often with incomplete (implicit) set of premises

Everyday Reasoning Task
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Thereafter, students were encouraged to use and apply the learned formalisations 
in everyday reasoning tasks. In Chapter 4 we showed that this structure builds on 
the concreteness fading model (Fyfe et al., 2014): explorations within concrete 
situations during the first two lessons (enactive mode), connecting with visual and 
formal representations (iconic mode) in the lessons thereafter, connecting with 
general rules (symbolic mode), and using the connections in the last lessons in 
everyday reasoning tasks again. 

The appendix of this chapter provides a table with a summarised overview of 
all the tasks used in the course: the types of tasks, the prescribed way of working on 
those tasks (individually, in pairs/small groups, classroom discourse), and the 
possible formalisations that can be used in each task. A further overview, containing 
the learning goals per lesson, can be found in Table 3.1. The full tasks (in Dutch) can 
be found in the Appendix of this thesis. The corresponding teacher manual and 
answer sheets were provided and can be found online.3 Teachers shared answer 
sheets with their students after they had finished all the exercises of the 
corresponding section. This strategy was chosen to give students the opportunity to 
come up with and discuss their own solutions (see design characteristic in category 
2 below) before they could compare these with sample answers. Teachers used their 
school Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) for sharing the answer sheets with their 
students.  
 

Design Characteristics 
We explain the design characteristics in three categories: (1) types of tasks, (2) 
student activities, and (3) teacher’s role. 
 
1. Types of tasks 
We emphasise the importance of meaningful tasks related to everyday reasoning 
situations to increase students’ understanding (e.g. Gravemeijer, 2020; Grouws & 
Cebulla, 2000; National Research Council, 1999) and to strengthen reasoning outside 
the classroom environment (e.g. cTWO, 2012; Liu et al., 2015; McChesney, 2017). The 
ultimate goal is that students use their reasoning skills and formalisations in other 

 
3 Teacher manual and answer sheets can be downloaded from 
http://www.hugobronkhorst.nl/antwoorden/ 
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situations, inside and outside the classroom. Hence, we formulated three design 
characteristics for the types of tasks: 

- The intervention follows roughly the order: everyday reasoning tasks → 
formal reasoning tasks → everyday reasoning tasks.  

- Students are given opportunities to develop their reasoning skills in formal 
and everyday reasoning tasks (see Figure 5.1) and to apply formalisations. 

- Students encounter different types of arguments, such as strictly correct, 
valid, and plausible. 

 
In total the course contains 42 formal reasoning tasks and 10 everyday reasoning 
tasks; the latter mainly on the analysis of newspaper articles.  

An example of an everyday reasoning task, in which students encounter 
plausible and open-ended arguments is shown in Figure 5.2. This example is taken 
from one of the final lessons and students are expected to use visualisations. In 
everyday reasoning the conclusion cannot always be given with full certainty (e.g. 
Johnson & Blair, 2006; Walton et al., 2008). The task shown in Figure 5.2 presents a 
newspaper article of a plausible argument with an open-ended question which 
should elicit debate among the students.  
 

 
Figure 5.2 Example of an everyday reasoning task (newspaper article, based on: Koelewijn, 2016) 

Exercise 40c: 
Next part newspaper article “It starts with one glass a day”  
By: Rinskje Koelewijn – 5 October 2016 – NRC Handelsblad 

The Health Council has now amended the advice: "do not drink alcohol, and if 
you cannot resist it, no more than one glass a day." Kahn: “In most studies, the 
(moderate) drinkers are compared with abstainers. But the point is: the 
abstainers have never been asked why they do not drink. If you are going to 
figure that out, you will see that people have all kinds of reasons to abandon 
alcohol: they want to live a healthy life, they are religious, they do not like the 
taste. These groups of non-drinkers do not die before moderate drinkers. The 
increased mortality among the non-drinkers is caused by the non-drinkers who 
did not drink for health reasons, or who stopped drinking after an alcohol 
problem. That is the group that causes the crazy curl in the hockey stick, from 
which the wrong conclusion has been drawn that one glass is better than none.”  
How would you best visualise Kahn's assertion? Then show your 
scheme/diagram/representation and compare your visualisation with three or 
four others. Discuss the differences. 

http://www.hugobronkhorst.nl/antwoorden/
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come up with and discuss their own solutions (see design characteristic in category 
2 below) before they could compare these with sample answers. Teachers used their 
school Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) for sharing the answer sheets with their 
students.  
 

Design Characteristics 
We explain the design characteristics in three categories: (1) types of tasks, (2) 
student activities, and (3) teacher’s role. 
 
1. Types of tasks 
We emphasise the importance of meaningful tasks related to everyday reasoning 
situations to increase students’ understanding (e.g. Gravemeijer, 2020; Grouws & 
Cebulla, 2000; National Research Council, 1999) and to strengthen reasoning outside 
the classroom environment (e.g. cTWO, 2012; Liu et al., 2015; McChesney, 2017). The 
ultimate goal is that students use their reasoning skills and formalisations in other 

 
3 Teacher manual and answer sheets can be downloaded from 
http://www.hugobronkhorst.nl/antwoorden/ 
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situations, inside and outside the classroom. Hence, we formulated three design 
characteristics for the types of tasks: 

- The intervention follows roughly the order: everyday reasoning tasks → 
formal reasoning tasks → everyday reasoning tasks.  

- Students are given opportunities to develop their reasoning skills in formal 
and everyday reasoning tasks (see Figure 5.1) and to apply formalisations. 

- Students encounter different types of arguments, such as strictly correct, 
valid, and plausible. 

 
In total the course contains 42 formal reasoning tasks and 10 everyday reasoning 
tasks; the latter mainly on the analysis of newspaper articles.  

An example of an everyday reasoning task, in which students encounter 
plausible and open-ended arguments is shown in Figure 5.2. This example is taken 
from one of the final lessons and students are expected to use visualisations. In 
everyday reasoning the conclusion cannot always be given with full certainty (e.g. 
Johnson & Blair, 2006; Walton et al., 2008). The task shown in Figure 5.2 presents a 
newspaper article of a plausible argument with an open-ended question which 
should elicit debate among the students.  
 

 
Figure 5.2 Example of an everyday reasoning task (newspaper article, based on: Koelewijn, 2016) 

Exercise 40c: 
Next part newspaper article “It starts with one glass a day”  
By: Rinskje Koelewijn – 5 October 2016 – NRC Handelsblad 

The Health Council has now amended the advice: "do not drink alcohol, and if 
you cannot resist it, no more than one glass a day." Kahn: “In most studies, the 
(moderate) drinkers are compared with abstainers. But the point is: the 
abstainers have never been asked why they do not drink. If you are going to 
figure that out, you will see that people have all kinds of reasons to abandon 
alcohol: they want to live a healthy life, they are religious, they do not like the 
taste. These groups of non-drinkers do not die before moderate drinkers. The 
increased mortality among the non-drinkers is caused by the non-drinkers who 
did not drink for health reasons, or who stopped drinking after an alcohol 
problem. That is the group that causes the crazy curl in the hockey stick, from 
which the wrong conclusion has been drawn that one glass is better than none.”  
How would you best visualise Kahn's assertion? Then show your 
scheme/diagram/representation and compare your visualisation with three or 
four others. Discuss the differences. 
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An example of a formal reasoning task about if-then statements is shown in Figure 
5.3. If students translate both if-then statements in that task to the form A  B by 
using formal symbols, they can easily explain why the two statements are similar. 
 

 
Figure 5.3 Example of a formal reasoning task (adapted from: Roodhardt & Doorman, 2015, p. 21) 

 
Formal reasoning tasks have one final conclusive answer, but if stated in ordinary 
language students should carefully consider the difference between validity and 
truth, because the conclusion can, although not necessarily true in reality, be valid 
in the context provided. For example, take the following syllogism, also presented 
as an example in the lesson materials, to show the difference between validity and 
truth (see also theory page 16 in Appendix of this thesis): 
 

 All children are boys. 
 Margaret is a child. 
So: Margaret is a boy. 
 

The conclusion is valid based on the two premises, but not true in reality (assumed 
that only girls are named Margaret). An Euler diagram is a suitable tool for students 
to verify the conclusion, see Figure 5.4. 

Exercise 35: 
A manufacturer produces heavy stones. An animal (fish, butterfly,…) is always 
engraved on one side and a celestial body (moon, sun,…) on the other  side. 
 

Someone claims: "If there is a moon on one side, then there is a fish on the 
other side." Assume that this claim matches with these stones when answering 
the following questions. Always show how you derived your answer. 
 

a) What can be on the other side of a stone with a moon? 
 

b) What can be on the other side of a stone with a butterfly? 
 

c) Can there be a fish on the other side of a stone with a star? 
 

d) What can be on the other side of a stone with a fish? 
 

… 
 

h) Now consider: "If I rob the Dutch bank, then I will be rich." 
Is this statement’s form similar to "If there is a moon on one side, then there is a 
fish on the other side". Provide a clear explanation. 
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Concerning the formalisations: eight tasks in the course explicitly require 
letter symbols, nine tasks explicitly require Venn (or Euler) diagrams, six tasks 
explicitly require logical symbols, and in five tasks a scheme-based approach is 
required. 
 

 
Figure 5.4 Euler diagram for example syllogism 

 
2. Student activities 
From McKendree et al. (2002), we know that formalisations should contain relevant 
aspects to give students a clear overview of a situation. Based on Halpern (2014), 
Van Gelder (2005), and Bronkhorst et al. (2018, 2020a), we conjectured that 
knowledge of scheme-based strategies, Euler diagrams, and logical rules will 
improve students’ reasoning. In our approach, we stressed the importance of 
students discovering their own formalisations and discussing relevant options with 
their peers (Gravemeijer, 2020; Grouws & Cebulla, 2000). Many researchers have 
pointed at the positive effects of working in small student groups and peer feedback 
(e.g. Davidson & Kroll, 1991; Hattie et al., 2017; Yackel et al., 1991). Regarding 
students’ learning we formulated the following two design characteristics:  

- Students are encouraged to discover their own formalisations, including 
schematisations and visualisations. 

- Students are encouraged to explain and compare their solutions in peer 
groups, to reflect on their reasoning, and to give each other feedback. 

 
Thirteen tasks explicitly request students to find their own individual solutions. In 
three discovery tasks, students are asked to come up with their own formalisations 
(structure, symbols, visualisation, scheme) before formalisations are presented in the 
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materials. The first discovery task is presented in lesson 2 where students in groups 
of three or four are assigned to structure the argument in a court case from the text 
of a newspaper article. In the third lesson a second discovery task is presented, in 
which students have to come up with a structure for a syllogism to discover the 
usefulness of letter symbols. The third discovery task is presented in the fourth 
lesson, where students have to visualise the syllogism presented in Figure 5.5, 
intended to discover the power of circle diagrams, for practical reasons all denoted 
as Venn diagrams in the lesson materials. Logical symbols (, , , ) are not 
introduced in a discovery task, but the teacher introduces these symbols with some 
examples. 
 

 
Figure 5.5 Visualising task of a syllogism 

 
Most tasks in the course are formulated in an open way, so that students have a 
choice how to solve and formalise their answers. However, the tasks also provide 
opportunities to practise with the discovered formalisations. Students must practise 
with the formalisations to establish the links between the different modes of 
representation as indicated in the concreteness fading model. Besides the focus on 
students’ own solutions methods, in 17 tasks students are explicitly asked to work 
together and/or to compare their answers. 
 
  

Exercise 18: 
We will have a look again at the first syllogism, for which we made the structure 
below. 

 All humans are mortal.  All A are B. 
 Socrates is human.  C is an A. 
So: Socrates is mortal. So: C is B. 

The question to you is: 
How could we visualise the syllogism above? Give/draw your visualisation 
below. 
 

If you have a visualisation, discuss your ideas with three or four others. 
Which of these visualisations do you find most suitable? 
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3. Teacher’s role 
The teaching strategies required for the course in logical reasoning with a structure 
based on the concreteness fading model and the emphasise on classroom discourse 
are probably new to (some of) our participating teachers. As mentioned in the 
introduction, traditional teaching practices are still common in many mathematics 
classes. At the same time many curricula and standards promote the implementation 
of different teaching strategies to provide students with a better preparation for their 
future lives as critical thinkers (e.g. Clarke, 1994; cTWO, 2012; Department of 
Education UK, 2014; NCTM, 2009). This is also emphasised by Smith el al. (2008) as: 
“mathematical tasks that give students the opportunity to use reasoning skills while 
thinking are the most difficult for teachers to implement well” (p. 132), because of, 
for example, the variety of possible solution methods for the tasks and a different 
role for the teachers to guide the students (Smith et al., 2008). Besides the important 
roles ‘carry out the lesson plan’ and ‘organise students’ small group work’ for the 
course in logical reasoning, the teacher has a central role to guide classroom 
discourse and to provide students with useful feedback. Formative feedback is seen 
as important, not only to make learning visible and to keep track of students’ 
progress, but also to adapt the instruction (e.g. Black & Wiliam, 2009; Brookhart, 
2010; Hattie et al., 2017; National Research Council, 1999). Therefore, we formulated 
the following two design characteristics: 

- Different solution methods are discussed during classroom discourse. 
- The teacher will provide formative feedback regularly. 

 
The teacher manual emphasises to provide students with feedback during 
individual or group work. The importance of providing formative feedback was 
stressed during the teachers’ meetings and considered even more valuable for 
everyday reasoning tasks, because a variety of solution methods and answers is 
possible. 

During the classroom discussions, students are invited to explain their 
solutions. For that purpose, the teacher manual indicates that 19 tasks should be 
discussed with the whole class. The importance of those discussions was discussed 
during teachers’ meetings, in which possible student responses, partly based on the 
pilot intervention, were compared. 
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Teacher Preparation 
Figure 5.6 shows a detailed overview of the different steps of this research project, 
based on design research (Van den Akker et al., 2013). In short: prototypes of tests 
and lesson materials were designed based on a literature study, task-based 
interviews with students, and expert validations. Thereafter, a pilot study was 
implemented, with classroom observations and teachers’ evaluations. After a 
revision of the materials, an intervention study was conducted with the revised 
course materials, followed by final evaluations. We already stressed that support for 
and understanding of the intervention by participating teachers is essential for a 
successful implementation (Zohar, 2006). From literature (e.g. Altrichter, 2005; 
Candela, 2016), we know that teachers can be hesitant in changing their way of 
teaching. To prepare teachers well to apply the necessary changes, we established 
regular meetings with participating teachers to discuss and seek support for design 
characteristics, prototypes, and the implementation of the course logical reasoning. 
During those meetings, teachers got opportunities and were willing to exchange 
experiences and to learn from each other. During each meeting, the main researcher 
and a lecturer in mathematics education of the University of Groningen were present 
to guide the discussions and present the design. 

Smith et al. (2008) state that a detailed planning and collaboration based on 
the Thinking Through a Lesson Protocol (TTLP) supports teachers, in particular 
when preparing for tasks that provide students to use reasoning skills. Therefore, 
the discussions during the meetings were guided by questions from the TTLP. At 
the same time, teachers were also getting used to the different types of tasks used in 
the course, because this topic is relatively new to them. Key questions for the 
planning are for example (adapted from Smith et al., 2008, p. 134): 

- What are different solutions to the tasks? 
- Which of these solutions will students use? 
- What misconceptions might students have? 
- What mistakes might students make? 

 
Since small group work and whole class discussions are important characteristics of 
the design, we discussed guidelines and questions from the TTLP (Smith et al., 2008), 
like:  

- “Encourage all students to share their thinking with others.” (p. 134) 
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- “What assistance will you give or what questions will you ask a student (or 
group) who […] request more direction and guidance in solving the task?” 
(p. 134) 

- “What will you do if a student (or group) finishes the task almost 
immediately?” (p. 134) 

 
For the whole class discussions, important questions are (Smith et al., 2008): 

- “Which solutions paths do you want to have shared during the class 
discussion? In what order will the solutions be presented? Why?” (p. 134)  

 
During the first meeting, the teachers indicated that for the pilot study they wished 
to limit the number of lessons to eight and that most topics from the national syllabus 
(College voor Toetsen en Examens, 2016) were covered to guarantee that students 
were prepared for their final exams without a lot of additional lessons. These 
requirements led to the decision to leave out tasks on paradoxes, but to cover all the 
other topics. 

After the pilot study, several adjustments were made. Teachers experienced 
that students needed more time for group discussions and for additional practice, so 
the teachers agreed with an extension to 10 lessons. Upon teachers’ 
recommendations we planned extra time for students to work with Venn diagrams. 
Upon suggestions from the teachers, we added an introductory task to introduce the 
terms premises, reasoning step, and conclusion. The teacher manual provided 
teachers with strict guidelines and a strict time planning to guarantee that the course 
was implemented according to our intentions. After our explanation that this was 
important for our research, the teachers complied with these guidelines. The final 
meeting was used for teachers’ evaluation and reflection, which will be the central 
topic of the rest of this chapter. A detailed overview of the teachers’ meetings is 
provided in a table in the appendix of this chapter. 
 

Research Questions 
We showed statistically high intervention effects and a relevant increase in using 
formalisations (see Chapter 3) among students in our target group (11th and 12th 
graders). In this chapter we focus on the experiences of the teachers. Which were 
teachers’ perceptions of students’ use of formalisation during their lessons in class? 
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Therefore, we formulate the following three research questions, related to the design 
characteristics of the intervention: 

(1) What are teachers’ experiences with students’ discovery and use of 
formalisations? 

(2) What are teachers’ experiences with students’ small group work?  
(3) What are teachers’ experiences with organising classroom discourse? 

 
 

Method 

We collected data about teachers’ experiences with the implementation of the design 
characteristics in a semi-structured group interview (Denscombe, 2014), conducted 
by the main researcher and a lecturer in mathematics education of the University of 
Groningen. At the beginning of the interview, teachers received the following 
instruction from the researchers: “We will ask you some questions. You will get a 
few minutes to think about it first and to write some things down. After 
approximately three minutes, you discuss these with each other. We think it would 
work best if you take turns in opening the discussion.”  

First, teachers were asked in general to share positive and negative 
experiences with the course. Thereafter, questions were linked to their perceptions 
on the effects of the discovery tasks, individual work, group work, classroom 
discussions, and learning effects. 

We will present data from students’ worksheets from one of the tasks first to 
be able to compare teachers’ views with student data from one of the discovery tasks. 
Worksheets (N = 42) from the task shown in Figure 5.5 were collected during the 
intervention. The worksheets were collected in all experimental classes from the 
participating teachers. 
 

Participants 
The participating teachers (three males and five females) worked in schools across 
the country (the Netherlands) and had several years of experience in mathematics 
teaching. However, this specific domain concerning logical reasoning is new to all 
of them due to a recent change of the mathematics curriculum. Five of the teachers 
who implemented the intervention were able to join the group interview: Bridget, 
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- “What assistance will you give or what questions will you ask a student (or 
group) who […] request more direction and guidance in solving the task?” 
(p. 134) 

- “What will you do if a student (or group) finishes the task almost 
immediately?” (p. 134) 

 
For the whole class discussions, important questions are (Smith et al., 2008): 

- “Which solutions paths do you want to have shared during the class 
discussion? In what order will the solutions be presented? Why?” (p. 134)  

 
During the first meeting, the teachers indicated that for the pilot study they wished 
to limit the number of lessons to eight and that most topics from the national syllabus 
(College voor Toetsen en Examens, 2016) were covered to guarantee that students 
were prepared for their final exams without a lot of additional lessons. These 
requirements led to the decision to leave out tasks on paradoxes, but to cover all the 
other topics. 

After the pilot study, several adjustments were made. Teachers experienced 
that students needed more time for group discussions and for additional practice, so 
the teachers agreed with an extension to 10 lessons. Upon teachers’ 
recommendations we planned extra time for students to work with Venn diagrams. 
Upon suggestions from the teachers, we added an introductory task to introduce the 
terms premises, reasoning step, and conclusion. The teacher manual provided 
teachers with strict guidelines and a strict time planning to guarantee that the course 
was implemented according to our intentions. After our explanation that this was 
important for our research, the teachers complied with these guidelines. The final 
meeting was used for teachers’ evaluation and reflection, which will be the central 
topic of the rest of this chapter. A detailed overview of the teachers’ meetings is 
provided in a table in the appendix of this chapter. 
 

Research Questions 
We showed statistically high intervention effects and a relevant increase in using 
formalisations (see Chapter 3) among students in our target group (11th and 12th 
graders). In this chapter we focus on the experiences of the teachers. Which were 
teachers’ perceptions of students’ use of formalisation during their lessons in class? 
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Therefore, we formulate the following three research questions, related to the design 
characteristics of the intervention: 

(1) What are teachers’ experiences with students’ discovery and use of 
formalisations? 

(2) What are teachers’ experiences with students’ small group work?  
(3) What are teachers’ experiences with organising classroom discourse? 

 
 

Method 

We collected data about teachers’ experiences with the implementation of the design 
characteristics in a semi-structured group interview (Denscombe, 2014), conducted 
by the main researcher and a lecturer in mathematics education of the University of 
Groningen. At the beginning of the interview, teachers received the following 
instruction from the researchers: “We will ask you some questions. You will get a 
few minutes to think about it first and to write some things down. After 
approximately three minutes, you discuss these with each other. We think it would 
work best if you take turns in opening the discussion.”  

First, teachers were asked in general to share positive and negative 
experiences with the course. Thereafter, questions were linked to their perceptions 
on the effects of the discovery tasks, individual work, group work, classroom 
discussions, and learning effects. 

We will present data from students’ worksheets from one of the tasks first to 
be able to compare teachers’ views with student data from one of the discovery tasks. 
Worksheets (N = 42) from the task shown in Figure 5.5 were collected during the 
intervention. The worksheets were collected in all experimental classes from the 
participating teachers. 
 

Participants 
The participating teachers (three males and five females) worked in schools across 
the country (the Netherlands) and had several years of experience in mathematics 
teaching. However, this specific domain concerning logical reasoning is new to all 
of them due to a recent change of the mathematics curriculum. Five of the teachers 
who implemented the intervention were able to join the group interview: Bridget, 
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Daniel, Robert, John, and Emma. Three teachers were not able to attend, but two of 
them (Zoe and Amy) were individually interviewed by phone. The questions were 
sent to them by email before the telephone interview. 
 

Analysis 
The interviews were transcribed in the original language (Dutch). The analysis of 
the transcripts was done qualitatively in an interpretative way (e.g. Cohen et al., 
2011). Because teachers addressed a diversity of experiences and design 
characteristics during the interview, we grouped teachers’ statements according the 
discussed design characteristics in the introduction concerning student activities 
and concerning the teacher’s role on classroom discourse. This was done by the main 
researcher in consultation with the lecturer in mathematics education, who also 
attended the teachers’ meetings and group interview. 
 
 

Findings 

In the previous chapters (see Chapter 3 and 4), teachers reported that the lessons 
were implemented according to the teaching plan provided in the teacher manual, 
but during the interview a few teachers expressed time pressure due to the strict 
guiding of the process. This section shows teachers’ experiences based on the 
interviews after a summary of student data of the task shown in Figure 5.5 based on 
the collected worksheets. 
 

Student Worksheets 
Table 5.1 presents a summary of students’ visualisations on task 18 (see Figure 5.5), 
based on 42 collected worksheets of this specific task. From Table 5.1 we see that 
40% used a literal interpretation with a concrete pictorial drawing, but half of the 
students used an Euler or Venn diagram. Although only a few students were 
familiar with Venn diagrams, 50% of the students came up with this idea. In the 
section ‘visual representations’ in Chapter 4 about this task in one of the 
experimental classes (video recordings), we showed that students discovered Venn 
diagrams themselves. 
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Table 5.1 Students’ visualisations on task 18 (worksheets) 

Visualisation Number of students (percentage) 

Venn or Euler diagram 21 (50%) 
Concrete pictorial drawing  17 (40.5%) 
Symbolic representation 3 (7.1%) 
Computer code 1 (2.4%) 

Total 42 (100%) 

 

Teachers’ Experiences With Students’ Use and Discovery of 
Formalisations 
Teachers confirmed that the students used formalisations as intended. Emma said 
that “students had the guts to think for themselves.” Bridget confirmed that thinking 
for themselves first has definitely been achieved, but that students really had to get 
used to it. Robert added: “there is no escape.” John mentioned that students did not 
only think about the solutions, but also really thought about the concepts: “what is 
an argument, what is a reason, and what is a reasoning step?” as stimulated by task 
8. Zoe mentioned that she recognised that students wanted to formulate their own 
thoughts first, particularly in the later lessons. 

However, if explicitly asked about students’ discovered formulations in tasks 
12 and 18, teachers were less positive. Robert was quite disappointed by the 
students’ initial output. In his group of three students nobody came up with Venn 
diagrams themselves in task 18 (see Figure 5.5). However, Robert admitted that in 
later tasks his students started to using Venn diagrams: “at a certain moment they 
start drawing circles immediately.” Although Emma expected more original 
visualisations, her students’ visualisations did not differ from students in other 
experimental groups (see Table 5.1).  

Teachers acknowledged the usefulness of Venn and Euler diagrams for logical 
reasoning tasks, but they confirmed this in different words. John: “I really like 
them,” which is a personal comment. Daniel addressed the progress: “in the lessons 
more and more often,” but he was disappointed about students’ use of Venn 
diagrams at their final school exam. We do not review Daniel’s final school exam, 
but this might suggest some issues with retention, which would be interesting for 
future research. Emma mentioned students’ use of Venn diagrams during the 
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Daniel, Robert, John, and Emma. Three teachers were not able to attend, but two of 
them (Zoe and Amy) were individually interviewed by phone. The questions were 
sent to them by email before the telephone interview. 
 

Analysis 
The interviews were transcribed in the original language (Dutch). The analysis of 
the transcripts was done qualitatively in an interpretative way (e.g. Cohen et al., 
2011). Because teachers addressed a diversity of experiences and design 
characteristics during the interview, we grouped teachers’ statements according the 
discussed design characteristics in the introduction concerning student activities 
and concerning the teacher’s role on classroom discourse. This was done by the main 
researcher in consultation with the lecturer in mathematics education, who also 
attended the teachers’ meetings and group interview. 
 
 

Findings 

In the previous chapters (see Chapter 3 and 4), teachers reported that the lessons 
were implemented according to the teaching plan provided in the teacher manual, 
but during the interview a few teachers expressed time pressure due to the strict 
guiding of the process. This section shows teachers’ experiences based on the 
interviews after a summary of student data of the task shown in Figure 5.5 based on 
the collected worksheets. 
 

Student Worksheets 
Table 5.1 presents a summary of students’ visualisations on task 18 (see Figure 5.5), 
based on 42 collected worksheets of this specific task. From Table 5.1 we see that 
40% used a literal interpretation with a concrete pictorial drawing, but half of the 
students used an Euler or Venn diagram. Although only a few students were 
familiar with Venn diagrams, 50% of the students came up with this idea. In the 
section ‘visual representations’ in Chapter 4 about this task in one of the 
experimental classes (video recordings), we showed that students discovered Venn 
diagrams themselves. 
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Table 5.1 Students’ visualisations on task 18 (worksheets) 

Visualisation Number of students (percentage) 

Venn or Euler diagram 21 (50%) 
Concrete pictorial drawing  17 (40.5%) 
Symbolic representation 3 (7.1%) 
Computer code 1 (2.4%) 

Total 42 (100%) 

 

Teachers’ Experiences With Students’ Use and Discovery of 
Formalisations 
Teachers confirmed that the students used formalisations as intended. Emma said 
that “students had the guts to think for themselves.” Bridget confirmed that thinking 
for themselves first has definitely been achieved, but that students really had to get 
used to it. Robert added: “there is no escape.” John mentioned that students did not 
only think about the solutions, but also really thought about the concepts: “what is 
an argument, what is a reason, and what is a reasoning step?” as stimulated by task 
8. Zoe mentioned that she recognised that students wanted to formulate their own 
thoughts first, particularly in the later lessons. 

However, if explicitly asked about students’ discovered formulations in tasks 
12 and 18, teachers were less positive. Robert was quite disappointed by the 
students’ initial output. In his group of three students nobody came up with Venn 
diagrams themselves in task 18 (see Figure 5.5). However, Robert admitted that in 
later tasks his students started to using Venn diagrams: “at a certain moment they 
start drawing circles immediately.” Although Emma expected more original 
visualisations, her students’ visualisations did not differ from students in other 
experimental groups (see Table 5.1).  

Teachers acknowledged the usefulness of Venn and Euler diagrams for logical 
reasoning tasks, but they confirmed this in different words. John: “I really like 
them,” which is a personal comment. Daniel addressed the progress: “in the lessons 
more and more often,” but he was disappointed about students’ use of Venn 
diagrams at their final school exam. We do not review Daniel’s final school exam, 
but this might suggest some issues with retention, which would be interesting for 
future research. Emma mentioned students’ use of Venn diagrams during the 
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lessons: “Venn diagrams really rescued the solution of the task. […] Those diagrams 
provided them the best support.” She also mentioned that it was useful that Venn 
diagrams were already discovered and introduced in one of the first lessons, so that 
students were provided with enough time to practise with those diagrams and could 
use this supportive tool from the beginning of the lesson sequence. 

Teachers considered the use of other formalisations as useful and they stated 
that students learned to use these. Daniel said that students could combine different 
tools after a few weeks. Zoe and Amy confirmed that students really learned how to 
use formalisations in their reasoning. Robert added that using terms for abstract 
steps, like modus ponens and modus tollens, are useful generalisations. However, 
teachers mentioned that enough time is essential for properly learning to use these 
formalisations. 

Students’ use of formalisations is linked to the order of the tasks. Teachers 
were positive about the presented tasks and about the concrete everyday reasoning 
tasks for this specific target group in particular. John mentioned: “the materials fit 
really well with the students’ linguistic attitude and level.” Bridget stated that tasks 
appealed to these students, because the larger contexts are taken from real-life 
practices (e.g. mobile phones in the classroom). Robert mentioned specifically the 
court case as introductory context as a great start for discussions in the classroom. 
Daniel confirmed these experiences for this target group and added that because of 
the chosen structure (everyday reasoning tasks with newspaper articles – formal 
reasoning tasks – everyday reasoning tasks with newspaper articles) the learning 
effect became really visible: “students really analyse the provided situation much 
better.” 

Overall, we showed that teachers who implemented the intervention consider 
students’ use of formalisations, including visualisations, as convenient and 
beneficial. Some teachers were slightly disappointed by students’ first 
formalisations in some tasks, but our student data shows that most students were, 
for example, able to discover the intended visualisations in the corresponding task 
reported in Table 5.1. 
 

Teachers’ Experiences With Students’ Pair and Small Group Work 
As pointed out in the introduction of this chapter, group discussions were key for 
students’ progress in logical reasoning. All teachers confirmed at several moments 
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that they were satisfied and positively surprised by students’ interactions. Robert 
mentioned: “they really worked well together, […] there was much more 
discussion,” and confirmed by Bridget about group work: “you really see that they 
worked together.” Emma said that it took some time before all of them had lively 
discussions: “gradually they became more active, also the quiet students.” John 
made a comparison with his regular mathematics lessons: “they did a lot of talking, 
much more interaction compared to regular lessons,” and he was satisfied with the 
fact that students were really able to express their thoughts. Amy was surprised by 
their expressed ideas, because they came up with original solutions. Daniel also 
confirmed that his students were interacting much better than usually, but that he 
had to tell students that he expected interaction, because his students were quite 
surprised that they had to explain their solutions and reasoning to their neighbour 
in a mathematics class. Nonetheless, Daniel mentioned that for this target group that 
approach is highly suitable: “it’s a specific population, […] they find a solution by 
talking and reasoning.” 

Overall, we conclude that teachers were positive about the group work and 
we showed that they were be able to organise their classrooms in such a way that, 
according to the teachers, students had useful and worthful discussions as intended 
by the design. 
 

Teachers’ Experiences With Organising Classroom Discourse 
Another key element was the classroom discourse in which students’ solutions were 
compared and discussed. Despite the successful interaction within small groups as 
pointed out above, teachers experienced more difficulties with classroom discourse. 
John and Zoe confirmed that students were able to express their thoughts during 
classroom discussions, but Emma acknowledged that she had to give turns in class 
to engage all students in the discussion and that she often forgot to compare different 
solutions. Robert said that comparing solutions is normally his best quality during 
classroom discourse, but in some tasks he found it rather difficult to deal with 
differences in students’ understanding to find the best approach for the level of the 
conversation. Bridget and Daniel explicitly expressed their difficulties with 
organising classroom discourse. Bridget: “I really had to take the initiative.” Daniel: 
“classroom discussions did not really develop well.”  
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lessons: “Venn diagrams really rescued the solution of the task. […] Those diagrams 
provided them the best support.” She also mentioned that it was useful that Venn 
diagrams were already discovered and introduced in one of the first lessons, so that 
students were provided with enough time to practise with those diagrams and could 
use this supportive tool from the beginning of the lesson sequence. 

Teachers considered the use of other formalisations as useful and they stated 
that students learned to use these. Daniel said that students could combine different 
tools after a few weeks. Zoe and Amy confirmed that students really learned how to 
use formalisations in their reasoning. Robert added that using terms for abstract 
steps, like modus ponens and modus tollens, are useful generalisations. However, 
teachers mentioned that enough time is essential for properly learning to use these 
formalisations. 

Students’ use of formalisations is linked to the order of the tasks. Teachers 
were positive about the presented tasks and about the concrete everyday reasoning 
tasks for this specific target group in particular. John mentioned: “the materials fit 
really well with the students’ linguistic attitude and level.” Bridget stated that tasks 
appealed to these students, because the larger contexts are taken from real-life 
practices (e.g. mobile phones in the classroom). Robert mentioned specifically the 
court case as introductory context as a great start for discussions in the classroom. 
Daniel confirmed these experiences for this target group and added that because of 
the chosen structure (everyday reasoning tasks with newspaper articles – formal 
reasoning tasks – everyday reasoning tasks with newspaper articles) the learning 
effect became really visible: “students really analyse the provided situation much 
better.” 

Overall, we showed that teachers who implemented the intervention consider 
students’ use of formalisations, including visualisations, as convenient and 
beneficial. Some teachers were slightly disappointed by students’ first 
formalisations in some tasks, but our student data shows that most students were, 
for example, able to discover the intended visualisations in the corresponding task 
reported in Table 5.1. 
 

Teachers’ Experiences With Students’ Pair and Small Group Work 
As pointed out in the introduction of this chapter, group discussions were key for 
students’ progress in logical reasoning. All teachers confirmed at several moments 
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that they were satisfied and positively surprised by students’ interactions. Robert 
mentioned: “they really worked well together, […] there was much more 
discussion,” and confirmed by Bridget about group work: “you really see that they 
worked together.” Emma said that it took some time before all of them had lively 
discussions: “gradually they became more active, also the quiet students.” John 
made a comparison with his regular mathematics lessons: “they did a lot of talking, 
much more interaction compared to regular lessons,” and he was satisfied with the 
fact that students were really able to express their thoughts. Amy was surprised by 
their expressed ideas, because they came up with original solutions. Daniel also 
confirmed that his students were interacting much better than usually, but that he 
had to tell students that he expected interaction, because his students were quite 
surprised that they had to explain their solutions and reasoning to their neighbour 
in a mathematics class. Nonetheless, Daniel mentioned that for this target group that 
approach is highly suitable: “it’s a specific population, […] they find a solution by 
talking and reasoning.” 

Overall, we conclude that teachers were positive about the group work and 
we showed that they were be able to organise their classrooms in such a way that, 
according to the teachers, students had useful and worthful discussions as intended 
by the design. 
 

Teachers’ Experiences With Organising Classroom Discourse 
Another key element was the classroom discourse in which students’ solutions were 
compared and discussed. Despite the successful interaction within small groups as 
pointed out above, teachers experienced more difficulties with classroom discourse. 
John and Zoe confirmed that students were able to express their thoughts during 
classroom discussions, but Emma acknowledged that she had to give turns in class 
to engage all students in the discussion and that she often forgot to compare different 
solutions. Robert said that comparing solutions is normally his best quality during 
classroom discourse, but in some tasks he found it rather difficult to deal with 
differences in students’ understanding to find the best approach for the level of the 
conversation. Bridget and Daniel explicitly expressed their difficulties with 
organising classroom discourse. Bridget: “I really had to take the initiative.” Daniel: 
“classroom discussions did not really develop well.”  
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Overall, we conclude that teachers experienced more problems with 
organising the intended classroom discussions with sufficient time for comparing 
different solution methods focusing on useful formalisations, than with organising 
small group discussions in which all students participate. 
 
 

Conclusions and Discussion 

In this chapter, we evaluated teachers’ experiences with a course in logical 
reasoning. Our aim was to collect information about teachers’ actual experiences 
with the intervention and to determine which parts need further improvement. We 
formulated three research questions about three important design characteristics: (1) 
students’ discovery and use of formalisations, (2) students’ small group work, and 
(3) classroom discourse. The findings were organised according to these questions. 
Concerning teachers’ experiences with students’ discovery and use of 
formalisations, we conclude that students discover and use formalisations in the 
corresponding discovery tasks. The worksheets (see Table 5.1) show Venn and Euler 
diagrams in particular. Also in other tasks, students often use Venn and Euler 
diagrams. The use of those diagrams was also confirmed by test results (see Chapter 
3) and observations from video recordings (see Chapter 4). This is a successful part 
of the intervention, in particular because most students were not used to this active 
way of learning in mathematics classes. 

Concerning teachers’ experiences with small group work, we conclude that 
teachers organised small group work rather well and that students –according to the 
teachers– really discussed the tasks together, as was intended in the course design.  
Organising classroom discussions was difficult for the participating teachers. These 
discussions were not scripted by the tasks but emphasised as important in teachers’ 
meetings and the teacher manual. Specific teaching skills are needed for successful 
classroom discussions. Classroom discussions, as mentioned in the design 
characteristics, can be highly effective, according to Hattie et al. (2017, p. 85), if the 
following principles are followed: 

- Teachers ask supportive questions to develop further understanding based 
on prior knowledge. 
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- Mistakes are a valuable opportunity to use as input for further discourse 
among the students to clarify, compare, discuss, and justify ideas. 

- Struggling might help to find an appropriate way to a solution. 
- Encouragement in using a variety of representations might support 

students’ understanding. 
 
The latter might be linked to our aim of comparing several solution methods 
showing different formal and visual representations, which was explicitly 
mentioned in the teacher manual and emphasised during teachers’ meetings. 
Unfortunately, we did not expect that teachers needed more guidance in how to 
organise those conversations. For future preparation, organising rich classroom 
discussions should be part of the teachers’ meetings with a focus on how to collect 
different representations found by the students and the way to discuss them. TTLP 
(Thinking Through a Lesson Protocol, see section Teacher Preparation) might guide 
those sessions, because it provides support to prepare lessons and questions. After 
all, teachers’ questions are of great influence of what students learn (Smith et al., 
2008). 

In the introduction we mentioned that transfer to everyday life situations 
outside the classroom environment would be the ultimate objective of 21st century 
learning. However, we did not evaluate this objective in the group interview, but 
some teachers referred to transfer spontaneously. Robert said that students learned 
to work with new tools and that critically reviewing societal arguments of daily life 
situations is an eye-opener for some of them. He added: “That should be done at a 
certain moment in secondary education.” Other teachers mentioned the link with 
other school subjects. Bridget and Amy mentioned that text analysis is part of 
language classes, and Daniel mentioned that some students might see connections 
with the elective course in philosophy. The latter might complicate things for 
students as well, because he believed that some students were hindered by the 
formal structures from the philosophy classes. 

Overall, teachers appreciate the structure of the lesson materials for logical 
reasoning despite the differences regarding their regular teaching in mathematics 
classes. Teachers see the importance of this topic to establish transfer between 
subjects and for future life within society. Altogether, this way of teaching logical 
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Overall, we conclude that teachers experienced more problems with 
organising the intended classroom discussions with sufficient time for comparing 
different solution methods focusing on useful formalisations, than with organising 
small group discussions in which all students participate. 
 
 

Conclusions and Discussion 

In this chapter, we evaluated teachers’ experiences with a course in logical 
reasoning. Our aim was to collect information about teachers’ actual experiences 
with the intervention and to determine which parts need further improvement. We 
formulated three research questions about three important design characteristics: (1) 
students’ discovery and use of formalisations, (2) students’ small group work, and 
(3) classroom discourse. The findings were organised according to these questions. 
Concerning teachers’ experiences with students’ discovery and use of 
formalisations, we conclude that students discover and use formalisations in the 
corresponding discovery tasks. The worksheets (see Table 5.1) show Venn and Euler 
diagrams in particular. Also in other tasks, students often use Venn and Euler 
diagrams. The use of those diagrams was also confirmed by test results (see Chapter 
3) and observations from video recordings (see Chapter 4). This is a successful part 
of the intervention, in particular because most students were not used to this active 
way of learning in mathematics classes. 

Concerning teachers’ experiences with small group work, we conclude that 
teachers organised small group work rather well and that students –according to the 
teachers– really discussed the tasks together, as was intended in the course design.  
Organising classroom discussions was difficult for the participating teachers. These 
discussions were not scripted by the tasks but emphasised as important in teachers’ 
meetings and the teacher manual. Specific teaching skills are needed for successful 
classroom discussions. Classroom discussions, as mentioned in the design 
characteristics, can be highly effective, according to Hattie et al. (2017, p. 85), if the 
following principles are followed: 

- Teachers ask supportive questions to develop further understanding based 
on prior knowledge. 
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- Mistakes are a valuable opportunity to use as input for further discourse 
among the students to clarify, compare, discuss, and justify ideas. 

- Struggling might help to find an appropriate way to a solution. 
- Encouragement in using a variety of representations might support 

students’ understanding. 
 
The latter might be linked to our aim of comparing several solution methods 
showing different formal and visual representations, which was explicitly 
mentioned in the teacher manual and emphasised during teachers’ meetings. 
Unfortunately, we did not expect that teachers needed more guidance in how to 
organise those conversations. For future preparation, organising rich classroom 
discussions should be part of the teachers’ meetings with a focus on how to collect 
different representations found by the students and the way to discuss them. TTLP 
(Thinking Through a Lesson Protocol, see section Teacher Preparation) might guide 
those sessions, because it provides support to prepare lessons and questions. After 
all, teachers’ questions are of great influence of what students learn (Smith et al., 
2008). 

In the introduction we mentioned that transfer to everyday life situations 
outside the classroom environment would be the ultimate objective of 21st century 
learning. However, we did not evaluate this objective in the group interview, but 
some teachers referred to transfer spontaneously. Robert said that students learned 
to work with new tools and that critically reviewing societal arguments of daily life 
situations is an eye-opener for some of them. He added: “That should be done at a 
certain moment in secondary education.” Other teachers mentioned the link with 
other school subjects. Bridget and Amy mentioned that text analysis is part of 
language classes, and Daniel mentioned that some students might see connections 
with the elective course in philosophy. The latter might complicate things for 
students as well, because he believed that some students were hindered by the 
formal structures from the philosophy classes. 

Overall, teachers appreciate the structure of the lesson materials for logical 
reasoning despite the differences regarding their regular teaching in mathematics 
classes. Teachers see the importance of this topic to establish transfer between 
subjects and for future life within society. Altogether, this way of teaching logical 
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reasoning fulfils its intended goals and is nicely summarised by Emma’s remark: “I 
think that they did not do much on logic, but indisputably on logical reasoning.”  
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Appendix Chapter 5: I: Overview different tasks in lesson materials 

 
  

Description

Lesson Task

Formal 
reasoning 
task

Everyday 
reasoning 
task Individually

Pairs/
Small groups

Classroom 
discussion Discovery

1 1 x Socrative x x
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Newspaper article 
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42 10 13 17 19 3

Type Task Prescribed method
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Lesson Task
Multiple 
Choice Short answer

Description 
in words

Scheme-
based

Letter 
symbols

Implication 
arrow

Logical 
symbols

Venn 
diagrams Calculation

1 1 x
2 x
3 x x
4 x (x) (x) (x) (x)
5 x (x) (x) (x) (x)

Extra: 6 x x
2 7 x x x

8 x
Hw: 9 x (x) (x) (x) (x)

3 10 x
11 x (x) (x) (x)
12 x x
13 x x (x)
14 x

Hw: 15 x x
Hw: 16 x x x x (x)

Extra: 17 x x x x (x) (x)
4 18 (x) x

19 x (x) x
20 x (x) x
21 (x) x x
22 x x (x) x x

Extra/Hw: 23 x x
Extra/Hw: 24 x (x) x
Extra/Hw: 25 (x) x x

5 26 x x x
27 x x x
28 x x x x
29 x x x x x
30 x x x x x
31 x x x x

Hw: 32 x x x x x x
6 33 x x x x x

34 x x x x x
35 x x x x x
36 x x x x x

Extra: 37 x
7 38 x x x x x

39 x x x x
40 x x x x x

Hw: 41 x x x x x x
Extra: 42 x x x x x x

8 43 x x x x x x
44 x x x x x x

Extra/hw: 45 x x x x
Extra/Hw: 46 x x x x x x x

9 47 x
Summary

10 48 x x x x x x
49 x x x x x
50 x x x x x x
51 x x x x x x
52 x x x x x x

Note:
(x) means: possible, but not yet explicitly asked for/taught

= explicitly asked for =intended to discover

Answer type + (Possible) Formalisations
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II: Overview teachers’ meetings 

Date Description 
1st meeting 
7 June 2017 

During meeting: 
1) teachers solved logical reasoning tasks via an interactive tool to 

explore the field of logical reasoning 
2) researchers presented research and design steps 
3) researchers presented different types of contexts and reasoning 

(see Figure 2.1) 
4) discussion about the logical reasoning tasks (1) and suitable 

formalisations for those tasks 
5) discussion about first prototype lesson materials (first three 

lessons); in particular, court case as introduction 
2nd meeting 
11 October 2017 

As a preparation, teachers reviewed the lesson materials at home. 
During meeting: 

1) researchers presented design characteristics of course 
2) researchers explained data collection intervention 
3) discussion about lesson materials; visualisation task syllogism in 

particular (see Figure 5.5) 
3rd meeting 
31 October 2017 

During meeting: 
1) researchers summarised second meeting 
2) discussion about pilot materials (lesson materials, teacher 

manual, and interactive tool Socrative) and how to use the eight 
sections in class 

3) researchers answered questions concerning the tasks in the 
lesson materials 

Pilot intervention 
4th meeting 
18 April 2018 

As a preparation, teachers reviewed and reflected on their notes 
concerning the given lessons and lesson materials at home. 
During the meeting: 

1) researchers summarised previous meetings 
2) discussion results pilot tests 
3) evaluation lesson materials pilot study 

Revision design 
5th meeting 
3 October 2018 

As a preparation, teachers studied the complete revised lesson materials at 
home. During the meeting: 

1) researchers summarised previous meetings 
2) researchers presented changes in materials and reformulation of 

design characteristics 
4) discussion about course materials (lesson materials (see 

Appendix of this thesis), teacher manual, and interactive tool 
Socrative), how to use the 10 sections in class, homework tasks, 
and worksheets 

5) researchers answered questions concerning the tasks in the 
lesson materials 

Intervention 
6th meeting 
17 January 2019 

Evaluation (semi-structured group interview) 
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Introduction 

In today’s society logical reasoning is not only important in daily life situations in 
many areas of society, but also in various professions, such as for lawyers, judges, 
politicians, and journalists, where analysing and verifying reasoning is important as 
well as providing proper arguments and taking knowledgeable decisions. Liu et al. 
(2015) state that logical reasoning can be seen as an important building block for 
other skills, such as critical and analytical thinking, which are essential 21st century 
skills (e.g. P21, 2015; Vincent-Lancrin et al., 2019). In the introductory chapter, we 
showed that logical reasoning skills do not develop spontaneously, so logical 
reasoning needs to be addressed in secondary education as an important skill. 
Students should learn to apply logical reasoning in different subjects and contexts, 
which should also foster students’ reasoning beyond the classroom. However, in 
literature, logical reasoning is not used unambiguously, so, we will clarify these 
issues below based on our preliminary studies described in Chapter 2. 

Besides the importance of logical reasoning as a 21st century skill, it is also 
stressed in many recent mathematics curricula (e.g. College voor Toetsen en 
Examens, 2016; Department of Education UK, 2014; McChesney, 2017; NGA Center 
and CCSSO, 2016) to make mathematics more relevant to students and to provide 
them with a better preparation to be successful in their tertiary education in 
mathematics or beyond (e.g. NCTM, 2009). Due to the fact that not much is known 
about secondary school students’ abilities in logical reasoning, we need more 
specific information about the nature of secondary school students’ actual reasoning 
strategies to design a teaching approach that allows for a solid and successful 
preparation for their tertiary education and life in today’s society. We specifically 
targeted non-science students in their penultimate or last year of pre-university 
education in the Netherlands (16-18 years old), where logical reasoning is a separate 
domain in the most recent mathematics curriculum. We developed an intervention 
for these students, based on principles of design research (Bakker, 2018; Van den 
Akker et al., 2013) with a focus on the use of formalisations, which can structure the 
reasoning, such as schemes, logical symbols, and Venn and Euler diagrams. The 
main research question is: How does an intervention, based on learning to use suitable 
formalisations, influence students’ logical reasoning? 
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We know that courses in formal logic are often not effective or very time 
consuming to strengthen students’ reasoning skills, especially in everyday 
reasoning (e.g. Attridge et al., 2016; Hansen & Cohen, 2011). This is particularly the 
case for our target group of non-science students, because their technical skills to 
work with abstractions might not be well-developed enough for courses in formal 
logic. Our research steps were: 

(1) preliminary study and exploring students’ logical reasoning skills and use 
of formalisations; 

(2) designing a course with the aim to improve their logical reasoning skills, 
with a focus on supportive use of formalisations; 

(3) studying the effectiveness of an intervention with a course in logical 
reasoning; 

(4) investigating teachers’ experiences with using the course. 
 
In this final chapter, we briefly sum up the main findings of each study. Thereafter, 
theoretical and practical implications are discussed, along with suggestions for 
future research and recommendations. 
 
 

Results 

Preliminary and Exploratory Studies 
To be able to explore secondary students’ logical reasoning skills and formalisations 
they already use, we needed to define those terms properly first. Moreover, we used 
the term “logical reasoning” throughout every chapter in this thesis. Logical 
reasoning can be interpreted broadly and is connected to, among others, the fields 
of mathematics, philosophy, and linguistics. A comprehensive exploration is 
included in Chapter 2. Most importantly, logical reasoning should not be 
synonymous with formal reasoning, exemplified by rules of logic and mathematics 
(e.g. Schoenfeld, 1991; Teig & Scherer, 2016). Informal reasoning is often exemplified 
by arguments expressed in ordinary language with context-dependent conclusions 
and not necessarily with strict validity (Bronkhorst et al., 2020a). Although informal 
reasoning heavily depends on people’s beliefs and knowledge about specific 
contexts, it can provide structured, well-considered and acceptable conclusions (e.g. 
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Johnson & Blair, 2006; Kuhn, 1991; Voss et al., 1991). To cover these different types 
of reasoning, we define “logical reasoning” as “selecting and interpreting 
information from a given context, making connections and verifying and drawing 
conclusions based on provided and interpreted information and the associated rules 
and processes” (Bronkhorst et al., 2020a, p. 1676). In this definition we account for 
the given context or situation, often “a task” in classroom settings, and the reasoning 
process towards a conclusion. We differentiate between formal reasoning tasks and 
everyday reasoning tasks (see Galotti, 1989). In formal reasoning tasks all premises 
to reach a valid conclusion are provided. The product of the reasoning in those tasks 
is conclusive. A formal reasoning task can be stated formally with the use of symbols 
or non-formally in ordinary language. In everyday reasoning tasks, the set of 
premises is often incomplete and some of the premises could be implicit. Those tasks 
are often open-ended, because different conclusions are possible. 

Well-chosen representations could support the reasoning (McKendree et al., 
2002). We call the tools to support the reasoning “formalisations”. Formalisations in 
our study include all sorts of symbols, schematisations, and visualisations. By 
conducting task-based interviews, we explored students’ solving methods and 
reasoning difficulties in a variety of logical reasoning tasks to discover their 
reasoning strategies and the formalisations they used. The study was guided by the 
following two questions: 

(1) How do students reason towards a conclusion in formal reasoning and 
everyday reasoning tasks, whether or not by using formalisations? 

(2) What kind of reasoning difficulties do they encounter when proceeding to a 
conclusion? (Bronkhorst et al., 2020a, p. 1678) 

 
We found a diversity in reasoning strategies among students from our sample of six 
Dutch non-science students (11th graders). Based on task-based interviews in which 
students solved logical reasoning tasks aloud (e.g. Goldin, 2000), we concluded that 
in tasks that were familiar to our students (formal reasoning tasks with linear 
ordering), students mainly used rule-based reasoning strategies, i.e. rules of logic or 
mathematics, which led to correct answers. However, in tasks that were unfamiliar 
to them (formal reasoning tasks with syllogisms and analysis of newspaper articles), 
they mostly used informal interpretations of the given situation and used different 
reasoning strategies, e.g. rule-based, example-based, or they used completely 
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informal reasoning. Our conclusion was that their approach was often influenced by 
their personal knowledge on the topic, which often led to (partly) incorrect or 
incomplete answers. As a result of this study we developed a scheme representing 
students’ interpretations and reasoning strategies combined with the type of tasks 
(see Figure 2.18). We used this scheme as input for further research. Additionally, 
we hope that this scheme might increase teachers’ awareness of the variety in 
reasoning, which is important to make the different strategies explicit in classroom 
discourse. Furthermore, this exploratory study supports the idea that several 
formalisations might structure and can improve students’ reasoning, which we 
further investigated with a specially developed intervention in the following 
chapters. 
 

Intervention Study 
To study the effectiveness of an intervention that stimulates the use of formalisations 
in formal and everyday reasoning, we developed a teaching course. The structure of 
the course followed the model of concreteness fading (Fyfe et al., 2014) with concrete 
explorations in meaningful everyday life contexts to start with (enactive mode) and 
then working on connections with formalisations (iconic mode) leading to the 
connection with more general rules (symbolic mode). Formalisations include 
schemes, letter symbols, logical symbols (, , , and ), and Venn and Euler 
diagrams that can structure the reasoning and thus can be beneficial for the 
reasoning process (e.g. Halpern, 2014; McKendree et al., 2002; Van Gelder, 2005). In 
the final lessons students applied the formalisations, which they had learned before, 
in larger contexts, such as newspaper articles on societally relevant issues. In those 
tasks, they could use the three modes of representation. In total the course consisted 
of 10 lessons of 50 minutes. Other key elements of the intervention were: small group 
work, classroom discourse, formative feedback from the teacher during group work 
and classroom discourse, and a focus on students’ own solution methods 
(Gravemeijer, 2020; Grouws & Cebulla, 2000; Halpern, 1998; National Research 
Council, 1999). The full course can be found in the Appendix of this thesis, but an 
overview of the course with the learning goals per lesson can be found in Table 3.1. 
Chapter 5 explicitly explains and justifies the chosen design characteristics, 
categorised in three groups: (1) type of tasks, (2) student activities, and (3) teacher’s 
role. 
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Effects of the course 
Based on a quasi-experimental pre-test-post-test control group design, effective use 
of formalisations supporting logical reasoning and the effect of the course on 
students’ performance, is evaluated in Chapter 3. The study was guided by the 
following three questions: 

(1) To which extent do students use formalisations in formal reasoning tasks 
(formally and non-formally stated) and in everyday reasoning tasks in the 
pre- and in the post-test? 

(2) What is the effect of a course in logical reasoning with a focus on the use of 
formalisations on students’ performance on formal reasoning tasks 
(formally and non-formally stated) and everyday reasoning tasks compared 
to a group without that course? 

(3) Is the use of formalisations positively associated with the correctness of 
students’ answers? 

 
After the intervention, the experimental group used much more formalisations in 
the post-test than the students in the control group, while in the pre-test the use of 
formalisations in both groups did not differ significantly. This difference is 
significant shown by logistic regression with the pre-test as control variable. In 
particular, students’ use of Venn and Euler diagrams as well as scheme-based 
strategies increased significantly. 

Our course showed a large intervention effect as indicated by the effect size 
partial eta-squared  (ηp2 = .17 > .14 for the total test score; Draper, 2019). In the post-
test, students from the experimental group performed significantly better than 
students from the control group for all groups of tasks. Additionally, we found that 
students’ use of Venn and Euler diagrams and scheme-based strategies both 
correlated positively with their test scores. 
These conclusions provide support for teaching logical reasoning by focusing on the 
use of formalisations, combined with sufficient attention for students’ own solution 
methods, social interactions, and formative feedback. 
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Classroom observations 
The fact that students showed an increase in the use of formalisations after 
engagement in our course provides reasons for an in-depth analysis of the 
contribution of students’ statements and discussions in one of the experimental 
classes to students’ reasoning practices. Chapter 4 provides the findings. This study 
was guided by the following research question: 

How do students use and apply visual and formal representations (iconic 
and symbolic) in logical reasoning tasks? 

 
Based on the analysis of video recordings from one of the groups from the 
experimental condition, we categorised students’ discussions and classroom 
discourse based on the modes of representation of the model of concreteness fading 
and the links between them. This class consisted of seven students and was taught 
by an experienced teacher. We showed that students introduced letter symbols 
(iconic referents) in all sorts of tasks quickly. Although students differed in the rate 
at which they discovered and understood the merits of using Venn and Euler 
diagrams (schematic iconic referents) after the course, it was part of their toolbox. 
We concluded that these visual representations helped them in solving logical 
reasoning tasks. Abstract rules (symbolic mode), such us modus tollens for if-then 
claims, were hardly used if not explicitly asked for. An explanation might be the lack 
of time for further practice with abstract logic rules. Another explanation might be 
a lack of understanding, possibly caused by the nature of the classroom discussions 
where the teacher should compare different formalisations, because we observed 
that the teacher did not always verify students’ understanding. The analysis of 
students’ interactions, however, showed that students’ conversations in small 
groups often resulted in a better understanding of the task situation, or in the use of 
other formalisations than the initially chosen strategy. Therefore, these findings 
confirm the assumption that small group work with a focus on students’ own 
solutions methods combined with attention for applying useful and suitable 
formalisations contributed to the large intervention effect and, thus, that the model 
of concreteness fading (e.g. Fyfe et al., 2014) provides guidance for sequencing tasks 
when involved in developing courses in logical reasoning.  
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Teachers’ participation 
During the development of the intervention teachers were involved at an early stage 
to establish a successful implementation, because teaching the topics within the 
domain of logical reasoning was relatively new to them requiring a different way of 
teaching and to provide the researchers with feedback to improve the tasks in the 
course. Chapter 5 describes the design and implementation of the intervention and 
how the course in logical reasoning was implemented by the teachers with the main 
purpose to investigate teachers’ experiences. With a semi-structured group 
interview, we asked teachers to reflect on the implementation and the design 
characteristics. We formulated the following three research questions: 

(1) What are teachers’ experiences with students’ use and discovery of 
formalisations? 

(2) What are teachers’ experiences with students’ small group work? 
(3) What are teachers’ experiences with organising classroom discourse?  

 
Based on teachers’ experiences, we concluded that the tasks stimulated students to 
come up with useful formalisations and to discuss their choices in small group work. 
Teachers were also able to organise the small group work rather well and provided 
students with formative feedback. However, teachers acknowledged that they 
experienced difficulties with guiding proper classroom discussions and how to deal 
with students’ variety of solutions methods. Nevertheless, teachers supported the 
chosen design, because they thought that especially for the domain logical reasoning 
an approach with students’ discovery of formalisations and small group work is 
highly suitable. Due to the experienced problems with guiding classroom discussion 
and providing formative feedback, we recommend that for future courses in logical 
reasoning a more intensive teacher training is essential to prepare teachers for this 
way of teaching. 

In addition, teachers linked the importance of logical reasoning in the 
interview session to real-life situations and contended that the lessons should foster 
knowledge transfer to other subjects and beyond the classroom. We will discuss the 
transfer question below. 
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Conclusions 

In the introduction, we pointed out four research steps related to the main research 
question: “How does an intervention, based on learning to use suitable 
formalisations, influence students’ logical reasoning?” Our research steps were: 

(1) exploring secondary students’ logical reasoning skills and formalisations 
they already use; 

(2) designing a course with the aim to improve their logical reasoning skills, 
with a focus on supportive use of formalisations; 

(3) studying the effectiveness of an intervention with a course in logical 
reasoning; 

(4) evaluation teachers’ experiences with using the course. 
 
In the summary above, we showed that (1) students used a variety of reasoning 
strategies in our exploratory study. Familiar tasks were solved correctly, but they 
experienced problems with unfamiliar tasks and they did not really know how to 
structure their informal reasoning in those tasks with formalisations. In (2) the 
design of course material for the intervention we explicitly focused on the 
importance of the link between concrete situations and beneficial formalisations to 
structure the reasoning. For that, the model of concreteness fading provided 
support. We showed that (3) the intervention had a large effect: not only in test 
results, but most importantly, in students’ use of formalisations. This is also seen in 
the teachers’ evaluations (4): they appreciated our course design and found the 
domain of logical reasoning important and suitable for an approach with 
opportunities for students’ own solutions methods, peer discussions, classroom 
discourse, and formative feedback. 

Consequently, we can confirm that the developed course for our intervention 
benefits students’ logical reasoning skills by improving their problem 
representations. This is rather promising in the light of disappointing results from 
traditional formal reasoning courses. Furthermore, it is promising because of the 
increased interest in developing 21st century skills for future education curricula 
that emphasise critical thinking as one of the key skills for which logical reasoning 
is essential. 
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Methodological Reflections 

We found positive effects for a specific target group, namely non-science students. 
Due to the elective nature of the mathematics course with logical reasoning, the class 
sizes were small, we cannot evaluate the effect of the intervention for larger class 
sizes. We expect similar results concerning peer discussions and the teachers’ ability 
to organise small group work, but teachers might experience more problems in 
organising classroom discussions properly, because we already showed that 
teachers experienced difficulties with guiding classroom discourse in small classes. 
In rich classroom discussions, teachers should collect different representations 
found by the students and be able to guide and structure those sessions interactively. 
This emphasises the importance of giving teachers support with tools to establish 
classroom discourse properly with attention for the variety of students’ responses 
and to provide formative feedback. In other words, for future courses in logical 
reasoning proper teacher training is essential. 

Due to the fact that our research had a specific target group, we cannot 
generalise our results to other groups of secondary school students without further 
investigation. However, there can be no doubts that logical reasoning is also 
important for other students with similar goals. Therefore, a recommendation for 
future research is to investigate if our approach is beneficial for other students, for 
instance science students, in secondary education as well. Science students might 
have had more training in using formalisations, but if taught isolated, there is no 
reason to believe that they apply those formalisations more readily in real-life 
situations. Inglis and Simpson (2006) even state that for evaluating conditional 
reasoning “the role of context is vital to determine in which this evaluation 
proceeds” (p. 337) and, therefore, they believe that mathematicians evaluate 
everyday conditionals similarly as others. This suggests that as long as the enactive 
modes of representation with concrete situations and the iconic and symbolic modes 
of representation with visual referents and abstract situations are not linked, 
students’ reasoning in everyday reasoning tasks might not improve significantly. In 
other words, it stresses the importance of establishing the links between the different 
modes of representation within the model of concreteness fading (see Fyfe et al. 
2014) when teaching logical reasoning to all students. 
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Implications 

Theoretical Implications 
Our research shows that our definition of logical reasoning fills the gap between 
strictly formal reasoning and the ambiguous descriptions of informal reasoning. In 
Chapter 2 we integrated several aspects of formal and informal reasoning into one 
definition of logical reasoning. In our definition we specifically accounted for the 
given context as well as for the processes working towards a conclusion. We showed 
that formal as well as informal methods are possible to reach that conclusion as long 
as it is made transparent how the different reasoning steps follow from the previous 
ones. Certain representations are highly suitable to support the reasoning 
depending on the context. We mention, for example, deductive arguments where 
rules of logic are strictly followed, inductive arguments based on the best premises 
possible at the moment, analogical arguments based on similarities between 
arguments, and example-based reasoning to falsify arguments. In other words, we 
propose to no longer use logical reasoning as synonymous for formal reasoning in 
all research areas and also include informal methods, because we showed that 
informal discoveries can support students in their understanding of formal 
representations. For mathematical proof, the importance of exploring and discussing 
during the process of solving problems is already suggested by Lakatos (1976) to 
stress that mathematical proof is not a formal procedure only. Even Aristotle already 
showed in his work Topica (Aristotle, 2015 version) the importance of debate and 
rhetoric besides strict formal forms as key in our intervention where students 
convinced each other to use and try certain formalisations. Teig and Scherer (2016) 
support this view, they state for formal and informal reasoning: “Both types of 
reasoning are used to manipulate existing information and share the same goal of 
generating new knowledge” (p. 1). Haber (2020) even chooses to put the word ‘logic’ 
aside for the same reasons. He uses the phrase structured thinking to show that 
different methods are possible to structure the thinking and arguments. He even 
claims that “disciplining ourselves to think in an organized fashion is more 
important for critical thinking than which method we choose” (p. 38). This requires 
the so-called type 2 (or system 2) processing by suppressing intuitive responses 
(Kahneman, 2016; Stanovich et al., 2016). Those intuitive responses (type 1/system1) 
are fast and needed for routine and emergency situations, such as driving a car, 
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brushing your teeth, and calculating “2+2”. It is important to do that automatically 
to prevent exhausting your brain. Type 2 requires effort and is slow, but one should 
learn when to reconsider an intuitive response and reject possible biases. In all those 
cases one should judge the validity of the premises and the validity of the reasoning 
structure before accepting the conclusion. We addressed all those steps in our 
intervention. 

We often referred to critical thinking in this thesis as an important 21st century 
skill (e.g. P21, 2015; Vincent-Lancrin et al., 2019). We stressed that logical reasoning 
is essential for developing critical thinking skills. However, logical reasoning is a 
subset of critical thinking: it demands creativity and a certain attitude to take the 
effort to examine arguments and sources, to put biases aside, to ask questions, and 
to examine, criticise, and judge arguments (see also Hitchcock, 2018). If lessons in 
logical reasoning can influence students’ attitude by showing them the importance 
of critically reviewing arguments, it contributes to important goals of OECD (2019a) 
and UNESCO (2014) to prepare students for their future lives in today’s society for 
a sustainable future. In other words, to reach those goals logical reasoning should 
transfer to other contexts. Although we did not investigate transfer effects to other 
subjects or real-life situations in our research, there is some evidence that explicit 
attention to reasoning can contribute to the transfer of skills (e.g. Attridge et al., 2016; 
Halpern, 1998; Lehman et al., 1988; Lehman & Nisbett, 1990; Liu et al., 2015; 
Quintana & Correnti, 2019; Stenning, 1996; Van Peppen, 2020) . In our study, the 
teachers emphasised the importance of logical reasoning and that, in particular 
when applied in everyday reasoning tasks, it should at least evoke students to 
broaden their view and to apply their logical reasoning skills in other domains (see 
Chapter 5). The importance of applying learned formalisations in other contexts, 
such as everyday reasoning tasks in our study, appears to be an important aspect to 
establish transfer to other disciplines as suggested, for example, by the Cognitive 
Acceleration through Science Education (CASE) project (Adey et al., 1995; Adey & 
Shayer, 1993) and by research from Van Peppen (2020) explicitly focusing on the 
transfer of critical thinking skills. In our research, we confirmed that students were 
able to apply discovered and learned formalisations in other tasks, i.e. transfer 
within the course. We mention the significant increased use of Venn and Euler 
diagrams and scheme-based strategies in the post-test and students’ developments 
during the lessons based on our video analysis. We therefore hope that students will 
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brushing your teeth, and calculating “2+2”. It is important to do that automatically 
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attention to reasoning can contribute to the transfer of skills (e.g. Attridge et al., 2016; 
Halpern, 1998; Lehman et al., 1988; Lehman & Nisbett, 1990; Liu et al., 2015; 
Quintana & Correnti, 2019; Stenning, 1996; Van Peppen, 2020) . In our study, the 
teachers emphasised the importance of logical reasoning and that, in particular 
when applied in everyday reasoning tasks, it should at least evoke students to 
broaden their view and to apply their logical reasoning skills in other domains (see 
Chapter 5). The importance of applying learned formalisations in other contexts, 
such as everyday reasoning tasks in our study, appears to be an important aspect to 
establish transfer to other disciplines as suggested, for example, by the Cognitive 
Acceleration through Science Education (CASE) project (Adey et al., 1995; Adey & 
Shayer, 1993) and by research from Van Peppen (2020) explicitly focusing on the 
transfer of critical thinking skills. In our research, we confirmed that students were 
able to apply discovered and learned formalisations in other tasks, i.e. transfer 
within the course. We mention the significant increased use of Venn and Euler 
diagrams and scheme-based strategies in the post-test and students’ developments 
during the lessons based on our video analysis. We therefore hope that students will 
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use those strategies in other subjects and situations as well. For example, Venn and 
Euler diagrams could be a proper tool to, for example, explore philosophical 
problems, such as paradoxes, or classifications, such as categorising different 
literature genres in language courses, categorising chemical elements, and 
categorising animals and plants in biology. Scheme-based strategies, which can be 
related to work from Toulmin (1958) and Walton et al. (2008), are useful to give a 
proper overview for complex matters. For that, we mention text analysis in language 
classes, reviewing historical sources, analysing evidence in a court case, and so on. 
To be able to link suitable formalisations with the given context, we showed that  the 
model of concreteness fading (see Fyfe et al., 2014) is highly suitable to guide lessons 
in logical reasoning, but due to the importance of these formalisations for critical 
thinking, we recommend that the model of concreteness fading can be used in a 
much broader way than only for science and mathematics education. 
 

Practical Implications 
In the previous section, we discussed the theoretical implications of our definition 
of logical reasoning, but it also perfectly fits the intentions of the domain “logical 
reasoning” that has been implemented into the most recent Mathematics C 
curriculum in the upper levels of pre-university secondary education in the 
Netherlands; our research target group. The objectives of this domain not only 
address formal tools, but specifically address the contribution to reasoning about 
aspects of society outside the field of mathematics (College voor Toetsen en 
Examens, 2016, p. 7). The syllabus states: “the student can verify and analyse the 
correctness of reasoning and associated conclusions, as used in the societal debate” 
(College voor Toetsen en Examens, 2016, p. 14), because of the societal importance 
of solid reasoning (Doorman & Roodhardt, 2011). Another important aim of the 
domain in logical reasoning is that it should prepare students better for tertiary 
education (cTWO, 2012; Van Bergen, 2010). The broad perspective in our definition 
of logical reasoning, which accounts for the context and different processes to reach 
conclusions might help teachers in preparing their lessons and publishers and 
authors in developing textbooks for secondary school students, in particular if 
combined with the model of concreteness fading: concrete tasks to explore logical 
reasoning, carefully linking concrete contexts with visual and symbolic referents, 
and then leave out the context to teach abstract rules and models. Thereafter, all 
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modes can be used when working on new contexts which are linked to real-life 
situations. As our results show, it is important is to spend sufficient (in our case: 
more) time to establish the link with the symbolic modes of representation and for 
further practice within that mode before time is spent on applying the learned 
formalisations in new contexts. 

The increased attention for logical reasoning is not limited to this specific 
target group in the Netherlands, we believe that not only non-science students 
should benefit from teaching in logical reasoning. It should at least be part of all 
mathematics courses adapted to students’ needs and students’ proficiency 
depending on their prior knowledge of formalisations. For science students, for 
example, other and more formal symbols could be useful, which they can apply in 
other fields, like computer science, physics, chemistry, and, of course, in their daily 
life reasoning and society. 

As we stressed, in light of the importance of logical reasoning for mathematics 
and beyond and in the light of the decline in the PISA-results of Dutch students 
concerning Reading, Mathematics, and Science (Kuiper et al., 2010; OECD, 2019b), 
the teaching of reasoning should not be limited to the final years of pre-university 
education, but should be part of every level and stream within secondary education, 
so that all students could benefit from well-founded reasoning, not only in 
mathematics courses. Prior research shows that a cross-curricular approach is 
possible and can be beneficial. We mention, once more, the CASE project (Adey et 
al., 1995) based on Piagetian insights on ‘concrete operational thinking’ and ‘formal 
operational thinking’ and the importance of social interactions as important for 
lifelong learning within society (Vygotskiĭ, 1978). The CASE project had specific 
attention for transfer to other situations with questions to encourage classroom 
discourse at the end of each lesson. The long-term results in science, mathematics, 
and English of the CASE project were really promising with significant effects for 
several experimental groups compared to results in the control group (Adey & 
Shayer, 1993; Adey et al., 1995). In the Netherlands, a translation and 
implementation in Dutch was done where transfer was the main goal as well (Van 
Aalten & De Waard, 2001). In the light of possible curriculum reform in the 
Netherlands (Curriculum.nu – Wat moeten onze leerlingen kennen en kunnen?, 
2020; Curriculum.nu, 2019), the importance of logical reasoning for all students 
should not be neglected. However, if we consult OECD’s (2019a) analysis of the 
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curriculum reform proposals, we strongly recommend embedding critical thinking 
and the corresponding logical reasoning skills much stronger throughout all levels 
and years of secondary education. The OECD states that “the Dutch curriculum is 
less articulate on this [critical thinking] construct than the CCM countries, …. The 
highest difference is observed in ‘Mathematics’” (4% versus 11% of content items; 
pp. 45-46). At the same time, the curriculum reform can be an excellent opportunity 
to seek collaboration with other school subjects where proper reasoning and 
analysing arguments is an essential part too. In the introductory chapter we already 
mentioned that the Dutch language and the elective subject philosophy would be 
ideal to emphasise cross-curricular components, but the list of possibilities is almost 
endless, we mention: history, social studies, geography, other languages, and all 
sciences subjects. 
All these implications will only be effective if teachers are well prepared. We showed 
in our results (see Chapters 4 and 5) that teachers need sufficient support in 
organising classroom discussions and their provision of formative feedback, which 
is also relevant for other topics and courses. We advised that the Thinking Through 
a Lesson Protocol (TTLP; Smith et al., 2008) could support teachers in their 
preparations. However, before teachers are able to provide feedback on possible 
students’ biased reasoning, they should be able to recognise and prevent biased 
reasoning themselves and be able to explain how to avoid flaws in observed 
students’ reasoning. Results from Janssen (2020) show that teachers need training on 
that and, luckily, can be trained as well. After all, for successful results in 
strengthening critical thinking, teachers have a crucial role (Abrami et al., 2008; 
Halpern, 1998). 
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Introductie 

Sinds de herziening van de curricula voor het wiskundeonderwijs in 2015 in 
Nederland is er bij wiskunde C voor het profiel Cultuur & Maatschappij (C&M) op 
het vwo een apart domein logisch redeneren opgenomen. Het C&M-profiel bereidt 
leerlingen voor op universitaire studies in de sectoren Taal en Cultuur, de sector 
Recht en de sectoren Gedrag en Maatschappij (SLO, 2015). Het programma 
wiskunde C is hierop aangepast met profielspecifieke onderdelen die wiskunde in 
verband brengen met kunst en filosofie. Logisch redeneren is een van die 
profielspecifieke onderdelen. De gedachte is dat dit onderdeel een bijdrage kan 
leveren aan het redeneren op allerlei gebieden in de maatschappij. In de eindtermen 
staat bijvoorbeeld: “De kandidaat kan de correctheid van redeneringen en daarbij 
horende conclusies, zoals gebruikt in het maatschappelijk debat, verifiëren en 
analyseren” (College voor Examens, 2016, p. 14). Zowel in het dagelijks leven als in 
diverse beroepen, zoals arts, jurist, rechter of politicus, moeten immers redeneringen 
opgezet, geanalyseerd en beoordeeld worden. Het is bijvoorbeeld van 
maatschappelijk belang dat een rechter uitspraken goed kan wegen en 
onderbouwen met bewijs en onjuiste veroordelingen voorkomt. Mede vanwege de 
maatschappelijke relevantie is er in het onderwijs meer aandacht voor redeneer- en 
argumentatievaardigheden gekomen. 

Het is echter onduidelijk hoe onderwijs in logisch redeneren vorm moet 
krijgen om aan te kunnen sluiten bij de al aanwezige redeneervaardigheden van 
leerlingen; vooral met het oog op het doel dat de ontwikkeling van logisch 
redeneervaardigheden moet bijdragen aan situaties buiten het klaslokaal. Omdat 
wiskunde C alleen wordt gegeven in de bovenbouw van het vwo aan leerlingen met 
een C&M-profiel, vormden zij de doelgroep van dit onderzoek waarvoor we een 
interventie hebben ontwikkeld met als doel hun redeneervaardigheden te 
verbeteren. 
 

Theoretische achtergrond 
De belangstelling voor logisch redeneren in het Nederlandse onderwijs staat niet op 
zichzelf. Allerlei internationale organisaties (zie bijv. European Union, 2002 ; OECD, 
2019a; Thijs et al., 2004) beschrijven vaardigheden die nodig zijn om leerlingen voor 
te bereiden op de huidige informatiemaatschappij. De 21e-eeuwse vaardigheden 
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wiskunde C alleen wordt gegeven in de bovenbouw van het vwo aan leerlingen met 
een C&M-profiel, vormden zij de doelgroep van dit onderzoek waarvoor we een 
interventie hebben ontwikkeld met als doel hun redeneervaardigheden te 
verbeteren. 
 

Theoretische achtergrond 
De belangstelling voor logisch redeneren in het Nederlandse onderwijs staat niet op 
zichzelf. Allerlei internationale organisaties (zie bijv. European Union, 2002 ; OECD, 
2019a; Thijs et al., 2004) beschrijven vaardigheden die nodig zijn om leerlingen voor 
te bereiden op de huidige informatiemaatschappij. De 21e-eeuwse vaardigheden 
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(e.g. P21, 2015) zijn hiervan misschien wel het meest bekend. Het P21-framework 
voor 21e-eeuwse vaardigheden laat zien dat er naast kernvakken, zoals talen, 
wiskunde en geschiedenis, aandacht moet zijn voor vakoverstijgende thema’s en 
vaardigheden. Belangrijke vaardigheden zijn bijvoorbeeld: kritisch denken en 
probleemoplossen. Liu et al. (2015) geven aan dat logisch redeneren hiervoor de 
verbindende factor is. De term logisch redeneren wordt echter niet eenduidig 
gebruikt. In hoofdstuk 2 zijn de verschillende interpretaties uiteengezet. Daarbij is 
zowel formeel als informeel redeneren van belang. 

Formeel redeneren is onlosmakelijk verbonden met wiskundeonderwijs. 
Schoenfeld (1991) definieert formeel redeneren als het redeneren binnen een set 
regels en symbolen, zoals wiskundige regels. Zolang de spelregels van het systeem 
gevolgd worden, resulteert dat in valide uitspraken binnen het systeem. 
Voorbeelden van formele systemen, die tegenwoordig vaak symbolische logica 
worden genoemd, zijn de propositielogica en de predicatenlogica. Zo gauw je het 
systeem toepast op de “real world” is er volgens Schoenfeld niet langer sprake van 
formeel redeneren. Hoewel binnen de wiskunde vaak op een formele, deductieve 
manier wordt geredeneerd, is er geregeld overleg en discussie nodig om tot een 
sluitende redenering te komen, wat dus op een informele wijze gebeurt (Lakatos, 
1976). 

Informeel redeneren wordt vaak gezien als redeneren in gewone taal waarbij 
de conclusies contextafhankelijk zijn en niet noodzakelijkerwijs strikt geldig zijn 
(Bronkhorst et al., 2020a). Ondanks dat de conclusies van informele redeneringen 
vaak beïnvloed worden door voorkennis van de gegeven context, kunnen de 
conclusies toch plausibel zijn (e.g. Kuhn, 1991; Voss et al., 1991). 
Argumentatieschema’s kunnen helpen bij informele redeneringen (Walton et al., 
2008). Hiermee kunnen beweringen kritisch geanalyseerd en overzichtelijk 
gepresenteerd worden en zijn er naast de strikt formele logische conclusies ook meer 
pragmatische conclusies mogelijk. Een toehoorder kan vervolgens op zoek gaan 
naar relevante informatie om de waarschijnlijkheid van de conclusie te onderzoeken 
of tegenargumenten aan te dragen (e.g. Johnson & Blair, 2006; Toulmin, 1958). Naast 
argumentatieschema’s kunnen ook andere formalisaties, zoals Venn- en Euler-
diagrammen, redeneringen ondersteunen (e.g. McKendree et al., 2002; Van Gelder, 
2005). Het is belangrijk dat leerlingen relevante aspecten van een redenering leren 
representeren. Logisch redeneren definiëren we dan als het gehele proces van 
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selecteren en interpreteren van informatie uit een gegeven context om via 
redeneerstappen –door verbanden te leggen en de bijbehorende regels te volgen– 
een onderbouwde conclusie te trekken (Bronkhorst et al., 2020a, p. 1676). 
 
 

Onderzoeksopzet 

Cursussen formele logica bereiken vaak niet het gewenste doel om het logisch 
redeneren van leerlingen te verbeteren (e.g. Attridge et al., 2016; Cheng et al., 1986), 
zeker als deze cursussen moeten bijdragen aan redeneringen in het dagelijks leven. 
Daarom hebben we voor onze doelgroep een op literatuur gebaseerde interventie 
ontwikkeld om de redeneervaardigheden van leerlingen te ondersteunen met 
passende formalisaties. De hoofdvraag van ons onderzoek is: Hoe verbetert een 
interventie, gebaseerd op het leren gebruiken van passende formalisaties, de 
redeneervaardigheden van vwo-leerlingen? 

We hebben dit onderzocht voor wiskunde C-leerlingen op basis van 
ontwerponderzoek (Van den Akker et al., 2013). Als eerste hebben we een 
verkennende studie uitgevoerd, bestaande uit een literatuurstudie en exploratief 
onderzoek. De exploratieve studie bestond uit hardop-denksessies om te bepalen 
hoe wiskunde C-leerlingen logische redeneerproblemen oplosten en welke 
formalisaties ze al gebruikten. Daarna hebben we een interventie ontworpen met 
een cursus logisch redeneren om de redeneervaardigheden van deze leerlingen te 
verbeteren. Deze interventie is via een pilotstudie uitgetest. De effectiviteit is 
bepaald door de analyse van toetsresultaten, video-opnames van verschillende 
lessen en interviews met docenten. 

Hieronder geven we eerst de resultaten van de verkennende studie, waarna 
de beschrijving en resultaten van de interventie volgen. 
 
 

Verkennende studie 

In de theoretische achtergrond hebben we al laten zien hoe wij logisch redeneren 
definiëren. Vervolgens zijn er in de verkennende studie hardop-denksessies (e.g. 
Goldin, 2000) uitgevoerd met zes leerlingen uit vwo 5. Het doel was om te 
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manier wordt geredeneerd, is er geregeld overleg en discussie nodig om tot een 
sluitende redenering te komen, wat dus op een informele wijze gebeurt (Lakatos, 
1976). 
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onderzoeken welke oplossingsmethoden en formalisaties leerlingen gebruikten in 
allerlei soorten taken waarin logisch redeneren een rol speelt.  

De aanpak van de studenten was heel divers. Taken waar ze bekend mee 
waren, werden goed opgelost door wiskundige of logische regels te gebruiken, maar 
taken die onbekend waren gaven onzekerheid. Onbekende taken waren 
bijvoorbeeld taken met redeneringen in syllogismen en de analyse van 
krantenartikelen. Hun benadering was dan vaak informeel en werd beïnvloed door 
hun kennis van het onderwerp. Een gedetailleerde beschrijving van een aantal van 
deze taken is terug te vinden in hoofdstuk 2. In een concluderend schema hebben 
we laten zien dat er allerlei strategieën en formalisaties mogelijk zijn bij 
verschillende typen taken (zie Figuur 2.18). Het eerste uitgangspunt in ons schema 
is het type taak: gesloten of open. Een gesloten taak kan zowel met als zonder 
symbolen gepresenteerd worden. Een open taak bevat vaak impliciete premissen 
(zie ook Galotti, 1989). De interpretatie van de leerling kan vervolgens formeel of 
informeel zijn: een interpretatie met een bepaalde set symbolen of een interpretatie 
in gewone taal. Binnen die interpretatie kan een leerling vervolgens een strategie 
kiezen al dan niet door het invoeren van formalisaties zoals lettersymbolen, Venn- 
en Euler-diagrammen en pijlen. De strategieën kunnen gebaseerd zijn op 
wiskundige of logische regels, (tegen)voorbeelden, analogieën, een schematische 
aanpak of een volledig informele redenering in gewone taal. Dit schema hebben we 
gebruikt als input voor het ontwerpen van de interventie. Daarnaast hopen we dat 
dit schema docenten inzicht verschaft in de verscheidenheid van strategieën en een 
hulpmiddel kan zijn voor het opzetten van onderwijsleergesprekken. 
 
 

Interventie 

Om de redeneervaardigheden van wiskunde C-leerlingen te stimuleren, hebben we 
een op de literatuur gebaseerde interventie ontwikkeld. De structuur van de 
bijbehorende cursus logisch redeneren volgt grotendeels het model of concreteness 
fading (Fyfe et al., 2014). Concreteness fading werkt stapsgewijs van concreet naar 
abstract, waarbij het leggen van verbanden tussen verschillende representaties 
voldoende aandacht moet krijgen en expliciet gemaakt moet worden. Voor de cursus 
logisch redeneren hebben we dit vertaald naar een eerste fase waarin argumenten in 
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gewone taal in groeps- en klassengesprekken besproken werden, bijvoorbeeld met 
de analyse van een krantenartikel over de zaak Lucia de B.1. Daarna volgde een fase 
waarin relevante gegevens uit een opdracht grafisch of schematisch weergegeven 
werden. Het ontdekken en toepassen van geschikte formalisaties, schematiseringen 
en visualisaties gebeurde vooral in korte, gesloten taken. In de meest abstracte fase 
werden schema’s verder veralgemeniseerd. Voor als-dan-beweringen waren dit 
bijvoorbeeld de algemene regels modus ponens (bevestigende modus) en modus tollens 
(ontkennende modus). Ten slotte werd leerlingen gevraagd de geleerde 
formalisaties, schematiseringen, visualisaties en regels toe te passen in met name 
alledaagse contexten (open taken). 

Om voldoende de aandacht te vestigen op de verbanden tussen de 
verschillende representaties, stonden tijdens de lessen samenwerkend leren en het 
vergelijken en bespreken van oplossingsmethoden tijdens groepswerk en 
klassengesprekken centraal (o.a. gebaseerd op Gravemeijer, 2020; Grouws & 
Cebulla, 2000; Halpern, 1998). Daarnaast was het belang van regelmatige formatieve 
feedback expliciet aangegeven in de docentenhandleiding en besproken met de 
deelnemende docenten. De interventie is getest tijdens een pilotstudie en daarna 
verbeterd en aangepast door extra lessen toe te voegen, leerlingen meer te laten 
oefenen met Venn-diagrammen en bepaalde begrippen eerder te introduceren. De 
uiteindelijke interventie had een quasi-experimentele onderzoeksopzet (e.g. Cook & 
Campbell, 1979) met niet-willekeurig samengestelde groepen. De experimentele 
groep (N = 56) kreeg een voor- en natoets en een cursus van tien lessen logisch 
redeneren. De controlegroep (N = 107) maakte dezelfde toetsen en volgde in de 
tussentijd geen lessen logisch redeneren. De leerlingen zaten in vwo 5 en vwo 6. 
Omdat bij de uitvoering van de interventie de docenten een belangrijke rol hadden, 
zijn zij vroegtijdig bij de ontwikkeling van de interventie betrokken. Tijdens 
verschillende bijeenkomsten zijn eigenschappen van de interventie, prototypes en 

 
1 In een open opdracht bij een uitgebreid krantenartikel over de verpleegster Lucia de B. moeten 
leerlingen de uitgangspunten en bewijslast die door de rechtbank werden gebruikt scheiden en hier een 
overzichtelijk geheel van maken door aan te geven via welke redeneerstappen de conclusie werd 
bereikt. Ook wordt in de opdracht aandacht gevraagd voor tegenargumenten en de kracht van het 
verzamelde bewijs in relatie tot de strafmaat. Het krantenartikel is van 25 maart 2003, dus ruim voor de 
herziening van de zaak waarop vrijspraak volgde in 2010. 
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ervaringen met elkaar besproken. Het volledige lespakket (in het Nederlands) is 
opgenomen als Appendix in dit proefschrift.2 

Resultaten van de interventie staan gedetailleerd beschreven in hoofdstuk 3. 
Uit de analyses bleek dat de interventie een groot, statistisch significant effect heeft 
gehad op de redeneervaardigheden van de leerlingen. De experimentele groep 
scoorde op bijna alle taken van de natoets significant beter dan de controlegroep. 
Ook gebruikte deze groep significant meer formalisaties, met name Venn- en Euler-
diagrammen. Uit de rapportages van docenten (logboeken) bleek dat ze in 
gesprekken in de klas steeds meer aandacht voor het gebruik van formalisaties 
hadden. 

Om de ontwikkeling in het leren van logisch redeneren van leerlingen te 
analyseren, is er in hoofdstuk 4 ingezoomd op één klas. Aan de hand van analyses 
van video-opnames wordt beschreven hoe het proces van concreteness fading bij de 
leerlingen verloopt: eerst van concreet naar bepaalde formele notaties, zoals 
lettersymbolen, daarna naar meer visuele en schematische representaties, zoals 
Venn- en Euler-diagrammen, en vervolgens de overgang naar abstractere modellen 
met het toepassen van de algemene regels modus ponens en modus tollens. Uit de 
analyses bleek dat de eerste twee stappen goed genomen werden door de leerlingen, 
maar dat de laatste stap met het gebruiken van abstractere modellen niet veel werd 
toegepast. Dat kan te maken hebben met een gebrek aan oefening, waardoor het de 
moeite waard wordt om te onderzoeken of meer oefening hiervoor verbetering 
geeft. Wel toont ons onderzoek aan dat het model of concreteness fading bruikbaar en 
ondersteunend is voor onderwijs in logisch redeneren. 

In hoofdstuk 5 zijn de interventiekenmerken en de bijbehorende 
implementatie uitvoeriger toegelicht om vervolgens de ervaringen van de leraren 
met de cursus logisch redeneren te beschrijven. De leraren blijken enthousiast over 
de aanpak met groepswerk en het stimuleren van formalisatiegebruik. Naar hun 
mening lukt het goed om het groepswerk in de klas te organiseren, maar verlopen 
klassengesprekken moeizamer. De verscheidenheid aan oplossingsmethoden 
maakte het voor docenten moeilijk om het gesprek te organiseren. Ook noemden de 
leraren het belang van logisch redeneren voor andere vakken en voor het latere 

 
2 De docentenhandleiding en antwoordbladen zijn digitaal beschikbaar via 
http://www.hugobronkhorst.nl/antwoorden/ 
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leven van de leerlingen. We adviseren om bij een dergelijke cursus logisch redeneren 
docenten goede ondersteuning en training te bieden in strategieën om de 
oplossingsmethoden van leerlingen in de klas te verzamelen en daar feedback op te 
geven. 
 
 

Conclusies en aanbevelingen 

Onze cursus, waarin leerlingen worden gestimuleerd om de inhoud en structuur 
van logische redeneeropdrachten te representeren met formalisaties, heeft een 
positief effect gehad op de redeneervaardigheden van leerlingen. We hebben laten 
zien dat leerlingen steeds meer formalisaties zijn gaan gebruiken tijdens de lessen 
en dat ze significant meer formalisaties gebruikten op de natoets dan leerlingen uit 
de controlegroep. Leerlingen legden het verband tussen concrete situaties en 
formele representaties met lettersymbolen, visualisaties en schematiseringen. Het 
leggen van verbanden tussen de verschillende representaties is een belangrijk 
kenmerk van het model of concreteness fading, waarbij de docent een belangrijke rol 
had in de lesorganisatie. Doordat leerlingen ideeën met elkaar uitwisselden werd 
het proces zichtbaar en hielpen ze elkaar geschikte formalisaties te vinden en de 
effectiviteit hiervan te evalueren. Formatieve feedback van de docent kon het 
denkproces verder ondersteunen. Deze positieve resultaten op basis van onze 
interventiekenmerken zijn veelbelovend gezien de eerder vermelde tegenvallende 
resultaten bij cursussen formele logica. Doordat formalisaties ook zijn toegepast op 
alledaagse contexten, hebben we bijgedragen aan het doel dat het gegeven onderwijs 
aandacht moet schenken aan maatschappelijk relevante contexten. Dat is niet alleen 
belangrijk voor onze specifieke doelgroep, wiskunde C-leerlingen, maar sluit ook 
aan bij de wereldwijde interesse in 21e-eeuwse vaardigheden die aan de basis liggen 
van toekomstige curricula. Kritisch denken en probleemoplossen zijn daarvoor 
belangrijke vaardigheden met logisch redeneren als de verbindende factor. Daarom 
hopen we dat leerlingen na een interventie bij het vak wiskunde in staat zullen zijn 
de geleerde formalisaties ook daarbuiten toe te passen: in andere contexten bij 
andere vakken en in het dagelijks leven. Omdat het belang van logisch redeneren zo 
groot is, pleit dit ervoor om logisch redeneren niet geïsoleerd aan te bieden, maar 
juist ook aandacht te hebben voor een vakoverstijgende aanpak, zodat transfer naar 

http://www.hugobronkhorst.nl/antwoorden/
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andere contexten en situaties gestimuleerd wordt. Er zijn goede voorbeelden, zoals 
het CASE-project (Cognitive Acceleration through Science Education; Adey et al., 
1995; Adey & Shayer, 1993), waarin een vakoverstijgende aanpak mogelijk is 
gebleken. We adviseren dan ook om logisch redeneren zowel binnen als buiten de 
wiskunde als vakoverstijgende vaardigheid voor alle leerlingen in alle 
onderwijsstromen (vmbo, havo en vwo) een belangrijke plaats te geven. Gezien de 
sterke vooruitgang in het gebruik van formalisaties die wij bij de leerlingen hebben 
gezien, ligt een samenwerking tussen de vakken wiskunde en Nederlands voor de 
hand. Schematiseringen zijn tenslotte nuttig om argumenten en argumentatie 
structuur te geven en dus zinvol voor de argumentatieve vaardigheden bij 
Nederlands. Daarnaast lenen Venn- en Euler-diagrammen zich goed om 
drogredeneringen te onderzoeken. Naast Nederlands en andere talen zijn er 
natuurlijk legio mogelijkheden. Logisch redeneren is tenslotte van belang voor alle 
vakgebieden waar het structureren, interpreteren en categoriseren van informatie 
belangrijk is. In het licht van de curriculumhervorming in Nederland 
(Curriculum.nu, 2019) heeft dit onderzoek dus niet alleen het maatschappelijk 
belang van logisch redeneren laten zien, maar toont het ook aan dat we dit domein 
een belangrijke plek dienen te geven. Door logisch redeneren als bouwsteen te zien 
die in alle vakgebieden moet terugkomen, kan er steeds meer transfer van geleerde 
formalisaties plaatsvinden. 

Samenvattend, onze resultaten laten zien dat onderwijs in logisch redeneren 
gebaat kan zijn bij een opbouw volgens het model of concreteness fading, waarbij er 
voldoende aandacht is voor het leggen van verbanden tussen verschillende 
representatievormen. Het leren toepassen van formalisaties heeft in een 
onderwijssetting waarin sprake was van een combinatie van groepswerk, 
formatieve feedback en klassendiscussies significant effect gehad op de 
ontwikkeling van het logisch redeneren van leerlingen. De door ons gehanteerde 
onderzoeksopzet laat het niet toe om vast te stellen wat precies het effect is van elk 
van de afzonderlijke ontwerpkenmerken op het leren van logisch redeneren. Om 
effectief onderwijs te kunnen realiseren in logisch redeneren raden we daarom 
docenten aan om elk van de ontwerpkenmerken uit de hier onderzochte interventie 
te betrekken in het onderwijsaanbod. Logisch redeneren is tenslotte voor iedereen 
in de huidige en toekomstige maatschappij van belang. 
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Wij hebben ons best gedaan om alle rechthebbenden met betrekking tot (beeld)materiaal te achterhalen 
en de originele bron vermeld (zie tabel en verwijzingen op pp. 249-252). Mocht een bron onterecht niet 

genoemd worden, dan kan de rechthebbende zich met de auteur in verbinding stellen. 
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andere contexten en situaties gestimuleerd wordt. Er zijn goede voorbeelden, zoals 
het CASE-project (Cognitive Acceleration through Science Education; Adey et al., 
1995; Adey & Shayer, 1993), waarin een vakoverstijgende aanpak mogelijk is 
gebleken. We adviseren dan ook om logisch redeneren zowel binnen als buiten de 
wiskunde als vakoverstijgende vaardigheid voor alle leerlingen in alle 
onderwijsstromen (vmbo, havo en vwo) een belangrijke plaats te geven. Gezien de 
sterke vooruitgang in het gebruik van formalisaties die wij bij de leerlingen hebben 
gezien, ligt een samenwerking tussen de vakken wiskunde en Nederlands voor de 
hand. Schematiseringen zijn tenslotte nuttig om argumenten en argumentatie 
structuur te geven en dus zinvol voor de argumentatieve vaardigheden bij 
Nederlands. Daarnaast lenen Venn- en Euler-diagrammen zich goed om 
drogredeneringen te onderzoeken. Naast Nederlands en andere talen zijn er 
natuurlijk legio mogelijkheden. Logisch redeneren is tenslotte van belang voor alle 
vakgebieden waar het structureren, interpreteren en categoriseren van informatie 
belangrijk is. In het licht van de curriculumhervorming in Nederland 
(Curriculum.nu, 2019) heeft dit onderzoek dus niet alleen het maatschappelijk 
belang van logisch redeneren laten zien, maar toont het ook aan dat we dit domein 
een belangrijke plek dienen te geven. Door logisch redeneren als bouwsteen te zien 
die in alle vakgebieden moet terugkomen, kan er steeds meer transfer van geleerde 
formalisaties plaatsvinden. 

Samenvattend, onze resultaten laten zien dat onderwijs in logisch redeneren 
gebaat kan zijn bij een opbouw volgens het model of concreteness fading, waarbij er 
voldoende aandacht is voor het leggen van verbanden tussen verschillende 
representatievormen. Het leren toepassen van formalisaties heeft in een 
onderwijssetting waarin sprake was van een combinatie van groepswerk, 
formatieve feedback en klassendiscussies significant effect gehad op de 
ontwikkeling van het logisch redeneren van leerlingen. De door ons gehanteerde 
onderzoeksopzet laat het niet toe om vast te stellen wat precies het effect is van elk 
van de afzonderlijke ontwerpkenmerken op het leren van logisch redeneren. Om 
effectief onderwijs te kunnen realiseren in logisch redeneren raden we daarom 
docenten aan om elk van de ontwerpkenmerken uit de hier onderzochte interventie 
te betrekken in het onderwijsaanbod. Logisch redeneren is tenslotte voor iedereen 
in de huidige en toekomstige maatschappij van belang. 
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De docentenhandleiding en antwoordbladen zijn digitaal beschikbaar via 

http://www.hugobronkhorst.nl/antwoorden/ 
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en de originele bron vermeld (zie tabel en verwijzingen op pp. 249-252). Mocht een bron onterecht niet 

genoemd worden, dan kan de rechthebbende zich met de auteur in verbinding stellen. 
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Dankwoord 

Degenen die mij een beetje kennen, weten dat zo gauw ik ergens aan begin ik dit 
ook tot een goed einde wil brengen. Een proefschrift schrijven doe je echter niet 
zomaar even en zeker niet alleen, al zijn er genoeg eenzame momenten waarop je 
achter je bureau weer eens naar de data aan het staren bent of vastloopt in je 
gedachten. Gelukkig zijn er dan velen die mij gesteund of geholpen hebben. Ik wil 
hieronder dus een aantal mensen bedanken. 

Allereerst mijn promotor en copromotoren: Martin Goedhart, Gerrit Roorda 
en Cor Suhre. Bij Martin stond de deur altijd open om snel even van gedachten te 
kunnen wisselen. Ook zijn kritische blik op formuleringen en zijn gave om teksten 
flink te kunnen inkorten, heeft ervoor gezorgd dat de twee kwalitatieve studies bij 
het ter perse gaan van dit proefschrift al gepubliceerd zijn. Maar bovenal, zijn 
vertrouwen in mijn onderzoek heeft geleid tot afronding binnen de voorgeschreven 
tijd. Bij Gerrit leken er altijd meer uren in de week te zitten dan bij iemand anders. 
Als dagelijks begeleider maakte Gerrit steeds weer tijd vrij voor een brainstorm, 
analyse van transcripten, een snelle controle van een stukje tekst, deelname aan 
docentenbijeenkomsten voor mijn onderzoek en soms ook gewoon voor een kop 
koffie met een op dat moment broodnodige peptalk. Cors expertise met sociaal 
wetenschappelijk onderzoek maakt het begeleidingsteam compleet. Zijn 
ongelimiteerde kennis van statistiek en SPSS heeft ervoor gezorgd dat we de 
statistische analyses zo grondig hebben kunnen uitvoeren. Zonder zijn hulp hadden 
we de prachtige resultaten nooit zo mooi kunnen presenteren. Ook onderstreepte 
Cor steeds het belang om eigen keuzes te maken op basis van alle input. Verder wil 
ik de leescommissie bedanken voor hun tijd en moeite om mijn proefschrift te lezen: 
Klaas van Veen, Bart Verheij en Pauline Vos. 

Alle participerende docenten hebben een waardevolle bijdrage geleverd. Mijn 
speciale dank voor input, uitvoering en dataverzameling gaat uit naar: Hans de 
Jager, Claudia Kamerling, Wilmar Koornstra, Marianne Laponder, Ellen de Poel, 
Henk Reuling, Karla Thie, Peter Vaandrager, Simon van der Veen en Zwaantje 
Warmelink. En voor de brainstormsessies: Jan Dassen, Katherine Gardiner, Jan van 
der Schans, Gerben Tieben en Evelien Zeggelink. Speciale dank ook aan alle 
deelnemende leerlingen die de schriftelijke toetsen zonder tegenprestatie serieus 
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gemaakt hebben of tijd hebben vrijgemaakt voor hardop-denksessies. En natuurlijk 
omdat ze met plezier de lessen in logisch redeneren hebben gevolgd. 

Ook bedank ik graag alle andere collega’s van ons instituut (ISEC) en de 
collega’s op de gang van onze koffiehoek op de vierde verdieping van de 
Bernoulliborg waardoor ik mij er vanaf het begin thuis voelde. In het bijzonder 
bedank ik mijn kamergenoten van “room 440” voor de serieuze en ontspannende 
gesprekken: Annelotte, Lathiful, Maarten, Nuril, Sofie en Thomais. Voor alle 
organisatorische en praktische zaken wil ik in ieder geval Mirjam en Erica 
(secretariaat ISEC) en Barbara en Petra (receptie Bernoulliborg) hartelijk bedanken. 
Ook speciale dank aan Anke en Anike die in de loop van het project mij wat 
transcribeerwerk uit handen hebben genomen en aan Charlotte en Regina die 
kritisch de pilottoetsen geanalyseerd hebben. Daarnaast ontmoet je tijdens allerlei 
cursussen en conferenties allemaal mensen die direct of indirect invloed hebben 
gehad op de keuzes en uitwerking van mijn onderzoek. Het zijn er te veel om op te 
noemen, maar via deze weg: ik heb jullie input en samenwerking gewaardeerd. 

Verder richt ik een speciaal woord van dank aan mijn werkgevers. Op allerlei 
vlakken moesten er zaken geregeld worden om het lesgeven met onderzoek doen te 
kunnen combineren: van directie (Harens Lyceum: Evelien, Hans, Helma en Wiebe. 
CS Vincent van Gogh: Alex, Alice, Bert, Jos, Wolbert, Koos, Harrie en Klaas) tot 
roostermakers (Branka, Jan, Tim en Wim) en dienstenbureau (Atse, Bert, Bianca, 
Gonny, Joop, Maaike, Marleen en Monique). Lotte Hoebeek, mijn collega Engels op 
CS Vincent van Gogh, wil ik even apart noemen: hartelijk dank voor jouw 
bereidheid om vertalingen van taken en specifieke begrippen nauwgezet te 
controleren. En als laatste een woord van dank aan de voltallige sectie wiskunde! 
We zijn een superteam. 

Natuurlijk is deze reis ergens begonnen. Mijn ouders hebben me altijd geleerd 
om eigen keuzes te maken. Ik speelde al langer met het idee om mijzelf verder te 
willen ontwikkelen op academisch niveau, maar ik vind lesgeven te leuk en te mooi 
om te moeten kiezen. De kans die is ontstaan door de zogenaamde Plasterk-gelden 
om via een NWO Promotiebeurs voor leraren beide te kunnen doen is natuurlijk 
fantastisch. Ik ben dan ook dankbaar dat zowel mijn promotieteam als Jos Tolboom 
mij gestimuleerd hebben om deze beurs aan te vragen. Sofie Van den Eynde en René 
te Velde: Bedankt dat jullie mijn paranimfen willen zijn om deze reis af te sluiten. 
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Lieve vrienden en familie, het was niet altijd makkelijk om mijn tijd goed te 
verdelen. Met dit promotieonderzoek kreeg ik er naast mijn reguliere werk en 
andere activiteiten eigenlijk gewoon een fulltimebaan bij! Als ik op het sociale vlak 
steken heb laten vallen, gaan we dat zeker inhalen. Gelukkig kon ik altijd rekenen 
op steun en begrip van alle kanten. 

Lieve Petra, jouw opgespaarde vakantie-uren zijn tot recordhoogte gestegen 
als ik weer eens zei “in de vakantie kan ik me mooi even geheel op het onderzoek 
richten”. Dankjewel dat je me stimuleerde vol te houden, maar ook om ervoor te 
zorgen dat ik ’s avonds op tijd stopte met het werk dat nooit klaar is en ik ook af en 
toe eens een gewoon boek moest lezen. Als deze gekke coronatijd straks voorbij is 
moeten we voor die opgespaarde vakantie-uren maar eens een mooie bestemming 
zoeken. 

En wie ik niet persoonlijk heb kunnen noemen: bedankt voor alles! 
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